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TAX PAYERS—
ATTENTION
Sixty-eight years ago the County of Knox was carved out of
the territory belonging to the Counties of Lincoln, Hancock and
Waldo.
In 1921 the Republican officials had been in charge of this
county only a few weeks when a bill was quietly steered through
the legislature to appoint a commissioner of deeds, to copy ancient
deeds in said counties covering the period between the years 1760
and 1860. All the expense of this unnecessary work is borne by the
tax payers of this county.
Up to July 17th, of this year, the County Commissioners have
paid out of the county treasury the enormous sum of $25,354.65 for
this work, and it is not yet completed. That large sum. has been
spread over a period of seven years to make it possible for the
county to pay it by installments, otherwise it would have been
necessary to borrow the money for this purpose.
I have examined titles for twenty-five years. I challenge those
who are responsible for this law to justify it. The voters of Knox
County will be interested listeners. It furnishes a fat job for a com
missioner. If it had any other merit, I have not discovered it.

It seldom, if ever, becomes necessary to examine a title to land,
during the century between 1760 and 1860, and if, in any instance,
it becomes necessary, the original records could be examined from
which the copies were made. I characterize such a law as one of
the most expensive and unnecessary acts to be perpetrated upon
the tax payers of this county in all its history.

The copying of these deeds is of little moro practical value to
Knox County than it would be for it to appoint a paid commissioner
to make an accurate count of the leaves on the trees within its .
borders. Up to the time that this selfish idea was conceived, Knox
County had been a county for sixty-one years. During all that time
we had gotten along without a raid on the county treasury which
now contributes to the financial disaster of this county.
There was no justifiable reason for the expenditure of this
large amount of money for such a purpose. Our county tax for last
year was $53,000, which is $21,000 more than it was in 1921. A
65^8% increase. Is it not time that needless expenditure of the tax
payers money was stopped? The people are entitled to know why
such a law was foisted upon them, and who is responsible for it.
The people know nothing about this law and had no knowledge of
the large expense which it has saddled upon this county, already
groaning upder a tremendously heavy burden of taxation. For
proof of what I have stated, I refer any person to Chapter 78 of the
laws of 1921, and to the County Commissioners’ record at the
Court House, (from which I have taken my figures. I herewith
append an itemized account of what this nonsense has cost the tax
payers thus far:
$226 80
257 40 •
226 80
199 80
262 80
328 53
246 63
301 50
204 30
297 03
204 20
108 90
360 90
342 00
311 40
221 40
448 20
350 10
417 60
201 60
306 90
408 60 ■
247 50
496 80
481 50
401 40
306 £0
355 50
225 00
387 90
553 50
354 60
612 00
403 20
124 20
' $11,283 39
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90
75
$25,354 65

Respectfully submitted for your consideration,
ELISHA W. PIKE.
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PUBLIC MEETING
TONIGHT IN POSTOFFICE SQUARE
at 7.30 o’clock
The Citizens of Rockland are invited to attend a
public meeting to be addressed by

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, September 1, 1928.
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Smith Advocates Government Con
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
trol of Liquor —The Results In
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
Canada.

advance : single copies three cents.

“Water Powers of Maine and the Economic Neces
sity of Retaining Hydro-Electricity Within the State
For Its Business and Agricultural Development.”

“A1 Smith wants us to go back to
the conditions that existed in this
country ten years ago with his
scheme for letting each state set its
percentage of alcohol permitted to be
sold in intoxicating liquors,” said
Frederick W. Smith, superintendent
.«. ••• ••• .». •».
••• ••• ••• •••
of the Christian Civic League at
To rejoice In the prosperity of anthe East Livermore Campground
other is to partake of It.—William
Wednesday.
Austin.
*•'
“For us,” he continued, "it means
(hat MaJne win be dry and nearby

and very reasonable.
NKW8PAPHR HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was established In 1855 and
In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

HEAR HIM
LENA K. SARGENT, Secretary.

r-LAKEWOOD PLAYERS—
THE SEASON'S CLEVEREST COMEDY SUCCESS

“IF I WAS RICH’’
WITH AN UNUSUALLY BRILLIANT CAST
By William Anthony McOuire. author of “Six Cylinder Love"

Local Batteries.

Next Week Begin, with Matinee, Labor Day, 2.30
THE ANITA LOOS MIRTH-QUAKE

“GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES”
Return Engagement of MRS. JACQUES MARTIN

O' the Original Broadway Company in the Funniest Role of Her
*
Career
AND A SPLENDID CAST

, * , . „
,,,
~
r*
Authority Fays voluntary tribute To Knox County
General Hospital In Official Report.

Braided Rug Makers

REAL ESTATE

AND INSURANCE

Attention—Knox County
Tax Payers:
An increase of $1,980.00

nmiio pm"1

Increased to $2,500.00

Why your county taxes have increased 65% and
your county debt increased 104%. Other reasons
will follow in the next issue of this paper. WATCH
FOR THEM.
DEMOCRATIC COUNTY COMMITTEE,
Lena K. Sargent, Sec.

105-*
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To the Citizens
of Knox County:

Labor Day
Band Concert Sunday Evening
Grand Display of Fireworks and Cannon

ade at 12.01

We respectfully call your attention to the largo increase in
your County Tax ynce Republican officials took charge of Knox
County in 1921. This tax which comes directly from your pocket,
has stepped upward every year since that time.

Free Admission to Park

The Georgians Band playing for the

In 1921 the County debt was $32,725.

Midnight Frolic

Last year it was $85,941.

AN INCREASE OF 134% IN SIX YEARS,

Is there any valid

reason tor it?
Rockland, and every town in the County, except two, have in
creased in valuation. We have $1,464,000 more taxable property
than in 1921.

Why has there been such an enormous increase in your tax?

Labor Day Morn, 12.05
Ball Game in the Morning

Watch this space in Thursday's issuo for the reasons.

Dance Wed and Fri.—Lakewood Country Club—“Ted" Zahn and
Hie Boys. Best Food in Maine at the Lakewood Inn

“ONE OF THE BEST IN MAINE’’

E. S. VOSE

He Is One of the Greatest Orators in New England

Every Night This Week

High Commendations By
Col Farnsworth Include

Volume 83................. Number 105.

High commendations of a character
Official and authoritative endorse $150,738.27. The amount of expendi
which surpasses any previous re
ment of the highest sort of the work tures over income, $3,481.23. This
includes, of course, the cost of new
ports of field inspection of the annual
of the Knox County General Hospital
construction and equipment, $98,encampment of the 240th Coast Artil
was received recently by Miss Ella A. 810.58. The resources of the hospital
lery. Maine National Guard, and not
Richardson, superintendent. It came over the liabilities is $121,332.87.
•••
a. single report of deficiencies, was unsolicited and unexpected, from the
The administration is to be con
| •••
made by Lieut. Col. Farnsworth, in office of the Department of Health gratulated on the splendid work
•••
at
Augusta,
signed
by
the
secretary,
accomplished
during the past year.
spector. to the commanding general
Grube R. Cornish, well known in this Rockland should he exceedingly
•••
of the First Corps Area regarding the
proud of the hospital, which, in my
section.
July tour of duty of the Maine men
The early part of the report ap opinion, is one of the best arranged
™ wziKrrnn ruiAnTTDC j States will be <wet. -We know what
under
command
of
Col.
George
E.
proved the system of maintaining the and equipped hospitals in the State
, TO AV INTER QUARTERS ; that cost us in the old days. The
records, noted six graduate nurses, of Maine. Careful attention has been
-----decrease in this State in arrests for Fogg.
11 attendants, 21 physicians on the given to even minor details, which
Will Be Taken the Maraval--- drunkenness, and the decrease in
Battery A of Portland is commendstaff
and 17 pupil nurses. It states I will undoubtedly increase the effi_
_ .
I deaths from alcoholism and cirrhosis | pd for winning the adjutant generals
IO Labrador In the Spring, [nr the liver tell how beneficial for
1,1,sed on armory attendance, that the institution was managed by ’ ciency of the administrative staff. A
___
I the State of Maine has been national gunnery qualifications (perfect). pay a charitable corporation and accepted careful study of the#expenditures of
The Maraval, built at Thomaston j prohibition, and we intend to con rolls and forms, camp attendance, and all classes of cases except chronic the hospital proves conclusively that
and contagious It specified a three- they have been wisely and con
fer the Grenfell mis«sion in Labra tinue our fight for it in order to marksmanship
story fireproof building of 77 bed sistently made, with a view to the
save ourselves from other States.”
Battery B of Sanford, winning the
dor, excited much attention in Port“In his speech of acceptance, the second leg ol‘ the Mary McClure base capacity with excellent operating highest possible efficiency of the
services rendered.
and general equipment.
Hand when she arrived there on her Governor of New York says that we ball trophy.
This specific detail table is inter
-It was a pleasure to inspect the
Battery (’. Brunswick, winning of
i1 trial trip. • The Portland papers said ought to follow the ways of our
esting. compiled for year ending new, modern, and well equipped
neighbors and adopt government athletic trophy.
I this about her:
Knox County General Hospital. It
control. Which one of our neighbors,
Battery 1). Portland, for winning Dec. 31. 1927:
“The Maraval, a substantially built Mr. Smith, we would ask. for every First Battalion streamer, based on Patients in hospital. Dec. 31. 1926 22 was not long before the inspector
75-foot packet just completed by Province that has adopted govern best line in parade, best march Patients admitted during year..... 965 was profoundly impressed with the
I atmosphere of co-operation and helpCharles A. (Morse & Son at Thomas ment control has adopted a different ing, promptness in formations, perI am the Republican candidate for
• fulness that exists among the memton and a gift to the International system. Shall we adopt the Quebec I S(,n;,l appearance and condition of
Discharged during the year...
929 I hers of the staff and employes. The
Representative to the Legislature Grenfell Association for missionary system where saloons parade under ; pqujpmentt sanjtationi mess manage- Deaths during year ..................
24 , superintendent has given a businesswork along the Labrador coast, the guise of taverns and turn out ment, police of battery area, conduct
Remaining in hospital, Dec. 31 ’27 24 : like administration, which has been
from the towns of Thomaston, South dropped anchor in Portland harbor just as evil results as the saloon? of fatigue details, and military
------' greatly supplemented by the crea. Sunday on her trial trip. The craft So rotten are the results that some courtesy and smartness.
987 : tion of a sympathetic and intelligent
Thomaston, Owl s Head, Cushing and | c,(nie t0 Portland harbor ln order of our Canadian neighbors are begin
Battery E, Camden, for winning the
Surgical patients for year......... 433 j understanding among the members
ning to wonder just what it is that 12-inch gun trophy with three hits in
that
Robert
Hale
who
is
president
of
j Friendship. If elected all laws which
Medical patients for year...............
of the administrative staff, patients,
the Portland Grenfell Association government control controls. The four record shots.
Eye, ear, nose.and throat patients
and their friends. This is the type
Battery F, Thomaston, winning of
s seem to me calculated to benefit the might board and inspect it. The craft storekeeper says it controls cash for
for year ........................................... 244
was moored off the landing at Cush the government store and the tavern 10-inch gun trophy with one hit in Obstetrical patients for year........ 86 of service which money cannot
buy and which should receive the
State, and especially those which aim ings Island and Mr. Hale, his family gets the cash and he gets the charge four record shots and two hits in trial
Births for year .................................. 73 sincere appreciation of all who have
and several friends went aboard and accounts. If government ownership fire. Also for winning Second Battal
anything whatever to do with the
to foster and develop the fishing in
of the railroads was such a mess, ion streamer, based on competition
expressed their approval.
965 continued program of the Knox
what kind of a mess would we get same as Battery D.
“
Albert
T.
Gould,
prominent
Boston
X-ray patients (including 57
dustry along'our coast and rivers,
County General Hospital.
Battery G, Rockland, for exception
attorney and president of the New from government ownership of the
I will have my earnest support.
X-ray treatments) ...................... 492
Visitors from out-of-the-State are
ally well arranged and policed camp
England Grenfell Association, was in saloons?
Treatments in (Out iPatient De
“Some folks are trying to fool us site.
invariably pleased with the appear
I
command of the -craft and explained
partment ......................
661 ance of the hospital plant, ,outside
by saying the President could not do
For the regiment as a whole—for
that owing to the nature of the work
anything to weaken prohibition, hut successfully carrying out battle prac Total number hospital days..... 12.107 as well as in. An effort has been
I shall make a special effort to se
and the mode of life of the people, it
with the sqme breath they try to tice by firing Battery Bowdoin, Fort Average patients per day ....... 33.15 made to have the lawns bring out
cure a large appropriation for the was found- necessary to have a hos tell us that he would strengthen Levett, and Battery DeHart, Fort Maximum patients any one day
53 the simple dignity of the structure
pital steamer, as the fleet of yawls enforcement. If he cannot weaken it.
Minimum patients any one day
18 and this has been well accomplished.
Williams,
simultaneously,
and
also
■ back road in Cushing.
and packets which are used during he cannot strengthen it. It was
In the near future the city plan calls
Battery Foote. 12-inch Barbette, Fort Patients moribund upon ad
the summer season in an endeayor Captain Stayton of the Association
mission ......................................
5 for the covering of the open brook
Levett, and Battery Blair, 12-inch,
to carry on the social and medical Against the Prohibitive Amendment
Percentage
of
deaths
includ

w hich now bisects the lot and with
Fort Williams, simultaneously and
service of the missions, are called. who on last Columbus Day made the
ing moribund .......................... 2.4% that accomplished the vista from
securing excellent photographic and
There are no roads in North New first statement that all that they all other records without the slightest Percentage of deaths exclu
Limerock street will l>e most pleasing.
foundland and Labrador and in sum needed to get what they wanted, confusion. For making eignt sets of
sive of moribund ................... 1.8% The levelling and grassing of the
mer the sea provides the only means namely, the repeal of the Amend excellent target practice records and
The income during the year was Maple-IBeech street lot has also
of communication between the scat ment, was one more liberal judge analysis of same within the field $147,257.15, while expenditures were added much to the appearance.
tered hamlets, while in winter the upon the bench of the Supreme Court training period, including critiques
whole snow covered and frozen coun of the United States. They see where by group commanders. For speeding
105-107
try is one broad highway and the they will get that judge if A1 Smith up all record fire 20 per cent faster
AWARD OF PRIZES
WHEREFORES OF MOXIE
work is done by dog team transpor- is the next president.
than the 1927 practice.
BOARD OF REGISTRATION
Notice is hereby given that the Board , tation.
“A1 Smith has always been the
For the Band 240th Coast Artillery, In Camden Garden and Lawn New Corporation Does Not
of Registration will be hi session at their i “Navigation in the North will be friend of the saloon and the liquor
for above average smartness, and co
room In the City HulUlinc. Sprint: Street.! p,)ISP(| ,t„. tjrst of November and Mr. interests. He still is. That is appar
operation in cheerfully playing for
Contests Tonight — Boks
Affect the New England
upon nine secular days preceding the tenth
, , ,
, .
, , ,,
day of September, 1928, for the purpose ofLou id hasdecided that it would
not ent from his own sayings. Further, 97th Division formations and cere
i revising and correcting the voting lists of , be advisable to make the journey un his own record condemns him.
Concern.
In monies in addition to their own duties.
Offer
$550.
the city.
til the spring. The boat left Port- his reply to the charges made by
| The board will ho In session the first six
The manufacturing and manage
Award of prizes for best kept flower
j of said days from 9 a. m. to 1 p. ni. and land harbor this morning for Thom William Allen White he did not
THE FLYING SQUADRON
i from 3 p. in. to 5 p. m. and fitim 7 p. m. to aston. from where it will .be taken to make denial, but attempted to excuse
gardens and lawns in Camden will ment of the original Moxie Co. of
9 p. m. As the last three days of said session Pleasant Pond Harbor and probably
himself for having made them by
A Young People’s conference di be made in Camden Opera House at Massachusetts will not in the least
I are for the purpose of verifying said lists
k saying he was in a large company. rectod by the Flying Squadron, com
and tocomplote and close up the records of be moored for the winter.”
the session, no names will be added to or
The charges concerning prostitution posed of Rev. R. A. L. Colby of Gardi 8 o’clock tonight. Charles Dana Gib he affected -by the newly organized
stricken from said lists on said days.
Joe Conway, Rockland’s star sec and vice still stand.
He cannot ner and 10 young people, will be held son will preside and Arthur G. Staples Moxie Co. of America. This organiz
By order of the Board of Registration.
ond baseman, joins the Lewiston team deny them.”
HENRY M. I>E ROCHEAIONT, Chairman.
at the Littlefield Memorial Church, the well known editor of the Lew'iston ation has secured the rights for dis
in the New England League next
Cafhden street, next Tuesday, with Journal will deliver an address. The tributing Moxie in all territories
For Northern New England the this program:
Tuesday. Lewiston wanted him at
prizes, aggregating $550, were offered outside of iNew* England while the
once, but he thought it only fair to radio weather prediction is: Fair to 10.00* -Devotions,
Carl Small by Mr. and Mrs. Ed»ward W. Bok,
Words of Welcome, Pres. Wesley Stuart and will he personally awarded1 by Massachusetts Co. will continue to
stay the season out with Rockland. day and Sunday. Now what we all
Ph* I
He is easily one of the best infielders want to know is what Monday will 10.30—Address,
attend to the distribution in New
Millie Pettlgrove them. The list follows:
Home work. OnljR experienced mak in the Maine Coast League and is a furnish.
Business and appointment of committees
England.
Class
1
ers who will furnish good work ’gentleman on the field and off. His
Bong
Many inquiries have been made to
promptly need apply OLD SPAR- .career with the New England League
Paul Jameson
11.15- Address,
Gonia’s wall paper sale will
$100
for
an
entirely
new
garden
>
Solo
see if there has been a consolidation
HAWK MILLS, So. Portland, Me. | the balance of the season will be tinue all next week.—adv.
11.40- Address,
Marlon Coombs or lawn brought to a state of perfec or a reorganization of the Moxie
105-116 (watched with much interest.
tion in one season.
Announcements and dinner
Lala Chambers
1.30 Devotions,
$50 for the next be»t entirely new Co. of Massachusetts. According to
Esther
Marsteller
1.45- Address,
Francis E. Thompson of the Massa
garden or lawn.
Music
chusetts company, no change has
James Kirkpatrick
2.25- Address,
Class
2
been made in that concern and the
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
Song
Pauline
Nute
3.00 —Open Forum,
$100 for the best-maintained or im business will continue as it always
Song
has.
proved flower garden.
3.50 Remarks from visiting pastors and
$50 for the second best-maintained
The new organization called the
V l‘. leaders
Desirable Property in All Parts of
Song
or improved flower garden.
Moxie Co. of America is an entirely
4.25 Bible Training School Life, Carl Small
$25 for the third 'best-maintained separate company having no connec
the City
5.45- Supper
tion with the Massachusetts concern
or improved flower garden.
7.00 Song and Praise Service
Report of Committees
$25 for the fourth best maintained and has been organized to distribute
Listings Invited
Rev. R. A. L. Colby or improved garden.
7.45 Address,
the Moxie product, outside of New’
• * * •
Squadron Benediction
England.
The salary of county officials for 1921, was $8,500.00.
Class 3
This conference will be interesting
The beverage will continue to be
The salary of county officials at the present time is $10,380.00.
Thomas J. Foley
and inspiring and it is hoped that
$100 for the best-kept front lawn manufactured ,by the original com
many
young
people
of
Knox
County
(including
care
of
sidewalk,
grass
PHONE 772-M
Rockland
pany which will continue to supply
will lie utile lo attend.
plot and curb).
New England dealers as it has in
An increase in six years of 23 1-3%.
$50 for the second best front lawn. the past. The original company was
When the present clerk of courts accepted his office, the salary
$25 for the third best front lawn.
established more than 40 years ago
was $1,500.00.
$25 for the fourth best front lawn. by Dr. Augustian Thompson, father
In addition to the award money the of the present president of the con
At the last legislature he had a bill put in to have it
ten successful contestants will be pre cern. The business, often referred
sented with a framed eertideate.
to as a New’ England institution
has always been controlled by the
Although this salary is pjid by the tax payers of this county,
Thompson family.
neither your senator or any Republican Representative from this
Knox County is particularly inter
county opposed this increase. It was so excessive that the com
“AIRPLANE PILOTS”
ested in the above as Dr. Thompson
mittee on salaries and fees cut it down to $2,100.00.
was a native of Union and the pres
Neither did your county commissioners oppose it.
Will Figure In R. & R. Lime ent proprietor has a summer home
in Friendship.
Reason No. I r

Ex-Mayor of New Haven
on the

Tel. Skowhegan 434. Mall Skowhegan. Each Evg at 8 Standard Time
Five Miles North of Skowhegan

COAST ARTILLERY

Advertising rates based upon circulation

HON. PHILLIP TROUP

'

HIS RECORD CONDEMNS

THREE CENTS A COPY

Published by the Democratic County Committee,

Labor Day Night Ball

[This advertisement is run in correction, the original appear
ance in the issue of Aug. 28 having been so printed that the figures
$1,464,000 might easily have read $7,464,000. The figures as sub
mitted by Mrs. Sargent read $1,464,000.].
105-*

The Rockland A- Rockport Lime
Corporation is to conduct a safety
campaign beginning today and last
ing for the entire montn. A new
departure is being carried out, in that
each department head is planning
and developing Ills own campaign,
and not conducting it as heretofore
along plans made by tlie Safety
Department.
It is expected that
some very novel features will be
Introduced.
The Safety Department Itself, with

Everett E. F. Libby, safety engineer,
at the helm, will keep tabs on the
campaign and carry on the central
feature, which will represent an air
plane endurance race. The heads of
the 10 different departments, figuring
as pilots, are Frank Winehenbach,
Harry Post, Harry Walsh, Ernest B.
Packard, Jack Nystrom, Bertie Smith
Walter Fpliam, William Walker, Roy
Kalloch and Donald Kelsey.
George B. Wood, president of the
Rockland <& Rockport Lime Corpora
tion made a tour of the plant Tues
day, giving talks to the employes in
the interest of the campaign and
urging the men to get the spirit of
the thing and show their interest
by making safety suggestions. Mr.
Wood also expressed his confidence
in a no-accident month.
MRS. “PATT” TO SPEAK

KNOX ARBORETUM BUDGET

Still it grows ! But a little more
is needed to complete it for this sea
son.
Previously reported ................... $71175
Mrs. Maude Lufkin, Roxmont ... 5.00
Miss Porter .Warren and Ra
cine, W*is....................
1.00
Will New’bert, Thomaston ....... 1.00
Mont Trainer. Rockland ............. 2.00
Benjamin Segal. Rockland .........

1.00

Maurice Wheeler, New Jersey.......... 50
Frances Wheeler, New Jersey.......... 50
Clark Stover, Jr., Arlington.
Mass........................................................ 50
Roger Stover, Arlington. Mass., .50
C. C. Stover, Arlington, Mass.... 1.00
Collections at Museum ............... 2.60

Total ............................................ $727.35

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would have
made a rule lo read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss of happiness. —
Charles Darwin.
SHE IS FAR FROM THE LAND
She is far from the land where her young hero
sleeps,
And lovers are round her. sighing :
But coldly she turns from their gaze, and weeps,
For her heart In his grave is lying.

A

She sings the wild songs of her dear native
plains,
Every note which lie loved awaking:—
Ah. little they think, who delight in her strains.
How the heart of the minstrel is breaking.

He had lived for his love, for his country he

LENA K. SARGENT,

Secretary.

Corp.’s Safety Campaign
Beginning 1 oday.

The Georgians Singing Band
Confetti Serpentine Favors, Novel Hats

Mrs. Gertrude M. Pattangall, former
died,
They were all that to life had entwined him ;
Democratic national committeewomNor soon shall the tears of his country be
an. will speak at Republican rallies
dried,
in Willimantic and Parkman Satur
Nor long will his love stay behind him.
day. Mrs. Pattangall will speak at
Oh. make her a grave where the sunbeams rest.
the special request of the women in
When the\ promise a glorious morrow:
these two Piscataquis towns, who They’ll shine o’er her sleep, like a smile from
the West.
are especially interested in her views
From h r own loved island of sorrow.
on prohibition.
r—Thomas Moore,

SUN FOR HOOVER

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockland. Me.. Sept. 1. 1928.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle. who
on oath declares that he Is Pressman in the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Aug. 30, 1928. there was
printed a total of 6280 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day

Rockinad Courier-Gazette, Saturday, September 1, 1928.
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MR. SONNTAG LEAVES US

It Would Be Unfortunate To
Abandon Respected Poli
cies, It Says.

BELFAST WINS THE PENNANT

Under the caption ‘For President:
win With seven errors behind him.
The Remaining Games
Mr. Hoover,” the New York Evening
In the fifth inning, for Instance, with
Today—Rockland at Camden, two two men out. Belfast made three suc
Sun of Aug. 27 published the follow
games. 2 p. m. and 4 p. m.
ing able editorial:
•
*
cessive errors, and as many runs re
Love worketh no ill to his neighbor:
• • • •
Labor Day—Rockland at Belfast, sulted.
therefore love is the fulfilling of.the
The acceptance speeches of the
9.3,) a. m.t Belfast at Camden. 1.30
The score:
law.
—Romans _13:10.
____________
Presidential nominees, added to the
o. m . and Camden at Rockland. 4.30
Camden
’
| platforms adopted at Kansas City
ab r bh tb po a e
When the Democratic National and Houston, present to the AmeriCole, ss ........ ... 5 11113 0
Chairman Mr. Raskob issued his can people a (reasonably complete
The League Standing
Ogier, if ...... ... 4 1 1 1 0 0 0
recent prediction that Sniith would idea of the case in which decision
5
As most of you already know Bel Nanigian. cf
must be rendered on Nov. 6.
have 309 electoral votes he was sim
fast captured the pennant Thursday Wilson, lb ....... 5
In reaching the belief that this de
Small. 2b ......... 3
ply following in the footsteps of his cision should go to the Republicans
' when it won the first game of Its Loftus, rf ......... 5
! double-header with Camden, and The
predecessors, who have invariably Thg» Sun is influenced by the larger
Walls. 3b ......... 4
made large claims. If the writer’s J Issues and these alone. It has due
I Courier-Gazette believes it is speak- Masterman, c .. 4
I regard for the remarkable history
memory serves him correctly there and accomplishments of Alfred E.
J ing for both Rockland and Camden Klosek. p ......... 4
' when it says that neither town be
was Senator Jones of Nevada who Smith. It has no sympathy with the
39 8 6 7 27 11 1
continued to claim Bryan’s election contention that his ability does not
grudges Manager Thurston's team
Belfast
measure
so
high
as
the
Presidency:
for some weeks after the whole
the honor It has worked so hard for.
his eight years in the Governor’s
ab r bh tb po a
country knew that he was the worst chair have proved the ease with
A study of the figures shows that It Cogan ga
licked candidate the Democratic which he grasps political problems.
is still possible for Rockland to tie Murphy, cf. lb .. 5
party had ever known. Nobody with Nor does The Sun take seriously the
Camden for second place, but in or- J McCarty, rf
4
allegation that Mr. Smith's election
good sense would undertake to belit
der to do this she would have to win Kunitz. c ......... 4
would mean the "Tammanyizing” of
Thurston, lb ....
tle Smith's strength, and nobody tht Government; the appointments
botli of this afternoon’s games at Palement, 3b ....
familiar with Presidential campaigns which he has made at Albany are
Camden, and both of her Labor Day Mackley, If. cf..
i gaim-s while Belfast also takes a fall ‘yinMahon, 2b ....
would expect Raskob to concede his proof of the hollowness of that argu
ment. The picture of the Governor
|out of Camden. This, of course, is 'Hale. If .............
defeat, but there are plenty of keen
extremely improbable, but still in the Sterling, p ....... 4 0 0 0 0 1 0
in a tiger’s skin may cause in the
observers who know his weakness West and South that terror which it
range of reason.
Whether Rockland ties Camden or
38 4 12 15 27 13 7
as well as his strength and they is meant to inspire, but the East
not she Is entitled to the support ot' Camden ........... 1 2 0 0 3 0 2 0 0—8
see in that weakness an obstacle has outgrown such bugaboos.
Far from joining in the ill-natured
the Rockland fans in view of the Belfast ........... 1 0 1 0 (1 0! Of 1 0—4
■which would make it extremely diffi criticism—some open, some whis
Two-base hits, Walls. McMahon.
wonderful finish she Is making. Here
cult for him to carry some of the pered—which has been leveled at
Three-base hit. Mackley. Bases on
Is the present standing:
States included in the Raskob Governor Smith by Republicans like
Won
Lost
P. C. balls, off Sterling 2. Struck out, by
Belfast ............... 22
13
.629 Klosek 3. by Sterling 2. Umpires.
claims. Senator Moses, eastern direc William Allen White and by Demo
crats innumerable, this newspaper
Scorer,
Camden .... ......... 18
• 18
.500 Martin and McDonough.
tor of the Hoover campaign, declares believes that in nominating Mr.
Rockland ........... 14
22
.388 Winslow.
•
•
•
•
very definitely that the Republican Smith his party took the only step
candidate will not fall below 276 consistent with the political history
Rockland 4, Belfast 3
The Pennant Won
electoral votes, which is 10 more of the last ten years. Needless to
to
divide
A
crowd
which ought to have been
Belfast
was
compelled
say. he is not at the head of a united
Carl H. Sonntag, Consulting Engineer
honors with Camden in tne double- twice as large, in view of the game I
than the necessary number. But here party, for the agitation over prohibi
header on the Belfast grounds Thurs- [that Rockland is now playing, saw
again we have a partisan declara tion. while cleaving both parties, has
day. but was quite content to do so. i nine innings of classy baseball at
wrought
the
greater
division
among
tion, so we seek a middle ground, and
Carl H. Sonntag. who has been con thus obtained were unanimous in two as the winning of the first carried Community Park last night. Both
the
Democrats.
But
at
least
he
1«
undertake to find it in the impartial
with it the distinction of annexing the Hale and Turner were going strong ]
bolder, more magnetic and more nected with the Lawrence Portland respects—regret at Mr. Sonntag’s de
Sand hits were few and far between.
review of that well known syndicate easily understood than any other liv Cement Co. In the important ca parture and well wishes for his fu pennant.
The second inning didn't look much
Speaking of hits, that man Turner I
writer Mark Sullivan. He says that ing Democrat. It is not the man pacity of consulting engineer since ture, wherever it takes him.
The climax of the aff.fir was the like a pennant for Belfast, as Camden 'was the real noise last night, making
with
whom
we
find
fault,
but
the
the only Eastern States which Smith
preliminary work on the plant began, presentation of
nice traveling bag scored three runs in that chapter. ja single, double and triple in three
history and the policies of his party
has any real chance to carry are
has completed his work for the cor- i(0
to Mr. Sonntag an act which was Wilson led off with a walk and was j tr|ps t0 the plate. Had he gone to
and certain views to which, as a
New York, New Jersey, Connecticut Democrat, he subscribes and which poration. and leaves tonight for his very graciously performed by the advanced to second on Small's single. ibat a fourth time he would probably
home in Cape Girardeau. Mo. He toastmaster. Mr. Sonntag’s features An error by Kunitz then set both [ have s|ammed the pill for four sacks. I
Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Dela he seeks to promulgate Tlie Sun
will tarry briefly in Plymouth. Mass., expressed the emotion he felt, and runners up a peg. and both scored on j rfhe score Was 2 to 1 in favor of
ware and Maryland. With those bases its support of Mr. Hoover on enroute, in order to study historical everybody understood when the re- Loftus’ triple. A single by Master- ; Ro,.klanj when the "fatal sevenththese foundations:
100 electoral votes he would have a
lore. in which he is much interested, cipient said he could not find words man sent in the third; and what closed. but Belfast tied it up nicely
1. The history of the United States
proved to be Camden’s last run in that in the first half of the eighth on
Last night Mr. Sonntag was guest to express his appreciation,
very fair start toward the Presi since the Civil War has shown pros
of honor at a banquet held at Wess- J Mr. Sonntag’s important duties at game.
singles by Murphy and McCarty and |
dency. If he loses one of the larger perity under Republican administra
Belfast staged a nice little batting a sacrifice by Kunitz.
aweskeag Lin. South Thomaston, and the cement plant and his thorough
tions
and
economic
depression
or
dis

rally
in
the
fourth,
singles
by
Thurs

ones or two of the smaller ones he
attended by some 15 of his associates, knowledge of the industry have alRockland’s half of the eighth opened I
aster under Democratic rule.
if possible, on this occasion, and ready been touched upon in the de- ton and Palement and a double by with Fitzpatrick fanning. Waltz set
will certainly lose the Presidency.
2. The cornerstone rf American
Mackley
on
an
error
by
Small
netting
the bleachers buzzing with a double. |
Assuming that he gets these 100 elec prosperity is the protective tariff, a everybody had a jolly time, which scriptive article published some three tallies.
was marred only by the fact that months ago. Aside from, his duties
and the buzz increased to a tumult
toral votes and the 114 of the South Republican policy adhered to under
The winning of the pennant came
good-byes were so soon to be in order Mr Sonntag has figured prominently
when Monroe drove him home with a I
Republican administration.
he would need 52 more, and this every
General Manager E. J. Davis acted in local social affairs and has been in Belfast's half of the fifth inning, single, scoring himself on Bachand’s I
True, the Democratic platform of
and it was entirely fitting that the
as
toastmaster,
and
in
the
course
of
a
regular
attendant
at
the
Rotarj
’
would make the border States the this year retreats from the old doc
man who should make the epochal sacrifice fly.
Belfast scored one in the ninth when
real battleground. These States are trine of low customs rates, but there th.' festivities called for remarks from meetings. Tit, regret which his de- score should be the playing manager
„
x,
j
the other guests. The expressions parture occasions is general.
of that team. "Solly" Thurston.,"™”' dropped McMahon's fly and
West Virginia. Kentucky. Tennessee is insufficient evidence that this late
Murphy,
the
first
man
up.
grounded
!
Hale
’
ingled.
With
two
on
it
was
up
Missouri and Oklahoma. It is practi conversion has struck so deeply into
out to Squantq Wilson. Kunitz sin- 10 Belfast s new outfielder McCarty to
Democratic veins as to remove the
STRAND THEATRE
FISHERIES SCHOOL
cally certain, Mr. Sullivan says, thkt danger of a relapse.
pled, but was subsequently caught save the day, hut his pop fly fell into
he cannot get West Virginia or Okla
between third and home. Thurston the two bushel baskets which served
3. American
prosperity
under
A drama of the furies of men and
Bachand as hands.
homa, so that the other three States President Coolidge has attained a the sea is told in "Stormy Waters.” Congressman White Hopes singled, and Palement made the hit
There were lots of fine plays in this
which drove in the coveted run.
height
hitherto
unknown.
We
have
form what may be considered one of
To See One Established— Pitching honors were pretty nearly game, but the most brilliant—pos
the economic "miracle” of rising now playing. In the role of Lola,
the real battlegrounds. As summed wages and falling commodity prices.
even. Camden making one more base sibly the most brilliant of the season
Eve Southern is seen as the supreme
Cites Benefits.
than Belfast. Batting honors were —was made by Conway, when he
up by Mr. Sullivan the Republicans
4. Under President Coolidge the siren—the woman who cares only
jumped half as high as George Snow’s
could focus on one border State like taxes on small inconfes have been for conquests—whose interest is gone
Benefits to be derived by a school carried off by paiement.
airplane and nailed Hale’s stinging
The score:
cut to nothing: automobile and nuis
for fishermen was explained by Con
Missouri; they could focus on two
liner.
Belfast
ance taxes have been repealed-, the with success—who snares men ami
Then- there was Mackley who did
border States like Tennessee and corporation tax has been lowered then casts them aside. "Beware of gressman White in Damariscotta
ab r bh tb po a e
tail-spins, nose dives, et cetera, but
The Congressman
Kentucky; they could focus on two The program of tax reduction and tropical women. Davy.’’ Robert Steele Monday night
(Cogan. ss ........... 4
’who always came back with the ball
said that it was his desire to see
Southern States like Virginia and reform drawn by Secretary Mellon tells his young brother when he is such a school established. It was i Murphy, cf ....... 4
in his hands. He jjaught five good
five years ago has been carried out about to go ashore for his first night
Kunitz,
c
..........
4
North Carolina, or on an Eastern The national debt has been reduced
ones. The score:
one of the steps, he felt, necessary to
Thurston, lb .... 4
in
an
Argentine
port.
Davy
thought
rehabilitate the sea and shore fish
State like Massachusetts. The Dem nearly seven billion dollars.
Rockland
1 Paiement, 3b .... 4
he was safe, for he loved a sweet
5. Under President Coolidge the little girl back home, but he has eries industry of Maine and of the Mackley, If ....... 4
ocrats on the other hand must fight
ab r bh tb PO
Atlantic coast.
Walsh. 3b ............ 3 1 1 2 2
hard in every State they hope to relations of the United States with reckoned without the cleverness and
Calling attention to the fact that McCarty, If ..... 4
foreign countries have improved. At the overpowering lure of a woman
Monroe. If
... 3 1 1 3 2
the sea and shore fisheries of Maine |McMahon’ 2b — 3
carry, omitting of course,
the Havana Mr. Hughes made us under
.... 3 a 0 0 3
1
whose life is for love and conquest. had declined in recent years the Con Milliken, p ....... 3
Southern States.
stood to South America. The Mexi David’s soul rides a stormy sea
... 4 l 1 1 0
9 0 0 0 3
can problem is on- its way to com before it drops anchor in a calm port gressman said that it was to be re
34 4 11 12 27 12 2
gretted.
The
sea
and
shore
fisheries
.Turner, p ...... .... 3 1 3 6 0
The article by Mr. Donohue which plete solution, thanks to the Presi The added attraction is "Sorrell &
Camden
should
be
one
of
the
greatest
indus

Ahearn, c ...... . .... 3 0 0 0
appeared on the front page of Thurs dent’s fortunate choice of Mr. Mor Son,” with H. B. Warner.
tries of the State. Off the coast of
ab r bh tb po a
9 0 0 0 10
row as Ambassador. Our course in
Romance and drama are brilliantly : Maine, comparatively speaking, lie
day’s issue directed attention very Nicaragua has been firm enough to
Cole, ss
.... 3 « 0 0 2
blended in "The Mating Call.” I The Grand Banks. 70,000 square i Ogier, If ........... 4
eloquently to an opportunity whereby protect our own rights there and to Thomas Meighan’s latest staring I
— - — — — ■
miles of fishing grounds. Time was 1 N’anigian, cf ..... 4
which
will
be seen
Monday•I when Maine fishermen were numer26 4 6 12 27
Rockland can make its waterfront save the little republic • from a de film-play
„
,
,
,
,
,
Wilson, lb ....... 3
structive civil war.
The Kellogg Tuesday. Adapted from the popular Ious on {h(i,binks
Belfast
more of a business asset, as well as
Their
catch
Small. 21> .......... 4
treaties, with all their promise of in novel of Rex Beach, it is one of the
ab r bh tb po
serving as a convenience for visitors ternational good will, are signed to most thrilling and romantic celluloid brought millions in revenue into Loftus, rf ......... 4
Maine.
Today
the
industry
had
de

0 ; Cogan, ss .......... 4
Walls, 3b ........... 4
who come to this port. The organiz day by the Powers.
dramas that has come to the screen 1
0 Murphy, lb ........ 3
6. The Republican candidae, Mr. in many months. It affords Meighan clined. It must be rehabilitated. It Masterman, c ..
ation merely of a yacht club would
combined with the great fishing re McGouldrick, p
0 0 1
0 i MdCarty, rf ..... 5
Hoover,
has declared that he will one of the greatest characterizations |
not be particularly significant, but I
sources of the Maine coast should
--Kunitz, c .......... 3
carry out the Coolidge policies. Mr. of his career. Unlike his last vehicle. !
make
sea
and
shore
fisheries
an
out

36
3 10 13 24 10 1 , Paiement. 3b ....... 4
the yachting portion of the proposed | Smith agrees with his party plat- "The Racket,” in which he portrays
standing feature in the business of Belfast ........ .... 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 x—4 j Mackley, cf ..... 4
program is only incidental.
Mr. form in its denial of existing pros the role of a fighting police captain, , this State.
....
03000000
0—3 'McMahon, 2b .... 4
Camden .....
Donohue, Johnny Wardwell, et als perity, in its hostility toward the "The Mating Call” is rich in loveTo bring about this return of the | Two-base hits, Mackley, Nanigan. ' Sterling, If ....... 2
interest,
and
Meighan
is
presented
Mellon plan of taxation and in its
may eventually stride the quarter criticism of the Administration’s for with dual feminine support in the industry modern methods and equip Three-base hit. Loftus
Bases on•Thurston ............. 1
nt must1m- brought into
use. In i)ans, off Milliken 1, off McGouldrick Hale, p ................. 4
deck, resplendent in uniforms that eign policy—particularly the policy pretty persons of Evelyn Brent and
this way could the supplyof fish. If. stnfctk out, by Jlilllken 2, by Me- |
—
would make an admiral envious, but exercised in the Western Hemisphere. Renee Adoree.—adv.
this great food source, be retained. Gouldrlck 2. Sacrifice hit, Milliken.
34 3 5 6 24 4
For
these
reasons
The
Sun,
be

aside from that privilege it is their
It was well to think about conserva- empires, Martin and McDonough
• Batted for Sterling In the ninth.
lieving that it would be an unfortu
PARK
THEATRE
tlon of resources, but that was not - scorer, Winslow,
Rockland ......... 0 10 0 1 0 0 2 x—1
purpose to so improve a section of nate thing for the United States to
enough. True conservation called for
Belfast .............. 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1—3
the waterfront that new business will disturb the economic balance within
The
Second
Game
The double feature program for to proper utilization. In no other way
Two-base hits, Walsh, Turner, Mc
be attracted to Rockland, and that its borders or to abandon the policies day is “United States Smith" with could the fisheries or any other re
Belfast outbatted Camden two to Carty. Three-base hits, Monroe, Tur
which make it respected on both Eddie Gribbon and ‘‘Boy of the sources be conserved.
criticism of present facilities will sides of the globe, prefers the elec
one, but seven expensive errors tell ner. Bases on balls, off Turner 3.
Streets” with Johnnie Walker.
, Accomplishment
v„„11J11„,„„rl>l U1
ins mum
of this
must uumtw
coma why the home team failed to take ad Struck out, by Turner 4, by Hale 8.
give place to commendation.
tion of Mr. Hoover, xwhose long as
Colleen Moore in "Oh Kay will be through scientific methods, declar^a vantage of the 15 bases for which they Sacrifice hits, Monroe. Bachand,
sociation with President Coolidge
In Camden tonight will be wit- insures his ability to carry out the the feature picture for Monday and Congressman White. To this end had hit. Belfast may have lost Its Conway, Wotton, Murphy. Hit by
Tuesday of next week. It follows there should be established a school gimp in the supreme effort made to pitcher, Walsh. Passed ball, Ahearn.
nessed the climax of the fourth pledge that he will keep the ship closely the story as it appeared on lfor fishermen. Especially beneficial win that first game, but It certainly Umpires. Martin and McDonough.
headed as it heads now.
the stage, with the humor increased j to young men would a school of didn't have much after Thurston had Scorer, Winslow.
annual competition for best fiowei
The Sun does not blink the fact
been compelled to retire in the first
gardens and lawns, when cash prizes that prohibition, while avoided by by the greater possibilities of the this kind prove, he felt.
screen. Miss Moore’s supporting cast | At such a school men would be inning when a wildly thrown ball hit
both
party
platforms
as
a
fighting
aggregating $550 will be awarded to
includes Lawrence Gray, Alan Hale, I taught the best methods of caring him on the muscle of the arm. Ster
the winners. rThese awards will be issue, is a live campaign topic. Those Ford Sterling. Claude Gillingwater for and handling fish. They would ling held Camden to six hits, but
who regard present conditions as in
there the
are not
many
who can
and Julanne Johnston.—adv.
j learn
knack
of pitchers
rigging-fishing,
made personally by the donors, Mr. tolerable may view Governor ‘Smith’s
| rigging-making. They could learn
and Mrs. Edward W. Bok, and the proposals ae a way out of the morass
about gasoline and other types of
meeting in Camden Opera House will of lawbreaking. Yet they must ask dAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS motors, get a knowledge of naviga
themselves whether it would be pos
be presided over by Charles Dana
tion and be instructed in- many other
sible for Mr. Smith, as President,
! things which would aid them in car
Gibson. Camden is classed as one to obtain the reforms he desires when
rying on the fishing industry. There
PEY5 A HEAP O' DIFFUNCE
of the best towns in the State, not Iris own party in the South and West
would be courses in the propagation
merely because nature has been so opposes modification, and whether, in
TWIX' A MAN EN A DAW6of ibh/ These would be of sufficient
any event, it would be well to risk the
lavish with its scenery there; and
possible loss of prosperity for the
-- You FEED A TRAMP I technicality to give the students an
idea of this great feature of the fish
not merely because of its fine insti possible reform of liquor conditions.
ing industry. It would be beneficial
EN rtE UP E.N GONE ,
tutions, but because of the civic pride
for it would give the future fisher
BUT You FEET> A STRAY
which is being so greatly fostered by
The columns of The Couriermen an understanding of the work so
DAWG
EN HE >5TAY EN
that they might cooperate more helpthe generous incentive by summer
Gazette are always open to the an
ALL THIRD LIBERTY LOAN BOND3 ar«
f
fully.
residents like the Boks. It makes
nouncements of candidates of
called for payment September 15, 1928, and
WORK FuH* You .
I
Such a school was as practical as
the whole State sit up and take
either political party, such notices
interest stops on that date.
any trade or agricultural school.
7 -—
to be properly signed, plainly
notice.
We would be pleased to handle bonds for collection, or wilt accept
marked "Political Advertisement,"
same up to September 15, 1928, at 100 and interest to September 15,
The gubernatorial campaign of 1932
and paid for at usual advertising
for deposit at our Savings Department. Deposits will draw interest
is a far cry, and many things may
rates. The paper is not to be re
from September 1.
happen, but a flurry of interest Is I garded ns responsible for the mat
caused by the boom which has ter appearing in such announce
n
THIRD LIBERTY LOAN BONDS held by us for safe keeping will
already been sprung for William S.
ments.
be collected and proceed! placed on deposit In our Savings Depart
Linnell, one of the members of the
ment to the credit of the owner! subject to their order unless other
Executive Council.
Whether Mr.
wise instructed.
Linnell will affix the title of governor
French Tutor
to bis name, remains for the future
to unfold, but It is certain in tile' M. Marieta Shibles, M. A

THIRD LIBERTY LOAN
BONDS

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

minds of those who have followed*

his career that his political useful
ness Is not apt to end with bis term
as an executive councillor.

Certificates and diplomas from Vniv. of
Grenoble. La Sorbonne, Dijon and Colum
bia.
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The Washer You Have Waited For
10

Free Trial
Amazingly compact, ef
ficient, fully guaranteed
—thousands in use. A
perfect wash turned out
in 15 minutes right on
your kitchen table, or
wherever convenient,
without any fuss, bother
or slopping of suds.
Think of it 1 You can
own an Edenette for
less than one-third the
cost of the ordinary,
cumbersome washer.

Simply pour hot water and soap flakes in the Edenette tub, place
on the top containing the universal motor driven vacuum cup, plug
the extension cord into any light socket, and in 15 minutes the
clothing will be beautifully washed. Handles everything from
heavy overalls to the daintiest lingerie and silks.
f
Easily carried—weighs less than 20 pounds. Top when inverted,
fits into Edenette tub. as shown above; store it under the kitchen
table, sink or in the closet.

Free Trial in Your Home
The Edenette is a perfect washer. It must be seen and used to be
appreciated. We want you to actually use it in your home. There
is no obligation to buy. Write for Free Demonstration or call and
see the Edenette in use.

A. T. NORWOOD
PLUMBING AND HARDWARE

WARREN, MAINE

102S108

The

Third Liberty Loan Bonds
are due September 15

We will be glad to collect these bonds with

out charge or obligation, allowing full in
terest to September 15, 1928.

Proceeds of bonds deposited in our

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

will draw interest from September 1, 1928

Rockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine

104-105

Third Liberty Loan
41% Bonds

' t

H

These bonds mature September 15, 1928, and in
terest ceases on that date.
*

This Bank offers its services in collecting your
bonds for you.

The bonds held by us for safe-keeping will be
credited, principal and interest to September 15,

1928, to depositors’ accounts as of September 1,
1928, unless otherwise instructed.

Rockland Savings Rank
Rockland, Me.
9GStf

ROCKLAND, MAINE

1854

(N. Y. State Regents permanent
Certificate)
Rockport—Tel. Camden 33-11

8«-l«2

$49.50

Still Mathematically Possible For Rockland To Tie Camden
For Second Place—A Whirlwind Finish

Copyright, 19X2

&y McClure Ntwtpeer Syndicate

74 YEARS

1928

OUR WANT ADS WORK WONDERS

Page Three
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Every-Other-Day

Arthur Bradford and Willie Uhley I Beach Farm, Inc., has been organProbate Notices
were found guilty in Rockland Mu- ized in this city, to own and operate
STATE OF MAINE
I
nicipal Court Thursday of breaking hotels, camps and restaurants; caplTo all persons Interested In either of the
FIRST
into the Dunn, Elliot Co.’s filling sta- taj stock $10,000, all common; $500
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
# i estates hereinafter named :
[4l At a Probate Court held at Rockland in
BAPTIST CHURCH
tlon at Thomaston, and were sen- paid in; par value of shares $100;
Sept. ;*> Labor Day.
& I and for the County of Knox, on the 21st day
Sept. 10--S»ate election.
tentced to an indefinite term at the five shares subscribed; officers, presi
K (if August In the year of our Lord one thouSept. IP—City schools open.
,
,
.
o. ..*1 nr: j
SUNDAY
i? sand nine hundred and twenty-eight and by
dent, George W. Kennedy of JefferHept. 10 -K.iekland Commercial Collene men s reformatory in fcouth Wind
adjournment from day Io day from the 21st
ham.
opcns.
son: treasurer, Raymond I). Kennedy;
Rev.
J.
C.
MacDonald
day of said August. The following matters
Sept. 11—Court convenes.
w
-----clerk,
Ensign
Otis
of
Rockland.
The
CHURCHES
having been presented for the action there
Nov. 6- Presidential election.
upon hereinafter indicated it is hereby
That
the
Rockland
baseball
team
is
1
Kennedy's
are
proprietors
of
the
popu1040
Sept. 3-4—New Belfast Fair.
Ordered :
Oct. 4 Evening school opens at Buckland able to complete the season is due lor resort known as Beach harm Inn.
That notice thereof he given to all persons
Commercial College.
“The
wholly to the efforts of A. C. Me- In Jefferson.
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker will interested, by causing a copy of tills order to
REUNIONS
be
published three weeks successively til The
Three Biggest Words
Sept. 1 —Leadbetier family, a! Crockett's ! Loon, a member of the executive
pi.uh at 10.30 tomorrow morning at
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published at
committee w’ho alone raised by a pri- | At the meeting of Knox Aerie, Fra- J
hall. North Haven.
the I'niversalist Church.
7.15
Rockland
in said County, that they may ap
Sept. 5—Wellman family. Centre Belmont. vate subscription a sum nearly suf- ternal Order of Eagles, to be held
pear at a Probate Court to be held at said
*
0
*
♦
Grange hull.
ficient to pay the players the week’s Tuesday evening, business of import- |
Rockland
on
the 18th day of September, A. D
“Going Adrift”
At the Congregational Church to
1SH28. at nine o’clock In the forenoon, and be
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will heard thereon if they see cause.
Pastor and Choir return from
The Universalist Church will re salary due them. Mr. McLoon is en- ance will be discussed. Deputy grand
titled to the thanks of every fan.
(president Martin J Gray of Kansas
prtach on the subject "The Higher
vacation and all will be glad
sume services tomorrow.
ADA HAMITON TREMAINE late of Rock
- City, who is here auditing the books (
Law." The Pilgrim Choir will sing. port, deceased, Will and Petition for Probate
to welcome them at these
thereof
that Letters Testamentary he
An excellent-crowd was in attend- °f ** Aerie' wl" mi‘ke an address
The Lord’s Supper will be adminis- issued toasking
Norman W. Lermond is asked to
services.
Rhode Island Hospital Trust Com
lh“ members on the work which
call at this office and solve a mystery. ance at the closing out-door concert
te:I
at
the
close
of
the
service.
pany
of
Providence,
R. I.. It being the Executor
SPECIAL MUSIC
named in said will without sureties.
of the season given Thursday night this order has done and is doing at
CHORUS CHOIR
MAR( ELIJ S E. HART late of Appleton, de
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
There will be a regular meeting of by the Rockland City Band in Post- this time and will explain the ad
EVENING SONG SERVICE
Will and Petition for Probate thereof
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday ceased,
Ruth Mayhew Tent Monday evening. offtioe Square. A happy feature of vantages of being members of this
asking that Letters Testamentary he Issued
You
Will
Be
Welcome
—
Come
order
which
comprises
640,000
memmorning
service
at
10.30
o
’
clock.
Subto
George
E. and Leroy M. Hart ot Appleton,
the evening was the gift of $10
t of lesson sermon. "Man.” Sun they being the Executors named in said will
Pfesent time. There will
The regular conclave of Claremont by Mrs. Ava Lawry, proprietor bers at
a report of the committee on a
day school at 11.45. The reading room without bond.
Commandery will be held Monday of the Copper Kettle, An open
AROIAN E Bl NKiER late of Thomaston, de- I
is located at 400 Main street, over •eased.
night.
HEARD FINE SPEECHES
air concert will be given at Oak drive lor new members to be initiated
Will and Petition for Probate thereof |
Daniels' jewelry store, an 1 is open asking that Letters Testamentary be issued
land tomorrow night, weather per- in November.
Brother Gray who
to
Isaac
Bunker of Thomaston, lie being the
each
week
day
from
2
to
5
o'clock.
The Public Library will be closed milting The band has been hired for represents the Grand Worthy Presi- Republican Women Met and Dis
Executor named in said will without bond.
• * * *
all day Monday in observance of La Union Fair and for the big Republl- i«Jent Edward J. Ryan of Philadelphia
cussed Campaign Issues
ALBERT T. ('ROCKETT late of Rockland,
Sunday services at the Salvation leceased. Will and Petition for Probate thereof
and Col. C. H. Main, chief auditor of
bor Day.
can rally o-f Sept. 8.
Kansas City, have just returned
king that Letters Testamentary lie Issued
Republican women to the number Army hall. 477 Main street, will be:
I from the national convention in Co
11. Holiness meeting; 2, Sunday to Grace Britt of Rockland, slv? being the
And now they are calling the Pleas
of
75
gathered
at
the
City
Council
Executrix named in said will without bond.
A reward of $50 is offered for the
bool; 6.30, Young People’s meeting;
ant street restaurant man “Lucky capture or information leading to the lumbus, Ohio, and will be able to ex
ESTATE OF Ll'CY R DANIELS late of
room last night to discuss the issues
salvation meeting. Captain George ITilon, deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
dele
tu
w
’
ho
P
,aln
any
changes
in
the
law
’
s.
All
Lindy" Mather.
capture of Alexander Bo
members are requested to be present. of the state and national campaigns. Winsor who has recently returned bate of Will and for Admllstration with the
ascapcd from the Maine State Prison
Annexed asking that said will may he
Senator Zelma M. Dwinal was the from the camp meetings at Old Or Will
It is unofficially reported that ex- last Saturday* night.
proved and allowed and that administration
All informa
chard will conduct these sessions.
Principal Elmer R. Verrill is to have tion should be given to Warden G.
witli
tlie will annexed he granted to Howard
inspirational
speaker
and
he
brought
WEST ROCKPORT
♦ * ♦ ♦
D. Deane of Union witli bond.
charge of Buxton High iSchool the A. Buker, Thomaston. Bordeleau is
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Edkins and his analytical mind to bear upon the
ESTATE OF MATTIE .1. BURTON late of
J. Paul Jameson will occupy the
coming year.
29, weight 196, height 5 feet 4 inches, family of Melrose, Mass., who have several issues with pleasing results. pulpit at Littlefield Memorial Church Cushing, deceased. Petition for Administration
black hair, dark complexion. Stock- been the guests of Mr. and Mrs. U. E. The Senator has a quiet way about Sunday at 10.10. Bible school at asking that Oscar E. Burton of (Tislilng or
some other suitable person be appointed Adnir.
Elmer Rising and Edgar Crockett ily built and body very darkly tanned. 'Leach returned home Thursday.
him but his dignified and thoughtful
without bond.
leave the last of next week for Bos He escaped In company with Fred
The Ladies Mission Circle wishes treatment of his serious subject was noon and B.Y.P.U. meets at 6 o’clock.
ESTATE OF GEORGE W MUGRIDGE late
Dwight Mosher will bring the eve
ton where they will enter the Prac Harris. No c|ue to the fugitives has to thank all those who contributed
of Rockland, deceased. Petition for Adminis
very effective.
ning message at 7.15 and will use as
tical School of Arts.
asking that Katherine H. Follett of
articles, money or time, and also
yet been offered.
Mrs. E. M. Lawrence brought a topic "On the Fence.” The song ser tration
Rockland, or some other suitable person be
those who patronized their recent ringing challenge to the women
appointed Admx. without bond.
vice
will
be
conducted
by
Mr.
Jame

Heavy registration has marked1 the
ESTATE OF GEORGE M ROBINSON late
The chicken Bupper given by the fair and in any way helped to make asking their support of the issues son.
opening of the Registration Board,
this annual sale such a successful I involved and giving the meeting the
of Thomaston, deceased, Petition for Ad
• » ♦ •
ladies
of the Shore road for the bene
138 names having been added since
ministration asking that George W. Robinson
event.
benefit
of
ter
It
year
ba!
lie
u
itli
fit of their State road, which is now
At St. Peter’s Churoh, Episcopal, of ThoniaHton, or some other suitable person
Wednesday morning.
Misses Bernice and Roberta Nutt the powers in New York State. Mrs.
be appointed Adnir. without bond.
under construction, was held at Owl’s
entertained Misses Norma Edkins of Mary Perry Rich paid tribute to Rev. E. O. Kenyon, pastor, services
ESTATE OF ISRAEL SNOW late of Rock
Holy Com land,
C. W. Sheldon has bought from Head town hall Monday night. The Melrose. Mass., Glenice Keller of .Mil- Hoover and his high ideals. Mrs. for Sunday will be;
deceased. Petition for Allowance tiled
Mrs. Sadie Leach a lot of land at appreciative patrons taxed several ton, Mass., and Dorothy Keller W. O. Fuller and Mrs. Annie Sim munion at 8 o’clock at St. John's by Evelyn S. Snow, widow, Carlton F. Snow
of
Rocklund,
Adnir.
times
to
its
full
capacity
the
hall
Baptist Church. Thomaston; choral
Crescent Beach, where he expects to
at dinner recently.
mons spoke on the practical side of
ESTATE OF LILLA B. GRAY late of Rockwhich seats 100 Clifford Ladd’s Col
eucharist
and
sermon
at
10.30;
evenerect a cottage next season.
Members of Mt, Pleasant Grange the approaching campaign.
Brief
|H»rt, deceased. Petition to Determine In
legian Orchestra furnished music for visited South Warren Grange Thurs
talks were also made by Col. W. H son-: at 4.30 at St. George’s Church, heritance Tax filed by Marlon V. Gray, Adnir.
Long
Cove;
compline
at
St.
John
Bap
Lee Southard, who has been in the dancing which followed and was day evening.
ESTATE OF LELLA B. GRAY, lati of Rock
Butler, R. E. Thurston, M. M. Griffin
port, deceased, first and final account filed for
Calgary and Brandon, Northwestern enjoyed by many. The ladies who
Mrs.
Robert Nutt entertained and John M. Richardson.
Mayor tist Church. Thomaston, at 7 o’clock. allowance h.v Marlon V. Gray, Adnir.
Canada, the past 15 years, has re worked so faithfully to make this friends at dinner Thursday.
Carver presided over the session Litany on Friday night at 7.30 at St
ESTATE OF WIIJjIAM .1 TOBEY late of
turned to Rockland, and will resume supper a success feel gratified with
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Heald, Mr. and , admirably and in the closing which Peter’s. The preacher at the choral Thomaston, deceased, first and final account
their efforts.
his vocation as chef.
Mrs. Robert Heald and daughter ! followed the open forum summed up eucharist will be Rev. Frank Wheel- Hied for allowance by Carolyn .1. Tobey, Exx.
ock, rector of AU Saints’ Church
ESTATE OF OLIVER E. COPELAND late of
Sylvia attended the annual picnic in I the situation very effectively.
Thomaston, deceased. Petition for Adminis
Rankin street residents are con
Under the auspices of the Rockland Lincolnville Wednesday.
This fine public spirit on the part Springfield, Mass.
trator,
asking that Benjamin F. Copeland of
• * » «
Miss Edith Davis of Revere. Mass., I of Knox County and Rockland women
doling with Mrs. Clara Clark in the Chapter of American Red Cross, two
Cambridge, Mass, or some other suitable per
Rev. Jesse Kenderdine will preach son he appointed Adnir. d. b. n. without bond.
loss of her pet cat Pollyanna, which pre-school -clinics have been held. The spent Thursday with Miss Florence i amply justifies the stand of the men
Witness, EIMYARD K. GOULD, Enquire,
was a great favorite in the neighbor physicians who have given their serv West.
l who, at the time the referendum on at 10.30 Sunday morning at Pratt Judge of Probate Court for Knox County,
Mr. and Mrs. Leman Oxton have i women’s .right to the ballot came up. Ifemortel M. ES. Churdh on "Why We Rockland, Maine.
ices: Dr. F. B. Adams, Dr. R. J.
hood.
j made Knox County the only county Are Here.” Mrs. Jones will sing Attest CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
Wasgatt, Dr. A. W. Foss, Dr. H. W. been in Waterville this week.
Raymond Fogler of New York City ; in all Maine in favor of giving equal “Hark, Hark, My Soul,’’ Douglas
Mrs. Jane Tow’le of Water street Frohock, Dr. Freeman Brown, Dr.
was badly bitten yesterday by a dog Walter Conley, Dr. Lloyd Richardson, is visiting relatives here.
suffrage.
Sunday school convenes at 12 noon
Notices of Appointment
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heald and
and the Epworth League, which re
owned by Eli Staples. The police Dr. Emery Howard and Dr. William
sumes its meetings Sunday evening
JAMES H. BARNES
were called and the dog is being held Ellingw’ood.
I, Charles L Veaaie, Register of Probate for I
ft is earnestly hoped daughter Sylvia attended the iSimat 6 o’clock, will be led by Miss Ruth the County of Knox, In the State of Maine. |
for examination. The victim was at that all parents will have certain de mons reunion at West Meadows
I James Henry Barnes was born in Koster, in the study of the topic hereby certify tliut in the following esta,tes the
tended by Dr. Wasgatt.
fects o-f their children corrected be chapel, Rockland. Tuesday.
persons were appointed Administrators or
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Heald of Som Waldo, June 12. 1871. and died Aug. “What is our Community Like?” The Executors and on the dates hereinafter Indi
fore school opens Sept. 10. These
:
Miss Laura Knowlton, Red Cross two clinics have given more than 150 erville. Mass., Mrs. Harvey Heald. '27, 1928. He spent the early years of pastor will preach at the evening cated
SOPHIA MATHEWS late of Warren, de- 1
Field Nurse for Maine, was a Rock children a complete free physical ex and W. D. Heald and family of Cam i his life in St. George, and attended service on "WTiat Christ Does For ceased, July 17, 1928. Nathaniel B. Eastman
land visitor Wednesday, going over amination. No treatment was given, den called on relatives here recently. the schools of this town. At the age Us.” Miss Koster will sing. Prayer of Warren was appointed Admr. and qualified
The Tuesday Club and guests met of 13 he went to wo-rk in a granite meeting will be held on Tuesday eve
h\ tiling bond on Aug 1>. IM8
the work with the two local nurses. but each chiltj was referred to its
at the Community Sweet Shop in j quarry and followed this trade all of ning in the church vestry at 7.30 when
HUDSON D. A1MBS late of Rockland, de
Miss Anna Smith and Miss Eliza own physician.
ceased. Aug. 21, 1928, Margaret E. Ames of
South Hope Thursday evening where his life.
Steele. Miss Smith's telephone num
the Bible study subject will be "The Rockland was appointed Admx. without bond.
they enjoyed one of the famous
Nov. 21, 1894, he was married to Teaching of Jesus on Service and
ber is 234-J.
HATTIE B. McCLOCD late of Rockland,
In reporting the supper and dance chicken dinners. The climax of the
deceased, Aug. 21, 1928, Daniel A. McLoud,
at the Owl’s Head Town hall Mon evening came when one of the Ida E. Harrington of St. George. Ten Sacrifice.”
Jr.,
of Rockland was appointed \dnix. without
children
blessed
this
marriage,
four
Mrs. Wilbur Strong of Thomaston day evening, it was stated by a cor
bond.
won several awards on china display respondent in The Courier-Gazette members came near driving away in sons and four daughters living at the
WiLLIAM A. SEARLES
LYMAN
I). SMITH late of Hartford. Conn.,
at the Central Maine Fair in Winter that the mon£y there raised was for a car belonging to another party present time, and five grandchildren.
Aug. 21. 1928. Frank II. Ingraham
William A. Searles died suddenly deceased,
mistaking
the
machine
for
her
own.
He
was
a
most
devoted
husband
and
of
Rockland
was appointed Admr. c. t. a.
ville this week, and also on fancy the benefit o^Uie Ash Point road.
on his premises. Crescent street
LEONARD A. HALL late of Rockland, de
work. Mrs. Phil Ware of Spruce The committee which organize I ’his The rest of the evening was spent j father and his children have all grown, Wednesday afternoon, a victim of
ceased, Aug. 21. 1928, Frances E. Hall of
■ up to be an honor to the father who heart disease, probably aggravated Rockland
Head was among the fancy work very successful affair did so with the with Mrs. Louise Orbeton.
was appointed Exx. without bond.
An all-day meeting of the Mission loved them and lived for them.
winners.
JOSEPH A. WEST late of Vinalliaven. de
by
the
extreme
heat.
One
of
the
intention that the money raised Circle will be held with Mrs. Mildred
For the past six years he had neighborhood children found him ceased, Aug. 21, 1928, Annie B. West of YlnaiFive minutes after midnight, Sun should be applied to the extension of Rhodes in Rockport Thursday Sept. 6. i worked in the Clark Island quarry lying unconscious on the ground and haven was appointed Exx. without bond.
the State Aid road now being con
WAIjTER T. TOUMAIN late of Vinalliaven.
j and was held in highest esteem by ran for help. Mr. Searles was taken
day, dancing will begin at Oakland
structed easterly from the Town hall,
deceased, Aug. 21. 19.28, Leila E. Tolman of
Park, as the opening feature of the
j his employers and held a large place to Knox Hospital, where it was the Vinalliaven was appointed Exx. without bond.
EAST
APPLETON
and the members of that committee
Labor Day celebration there. At the
Mr. and Mrs. Delmore R. Cummings in the hearts of his fellow-workers. opinion that death had ensued before
FRED W. COOK late of St. (ieorge, deceased,
believe that everyone who contribut
same time a very fine display of fire
were Sunday callers of Mr. and Mrs. (Among his neighbors and friends he the body was placed in the ambu Aug. 21. 1928. Ellen S. Cook of St. George was
ed for the supper or bought tickets
appointed
Admx. and qualified by filing bond
i was known to be a great-hearted man, lance. Medical Examiner Frohock
works will be touched off. Manager
\V. C. Perry.
on the same date.
was informed of this purpose and
Mrs. Carrie Cummings is working 'always glad to render any service in made an examination which resulted
Dondero aims to plefise.
SOPHIA S. MANK late of Warren, deceased,
understood it fully. This correction
i his power.
for L. L. Pease on his new place.
Aug. 21. 1928, Fred N Mank of Warren was
jn the verdict above given.
Miss Minerva Pease has entered , The funeral was held in the chapel , Mr. Searles was born in this city appointed Exr. without bond.
Rockland gets one of the biggest is published at the request of the
committee.
WESTON G. AMES late of Matinicus. de
High School at Appleton.
guns in the political campaign. Sena
at Spruce Head and was the most March 13. 1866. a son of the late
Aug. 25, 1928, Battle M. Ames of
L. L. PeaSe and daughter and Mrs. largely attended of any funeral ever William Searles. He followed the sea ceased,
tor Watson of Indiana, who will
Matinicus was appointed Exx. without bond.
It Is not often that a fire alarm rings Belle Simmons went to Camden to held there. A large delegation from for a number of years, and then
speak here on Saturday night before
SABAH A. GLOVER late of Rockland, de
election. He was one of the recent for a baby carriage parade, hut that is the movies Saturday night and saw . the quarry was present the Clark joined a circus as acrobat. He gave ceased, Aug. 21, 1928. Edward F. Glover of
candidates for the Presidential nomi what happened last night when "75” an automobile accident on Mechanic Island quarry being closed out o-f re up this vocation in a short time, and Rockland was appointed Exr. without bond.
summoned the veteran firemen to see street.
ADIHE M. HALL late of Vinalliaven. de
nation.
spect.
The floral tributes, which returned to seafaring. In later years ceased.
Aug. 21, 1928, La Vein l attlnson of
the fulfillment of a wager made in
Mrs. Carrie Cummings fell and hurt were many and beautiful, bore testi he had been employed by the Rock Haverhill,
Mass, was appointed Lxx. without
connection
with
the
recent
muster.
her
knee
recently.
bond.
D.
H. Gliddeii of Vinalliaven ajqiointed
mony
to
the
large
number
of
friends
Capt. George W. Snow and Adriel
land Hardware Co., Burpee Furni
V
T
an
Russell,
vice
president
of
the
agent
in
Maine.
Mrs.
Belle
Simmons
is
working
for
V. Bird made an eventful trip to
who are saddened by his death. ture Co., and did painting and paper
Attest
Matinicus Thursday—eventful be association was possessed of the L. L. Pease while his daughter is Burial was in Forest Hill cemetery. hanging for local firms and for him 105-S-lll CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
notion that the handtub Gen. Berry going to High School.
self. He was a hardworking, indus
cause they were the first persons ever
Now lie's in Heaven,
would not break its record, but as
With God lie's at rest.
trious citizen, and had many friends.
to land on that island from the air. everybody now’ knows the record was
We long for him always,
PROGRESSIVE
FOR
HOOVER
21 r. Searles was twice married.
The arrival of the plane created quite
Hut God. He knows best.
Now is the time to eliminate your
broken, and Van Russell was doomed
Silence
of
the
Progressive
Bloc
of
His first wife was Emma Simmons
a sensation on the island.
He served us here faithfully
to wheel Foreman George Doak from Wisconsin Congressmen on the Pres
Rheumatism
____
I
For that we are blessed.
of Tenants Harbor, and by her there
the Berry engine house to Jtankin
And now with his Maker
'Take Buxton’s Rheumatic Specific
are four surviving children, Mrs.
Mrs. Henry A. Reuter and Mrs. block and return. The Veteran Fire idential campaign was broken Thurs
His
soul
has
found
rest.
Be free from suffering before cold
Elona E. Wood of Worcester, Mass.,
William Heyburn have again very men acted as escort, and the drum day with an announcement by Rep
weather. For sale at all leading Drug
Stores. Let us send you a booklet.
Mrs. Emma Sanscomb of Newtonkindly presented a gift of $25 each to corps informed a large and amused resentative James E. Frear that he is
The Buxton Rheumatic Medicine Co.,
ASH POINT
ville. Mass.. Mrs. Mildred Moon of
the Rockland Public Library to be crowd that something out of the ordi supporting the Hoover-Curtis ticket.
Abbot Village. Maine
Frear,
seeking
the
Republican
nomi

Many
persons
from
this
district
at

Rockville and Kendrick F. Searles.
<10G-8-tf
used in the children’s room. This is nary was transpiring. Trnnsparences
the fourth consecutive year this gift borne by several of the members also nation for another term in the Tenth tended the chicken supper at Owl's The second wife was Blanche Con
district,
is
the
first
of
nine
LaFollette
Head
town
hall
for
the
benefit
of
the
way of Swan’s Island^ and there are
has been received and is deeply ap told the story. Some of the titles
Progressive Congressmen seeking re- shore road. It was a jolly good time. six surviving children-^^reeda, Cath
preciated.
were: "Never Again.’’ “Doak’s Free election to announce publicly his po
erine, Willie, Richard. Omar and
Ride,’’ “Russell Ix)st By 1*6 Inches,’’
Gonia’s wall paper sale will con- Wilson. Mr. Searles is also survived
James Lyons, who has been em and “Some Baby.’’ The strain of the sition in the Presidential race. The
Wisconsin primary is next Tuesday. I tinue all next week.—adv. '
by a sister, Mrs. Cassie Sukeforth of
ployed as night operator at the Postal affair was too much for the baby car
Rockland.
telegraph office since last April, left riage, w’hich collapsed on the first lap.
The funeral services will he held
this morning for Holyoke, Mass. Be and w as jointly carried by winner and
at the Burpee undertaking parlors at
sides being an expert operator he loser over the remainder of the route.
THE NEW
2 o’clock this afternoon. Rev. J. C.
has exercised his remarkable faculty A cartoon drAwn by Edgar Crockett,
McDonald
officiating.
The
burial
will
801
and
801-A Receivers
of making friends. Mr. Lyons is suc representing 'Foreman Doak in the
lie at Sea View cemetery.
ceeded here by E. Otis, who comes baby carriage, was another feature
New,
Amazing,
Complete
from the Bangor office.
of the parade.
BORN

rALK OF THE TOWN

II

Stewart-Warner
RADIO

The Chamber of Commerce has
been asked by the National Better
Business Bureau to warn townspeo
ple of a bogus salesman who claims
to represent the Gotham Silk Hosiery
Co., w’hich employs no salesmen In
house to house canvass and sells only
to retail stores or direct to the public
through its own stores. Nothing
more is heard from the bogus sales
man after he collects the advance
payment.

The bay gelding The Sheik, owned
by Dr. William Ellingw’ood of Rock
land and driven by Franz M. Sim
mons, won first money in the 2.18
pace at the Central Maine Fair in
Waterville Thursday. The Kennebec
Journal report of this race said:
The Sheik captured the 2.18 pace with
greater difficulty than the other win
ners, beating out Palmer and Hollyrood Bob, Jr., only after lightning
battles in the stretch. A noted horse
man who has seen all the fairj this
year said it w’as the best race the
Sheik had run and by virtue of this
came in first place. The best time
•was 2.14%.
The Square Deal Garage 13 open for
business at 65 Limerock street. Auto
repairing, body and fender w’ork.
Taxi service day and night. Tel
246-J and 1000 —adv.
105*106
Opened Under New Management
MACK’S

Limerock St. Restaurant
Rockland, Maine
We Cater To Your Wants
Open Day and Night
104-107

The Rotary Club listened yesterday
to an interesting address on "Pre
ventative MetMcine.’’ by Dr. Paul F.
Russell of Milton, Mass, who is sum
mering with his father, Dr. Samuel
Russell of Owl’s Head and who is
W’orklng undfrr the auspices of the
Rockefeller Foundation. Il is talk
yesterday related largely to his expe
riences In Malaya. He described the
various races to be found there, and
described thMr characteristics and
manner of living. Nearly 90 per cent
of the inhabitants are afflicted with
the hookworm disease, and Dr. Rus
sell told how’ the natives are being
educated to curb it. In answer to a
question by Dr. Spear the speaker
talked at some length on the snakes
which infest Malaya, mentioning par
ticularly the cobra which will go out
of its way to attack man and whose
bite is inevitably fatal. The visiting
Rotarians yesterday were Guy R.
Ramsey.
Orlando, Fla.;
Marcus
Chandler, Camden; Col. Al. Greenlaw.
Augusta; Kendall Hopkins, Camden:
E. E. Boynton, Camden; Port J.
Leavengood, Ocala, Fla.; Bill Stark.
Orange, Texas; Lutch Stark. Orange,
Texas; O. T. Swensson. Troy, N.
J. Leslie Snyler. Troy, N. Y.; Carl
Hooker, Havernlll, Mass. The guests
included O. H. Burns, Brewer; Iceland
Achorn, Hallowell; Wyman Foster,
Long Island, N. Y.; Dr. Samuel Rus
sell, Milton, Mass.; Dr. Paul F. Rus
sell, Milton, Mass. There were sev
eral other guests who were not intro
duced to the secretary.

Truck Covers
WEATHER-PROOF
. •.. DUCK ....

Made to Fit Your Truck and Give Your

Goods Protection

Bradley Rockland. Aug. 31, to Mr: and
'Mrs. William L. Bradley, a son.
Wyllie- -Warren, Aug. 28. to Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Wyllie, a son.

MARRIED
Brewster-Black— Rockland, Sept. 1, at the
Universalist Church, by Rev. ('. A Knicker
bocker, Joseph L. Brewster of Camden and
Miss Doris L. Black of Rockland.
Cartef-Henry- Camden, .Sept. 1, at St.
Thomas Episcopal Church, by Rev. Ralph
Hayden, Dr. Burr Carter of Charlottesville, Va.
and Miss Olga A. Henry of Cincinnati and
Camden.
Gregory-Innes—'Portland. Aug. 24 by Rev.
B P. Browne, Bert S. Gregory of Glencove
and 'Margaret J. Innes of Searsport
Roach-Nelson Camden, June 10. by Rev.
Ernest Smith, Herbert Roach of Smyrna Mills,
and Miss Norn Nelson of Rockland.

DIED

PROMPT SERVICE
PRICE RIGHT
Ask Us

Rockland Awning Co., Inc.

Widdecomh Rockland, Aug. 30. Nellie,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wlddeeombe,
aged 5 months. 23 dayit. Funeral Sunday at
2 o’clock from Burpee parlors.
Bickford—-Searsmont, Aug. 26, Mrs. Flora
Bickford, aged 76 years.
Spear—‘Warren, Aug. 29. Pctronella H. Rob
inson, widow of Albert F. Spear, aged T6 years,
1 month, 24 days. Funeral Saturday afternoon
at 1 o’clock from Warren Baptist Church.
McLellan—Camden. Aug. 30 Hester B .
wife of George McLellan, aged 59 years.
Funeral services Sunday at 1 |». m. from resi
dence in Rockport.
Start--Camden. Aug. 30. Annie S.. widow
of Franklin Start, aged 83 years. 5 months. 12
days. Funeral services Sunday at 3 p. m.
from residence.
Frohock—Lincolnville, Aug. 31, Lewis A.
Frohock. aged 64 years. 1 month, 18 days.
Funetal Sunday at 2 o’clock.
"CARD OF

16 Willow St.

Rockland \

Phone IO72-M or 862-R
See JOHN M. RICHARDSON, Manager

thanks"

We wish to extend our sincere thanks to
friends and neighbors for their kindness to us
in our recent bereavement. In the death of
our husband and father, and for the many
gifts of flowers sent for the funeral and also
for the use of cars offered. We would espe
cially mention Clifford Dennison who attended j
I to everything for us. It was greatly appre- j
elated.. Mrs. James Barnes and family.
* ,
CARD OF THAL.xd

Tlie Ladlus of the Shore Itoad wish to thank

all those who contributed and helped In any
way for the success of the supper held In
Town hall ut the Head of the Bay Aug. 22 *

The Ultimate in Radio

CARROLL’S GARAGE
PHONE 151

THOMASTON
97T&S109

CRESCENT BEACH INN
Dinner Specials
THE SUNDAY MENU—$1-75

Celery and Olives

Saltine Crackers

Corn Chowder
Roast Native 1 urkey
Roast Chicken
Roast Sirloin Beef
New Spinach
Corn on the Cob
New Carrots
Parsley Potatoes Mashed Sweet Potatoes
Hot Rolls
Fresh Vegetable Salad
Blueberry Pie
Orange Sherbet
French Vanilla Ice Cream
Cake, Tea or Coffee
- Nuts and Mints

Labor Day Dinner
Roast Chicken Dinner
Shore Dinner
served at 1 o'clock

Crescent Beach Inn Will Be Open Through Sept. 9

It’s Time to Think of

Allen’s Heaters
The Best the Market Affords—Yet Very Reasonable
in Price

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
LOUIS MARCUS, Proprietor

313-319 Main Street

Tel. 980

Rockland

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
OPENS SEPTEMBER 10
Courses in Business Administration, Secretarial, Etc.
89Th-S-t£

Now Is the Time
To Have Your

BUCKSPORT SEMINARY

Water Pipes Relaid

A Coeducational Preparatory School

AND WIRED OUT
SEWER PIPES REPAIRED

Piping Inside and Out—Digging
Included. Call—

S. E. EATON

Bucksport, Maine
A School of—
HIGH ACADEMIC STANDARDS
MODERN EQUIPMENT
ATHLETICS UNDER EXPERTS
TOTAL EXPENSE $400 A YEAR
For Particulars Apply to—

DR. R. E. PECK, Bucksport, Me.

Telephone 534-J

105*1t

Rockland
Body and Fender Shop
Wrecks, Bodies, and Fenders
Painting and Spraying
NELSON & HOLM
655 Main St.
Tel. 466-M

99*105

A School Offering a Thorough Preparation

?108

MASTER’S

SALE

REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL PROPERTY

Bodwell Granite Company .
VINALHAVEN, MAINE
By decree of the Court this property is to be sold at

PhlVATE SALE AND AUCTION
1855

1928

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS in
STONE
6Stf

For purpose of private sale the Master will be at Vinalhaven Sept.
11, 12, 13. All property unsold previously will be sold at Auction
Oct. 18, 1928. For full details, list and descriptions of property
comprising some 500 acres of real estate and an enormous list of
tools, machines, engines, safes, iron rails, derricks, scales, etc., etc.,
write—
W. D. HUTCHINS, Master, AUGUSTA, MAINE

105&107-109

Movies Owe New-Found Voice io
Father of All “Talkers” the Telephone

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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There's no doubt about it, "talking
movies'’ have set the motion pic
ture world by the cars. By this time,
most of the leading producers have an
nounced their intenUun of using sound
in their future productions, either in
the form of a musical accompaniment
or the human voice. Thousands have
seen and heard sound pictures; and
wherever you go, movie fans are talk
ing about them.
But while many theatre-goers have
enjoyed this new form of screen enter
tainment, very few of them seem to
have even the slightest idea as to how
they are made. A bit of inquiry into
the matter brings to light all sorts of
Above: Madge -Bellamy, Fox star, impersonating Sir Harry
interesting facts.
Lauder in the picture, “Mother Knows Best.” Below* Inspect
In the first place, it is interesting to
ing a wax disc upon which sound vibrations will be recorded.
know that the "daddy” of these sound
Both the him and the disc types of productions are made by
pictures is our ordinary, every-day
meant of the Western Electric System «jf Sound Pictures.
telephone. Authorities tell us that it
was while engineers of the Bell Tele the desired sounds of orchestra, there is little difference between the
phone Laboratories in New York were speaker or vocalist. S umi ; »-«»»>i * ree« rdin< of picture and voice by this
making a careful study of the ways booths house the cameras, so ...it n« : n:cih"d and the ordinary picture re
in which speech is produced—so that extraneous noises may interkre with cording in a motion picture studio.
they might discover the best ways of the recording. When a me i? tu be
When a sound picture produced by
transmitting and reproducing it- -that recorded, the camera pin t .gr.t,.; - it these methods is projected in a theatre,
they developed the successive steps while the microphones pick up t..e de the :
lucti n processes are in efwhich have led up to this newest thing sired sounds.
ivct a reversal of the recording procin motion pictures. Those steps are
These sounds, striking the diaSpeci.d equipment, known as
doubtless fascinating to engineering phragm ot the microphone, cause it to the Western Electric Sound Projector
minds, but to the layman they are a vibrate and these vibrations are trans system, is required for the reproduc
bit too technical for easy understand lated into a fluctuating electric current tion A turntable is added to a stand
ing. For most of us, it is enough to that flows through wires to a control ard n.- ti ii picture projector if the disc
know that sound /tor been synchro room. There the current pas> s thr icb. mct’i »d of recording has been used,
nized with motion picture film. And an amplifier system on to a recording while a sound reproducing unit is cmhere is how it is done:
device, vvlrere the fluctuations of the pl ?ed when the recording has been
There are two different methods of current are changed into mechanical don< by t’.ie film process. By means
making sound pictures. The first is vibration.^ which are recorded on a sc
au adaj iti >n of the familiar public
known as the "disc” method. With it, , of soft wax. li» ins
.,
u ,j on
the sound is recorded on a wax disc lure and sound are perfectly .; hr ; di>c or him is taken, anipkiied, and
resembling an ordinary phonograph mzed, the motors which run the cam- j carried by wire from the pr jeclion
record at the same time that the mo eras and the turntable carrying the, booth t^ loud-speaking
telephones
tion picture scene is being photo disc arc made to run at unin-nr. speed J placed back of the motion picture
graphed. With the second method— and in synchronism. 1 hese m.-t•»»'.•» arc }sere.nF .• m the-e horns,
the sound,
known as the “film” method—the started and reach full speed together | as th udi i.ee hears it, emerges, The
sound is photographed by means of and continue to run together. Tims it i only d:u fence in the equipment used
light variations on the side of the film is that one of the s mid pictures made j i• »r the m *• iduction of sound pictures
itself. Both these methods were de by the disc method is produced.
! made by «h? disc method and those
veloped by the Bell Telephone Labo
A quite different process is used in
by the film method lies in the
ratories for the Western Electric making sound pictures by tin film
s used at the projer
Company, who first licensed Warner method—that employed for Movietone tor, which, in the case of the cl c
Brothers to use the disc method in productions. In this method, both the method, c traces a turntable for the
making their “Vittiphone” presenta motion picture and its sound accom disc on which the sound is rer rded,
tions, introduced to the motion picture paniment, whether vocal or instrumen while in li film method the equip
world in the fall oi 1926. A few tal, are recorded on the same film. ment cabs i or the sound attachment
months later the Fox Case Corporation This process consists in photographing unit. In theatres where productions
was licensed to use the film method, variations in light intensity on the film. made by both methods are shown, the
.'ltd the result was the “Movietone.” The sounds to be recorded are picked motion picture projector is equipped
More recently, Parantount-Famous- up by microphones which have the with, both turntab’c and sound attach
Lasky Corporation, hfetro-Goldwyn- property of changing sound vibra ment unit. This is known as the dual
Maycr Corporation, United Artists tions into electrical vibrations. These sound projector system and is em
Corporation, First National Universal, electrical vibrations are amplified and ployed in 95 per cent of the existing
Hal Roach and the Cliristie Film Cor in turn vary the intensity of a record theatre installations. The pushing of
poration have arranged to use either ing light. This recording light is con a button is the only operation re
one or both of these methods.
tained in a glass tube that is inserted quired with this system to change im<In photographing and recording a in the back of a motion picture camera mediately from one method to the
scene hv the disc method—that em in such a way that the variations in other. The amplifiers and horns in
ployed for Vitaphcne productions—the light intensity fall directly upon a nar-« stalled in the theatre are identical for
first step is taken in a motion picture row edge of the negative film on both methods.
studio equipped with special facilities. which the motion picture is being re-; According to reports, about 400 theaThese inclqile one or more microphones corded simultaneously. Aside fromjtres in the country are already showplaced about the studio, out of range the fact that the motion picture camera j ing these sound pictures, and it is said
of the motion picture camera, but near is motor-driven and is connected by j that at least 1.00Q will be doing so by
enough to the performers to pick up wire with the telephonic apparatus,! the end of 1928.
/
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THERE’S AN S f>H
DEALER NEARBY
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HORIZONTAL
1-Place
4-ln front
9-Behlnd
12- Sin
13- A liking
14- Anger
15- Nevertheleaa
17-Part of a muscle
19-Formerly
21-Accompll»h
22- Ran
25-lt la (contr.)
27-Blemlth
31-Tablet
32- Peeter
34- Wlthln
35- Scotch name.
Prefix
38-Some
T
37- Llke
38- Thoee who
comment
41-A worthless leaving
42- Daih
43- Muslcal note
44- Requeets

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
45-Con|unction
47-Part of a pen (pi.)
49-lnterest
53-Cuddle
67-Perlod
59- Blographlcal
memoir
60- Propellor
61-Termlnate
62- Poorest
63- Urge on
VERTICAL

1- A veget; ble
2- Vaee
3- Attempt
4- Distant
5- Plles of hay
6- Half an em
7- Perform
S-Colored
9-Help
10-From
n_Half a score
16-Marry
18-Bravely
20-A metal

VERTICAL (Cont.)
22- Steeple
23-Sunken portion
24- Man's name (short)
26-Kind of bird (pi.)
28- Flfty-one (Roman)
29- A mountain range
In Missouri
30- Tries
32-Sallor
33- Answer (abbr.)
35-Madness
39-A parent
4ft-Age
41-Bone (Latin)
4-4—Silly person
46-Soared
48- A vegetable
49- An Insect
50- Eagle
51- Possessed
52- Girl’s name
shortened
54- A digit
55- Fall behind
56- Unit of work
59-Con Junction

Solution to Previous Puzzle

CAMDEN

AVE you ever come to the
point when it bored you to
face your breakfast roll?
Perhaps the trouble isn't with you,
but with the roll.

H

There are breads and rolls that
are different and will give just the
proper tang to start the day off
right W’ith a new taste in your
mouth. One of the most delight
ful ways to vary your quick breads
is to add pineapple, crushed pine
apple as it comes from the can,
to your batter.
The following recipes have been
worked out by a housewife in her
own kitchen and so are thoroughly
tested.

Something New

Pineapple Muffins: Sift together
two cups flour, three tablespoons
sugar, four teaspoons baking pow
der, and one-half teaspoon salt;
add two well beaten eggs and one
cup milk. Add three tablespoons
melted butter and three-fourths
cup of well-drained crushed pineap
ple. Bake in greased muffin tins in
a hot oven, 400° F, for twenty to
twenty-five minutes.
Pineapple Nut Bread: Sift togeth
er two cups flour, four teaspoons
baking powder, one teaspoon salt,
one-fourth ettp sugar.
Beat one
egg well and add one cup milk;
add to dry ingredients. Add three
tablespoons
melted
shortening,
one-half cup of crushed pineapple
very well drained and one-half cup
of nuts.
Bake in a greased loaf
pan in a moderate oven, 350° F.,
tor one hour or until done.

Pineapple Bran Muffins:
Cream
three tablespoons butter and onefourth cup sugar and add one wellbeaten egg.
Add one and onefourth cups bran and one cup sour
milk. Sift one cup flour, one-half
teaspoon soda, one teaspoon bak
ing powder, and one-half teaspoon
salt and add to the liquid.
Add
three-fourths
cup
well-drained,
crushed pineapple and pour into
greased muffin tins. Bake in a
moderate oven, 375° F., for twenty
to twenty-five minutes.

Pineapple Popovers: Drain syrup
from two cups of crushed Hawaii
an pineapple and add enough milk
to make two cups of liquid. Mix,
and sift two cups of flour and one
teaspoon salt.
Add liquid gradu
ally.
Beat with egg beater until
smooth. Add four unbeaten eggs
and stir just enough to mix batter
thoroughly. Bake forty-five min
utes in greased muffin pans in hot
oven (425° F.).
Break open and
put a spoonful of crushed pine
apple in each half, and serve im
mediately,

French Toast with Pineapple:

Other Than First Class

“13” His Lucky Number

Not more than 2 lbs..... ......................15
Over 2 lbs. and not over.JO lbs......... 2f
More than 10 lbs......... ....................... 20c
(In addition to regular postage).
Special

>4
H*

Motonst&qive PtfksmaRsachasee to live

to Accident tlcnth

YOU HOST
UCaHWU’.

WITH TRAFFIC COHMITTEE
KClIS, PEiWA.SWttlCDUIlUl

Since 1840 this firm hat
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox County.
Ledy Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

REAL ESTATE
Farms, City Homes,

Cottages, House

and Cottage Lots

EARLE LUDWICK
38 CHESTNUT ST.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 723-M

84Stf
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for

Augusta, |7.4o a. m., tl.55 p. m., L4.45 p. in.,
16.10 p. ni.
Bangor, t7.45 a. m., fl.55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
J6.10 p. m.
Boston, t7.45 a. m., fl-55 p. m., kl.45 p. m.,
16.10 p. m.
Brunswick, |7.45 a.
tl-55 p. nr, L4.45 p. m.,
16.10 p. m.
Lewiston, f7.45 a. m., |1.55 p. m.
New York, k4 45 p. m , t<>* 10 p. m.
Philadelphia, C6*10 p. ni.
Portland, t7.4o a. ui., tl-55 p. m., kl.45 p. m.,
J6.10 p. m.
Washington, C6*10 p. m.
•
Waterville, |7.45 a. in., fl.55 p. nr, k4.45 p. nr,
$<>.10 p. nr
t Daily, except. Sunday * Daily, except Saturday.
♦ Pullman passengers only, except coach between
Rockland and Portland.
k Saturday only.
C Daily, except Saturday, to July 2, inc., and
Aug. 21 to Sept 16, inc. Tues , Thurs. and Sun.
July 5 to Aug. 19, inc. Will not run Sun., July 1.

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington and
Swan's Island
Summer Arrangement
(Subject to Chage Without Notice)
IN EFFECT JULY 18. 1928
DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven daily except
Sunday at 7.00 a. m. and 1.00 p. nr Arriving
at Rockland at 8.20 a. m. and 2.20 p. m. Re
turning leaves Rockland at 9.30 a. m. and 3.30
p. nr direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at 10.50
a. m and 4.50 p. m.
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE

Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
Sunday- at 6.30 a. m., Stonington 7.30. North
Haven 8.30: due at Rockland about 9.40 a. m.
Returning leaves Rockland at 2.30 p. m.. North
Haven 3.30, Stonington at 4.40; due to ar
rive at Swan's Island about 6.00 p. m.
B. H. STINSON,
General Agent.

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBe&th)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tel. 136
35 Limerock ot.
RecklanS
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

DR. LINWOOD T. ROGER

Osteopathic Physician
396 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Telephone 1295; Residence 253-M

Hanging

79-tf

Matter of the fourth-ndass will re
eeive the same expeditious handling
DR. E. B. HOWARD
transportation and delivery accorded
Dentist
to mail matter of tfl^ttirst class, on
Dental X-Ray and Uiagnoala
payment of the followhig fees in ad
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 8
dition to the regular postage:
OPEN EVENINGS
Not more than 2 lbs............................]0r
BY APPOINTMENT
Oyer 2 lbs. and not over 10 lbs. ..
Tol. 1020
More than 10 lbs................................. 20c 407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
The words “Special Handling’’ must
appear on all fourth’ class matter
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
mailed under these rates. These rates
Dentist
do not provide for special delivery at
400 Main St.
Rockland
office of address.

PEPi^UilWiS KULFD IU
HUNDREDS
HTTSBUSGH IN 1927
C 9 IhJURfcD

RCrSB525il

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

Sift

together one cup flour, one-half,
|t,o|u|(
At high noon today at St. Thomas
teaspoon salt, one teaspoon bak
Episcopal church will take place the
|5Tu t|
ing powder.
Add one cup milkt
wedding of Miss Olga Ault, daughter
and two well-beaten eggs; beat!
NlT
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wolcott
IeB
well.
Dip round slices of white
Henry of Cincinnati. Ohio, to Dr.
p
bread into batter and fry in hot|
Burr Noland Carter of Charlottsville,
jsfr
fat. Lay on plate, dust with sugar
Va. The ceremony will be performed
and top with a slice of Hawaiian
by Rev. Ralph Hayden, assisted by
pineapple. In center of pineapple
Rev. Frank H. Nelson. D. D„ rector
put one-half teaspoon red jelly.
of Christ Episcopal church of Cincin
nati. Following the ceremony there
will be a wedding breakfast and
regular army, leaped overboard from
NEW POSTAL RATES
reception at the summer home of the ,
the steamship Belfast when that
bride's parents at Beauchamp Point, j
craft was passing Beauchamp Point
Mr. and Mrs. M. I. Holmes have
yesterday morning on its way to Domestic Postage Prices Now
returned to their home in Newtoni( iMTCftMATlOWkl tVHUCATt.
Camden. The boat was immedi
ville. Mass., after a visit with Mrs.
In Effect—Post Cards One
ately stopped, and after a consider
Frank Robinson. High street.
•will
be
furnished.
Charles
Dana
able
delay
Talbot
was
brought
hack
Ellison Ames has returned from
Cent.
Detroit, Mich., where he has been for Gibson of New York and Seven Hun aboard. No reason was given for
dred
Acre
Island
and
Arthur
G.
his
act.
Talbot
was
taken
to
Camden
First Class
several months.
Steamer Castine. Capt. Coombs, Staples of the Lewiston Journal, Community Hospital, but made his
Letters and all written and sealed
will
be
the
speakers
of
the
evening.
escape from that institution at 1 p. m.
will run the last excursion of the
Mrs. Hester 19. McClellan of Rock This morning the fire department ' matter, 2 cts. for each oz. or fraction
season on Sunday to Bar Harbor?
port
dropped
dead
in
the
waiting
and National Guardsmen were called ' thereof.
leaving Camden at 7.30.
Govt. Postal Cards and Private
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Ferrin are room on Thursday afternoon while out. and a vigorous search was being Mailing Cards, 1 cent each.
returning Sunday to their home in waiting for an electric car to take made for the young man around the
Second Class
Beverly, Mass., after a visit with her home. She was 59 years of age. Camden Mountains.
The body was taken at once to her
Newspapers, Magazines and other
relatives in town.
periodicals when mailed by the pub
Mrs. J. Fred Brown and daughter home on Central street in P. J. Good’s
MICKIE SAYS■ lie, 1 cent for each 2 ounces or frac
Thelma have returned to their hotns ambulance.
Rockland plays here today at 1.30
I tion regardless of wgt. or distance.
in Springfield, Mass., after spending
three months with Mrs. Brown’s and Camden plays at Belfast at 4.30. r
Third Class
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will meet
USSEKJ, FRIEMO, U/HEM VIE
sister. Mrs. Arthur Wadsworth. Mrs.
Circulars and other miscellaneou
SEMO VOU A STATEMEkK, WE
Wadsworth returned with them and in the church parlors Wednesday aft
printed matter and merchandise
ernoon, Sept. 5. Refreshments will be
AIWT eAlUU’ YA A PEAP0EAT!
will remain in Springfield a month.
weighing eight ounces or less, 1%
The ladies of the Grand Army of served.
Ei/'Ryeoir/ g-ibs 'em , from
for each 2 ounces or fraction.
the Republic held a public card pat ty | Miss Nancy Griffin of Boston is
MI1AI0WAIRE3 TO BANKERS =
Books (including catalogs) of 24
at the Cleveland hall Friday after- j visiting her mother, Mrs. S. S. GrifALL A STATEMEUr FROM
pages or more, seeds, cuttings, bulbs,
fin, Eaton avenue.
noon and evening.
roots, scions and plants, 1 cent for
US MEAWS IS TWAT VA OWE
The Masonic Assembly was held | P. J. Good ha-s purchased the brick j
each 2 ounces.
US MOWEV AMO WE)0 LIKE
on Thursday evening at Pioneer building on Mountain street now octo wave, rr
Fourth Class
Pavilion. East Union, with music by cupled by the Megunticook Grange
PLEASE
Merchandise, Books, Printed Mat
Dean’s Orchestra.
and later will use it for up-to-date k
ter. and all other mailable matter not
The regular meeting of the United funeral parlors.
I in first or second class, weighing over
States War veterans will be held
Mrs. Bertha French has returned
TRV OUR
8 ounces.
Tuesday evening. Sept. 4.
from a trip to New York and Boston.
JOB
Additions
Miss Helen Waterman is a surgical
Miss Una Smiley of Boston, forpRiunuG
Zones
1st Pound
Pounds
patient at the Community H spital. merly of Camden, is spending a lew
DEPARTMENT
Local
7c
lc ea. 2 lbs.
Arthur Bronstein was in Houlton weeks in town.
OUT OU
1 and 2
7c
.wk, lc ea. pound
this week to- attend the ceremonial
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Drinkwater and
TWAT
£ 2c ea. pound
3
8c
of Anah Temple, Mystic Shrine.
| two children have returned to hitPARTI CUtAC
4
8c
v 4c ea. pound
The third dnd last concert of the jinsville, Mass., after a visit with Mr.
JOS
9c
* 6c ea. pound
Camden Concert Course under the and Mrs. Frank Manning.
-mev kiu
10c
6c ea. pound
direction of Frank Bibb, will be held | Annie S., widow of Franklin Start,
co
12c
10c ea. pound
in the opera house Wednesday even plied at her home in upper Mountain
themseu'et
13c
12c ea. pound
ing. The following artists will ap istrete, Thursday night, aged 83 years.
PROUD
pear:
Miss Sylvia Lent, violinist; I She was horn in Camden and had alOn parcels collected pn ruralroutes
Misses Natalie and Betti na Hall,
the rates are 2 cents less than show
i ways resided here. She is survived
soprano and mezzo soprano; Miss
in the above table when for delivery
b | l»,v two sons, William F. Start and
Marion Rous, pianist; Frank Biii
anywhere within the first three zones,
b } George H. Start of this place, and
accompanist.
and 1 cent less when |or delivery in
rfive daughters, Mrs. Edgar L. Hor
The Edward Bok awards for the
any other zone.
best flower gardens and lawns in ton, Mrs. Ralph Knight, Mrs. Fred
SPECIAL DELIVERY
town, amounting to $550. will be i Elwell and Mrs. Emma Arnold of
First Class
;
Camden,
and
Mrs.
George
Bryant
of
presented in the opera house tonight
Weighing 2 lbs. or less................. 10c
at 8 o’clock. The awards will be Searsmont. The funeral will be held
Over 2 lbs. and not oytr 10 lbs........20c
Sunday
presented by Mr. and Mrs. Bok and ;'jsunaa
.v afternoon at 3 o clock, Rev.
More than 10 lbs..........3
25c
the house will be tastily decorated j Horace 1. Holt officiating,
(In addition to remtlbr postage).
for the occasion and special music I Edward Talbot, a soldier in the

9

No pains are spared to make
Three Crow Flavoring Extracts
perfect, pure and wholesome.

For Tea Time, Too

............

«» «
it «

l

Spoonful by
spoonful —prolong
the cool pleasure.
New England’s fin
est ice cream. Sim.
mons & Hammond
Mfg. Company.
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By Robert Addison
(Special New York Correspondent)
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BREADS
THAT ARE
DIFFERENT
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Every-Other-Day
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6Wimk«mwiiw

JX offiw

Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tai. 339-M
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to I
Evening!* bv Appointment

The Accumulative
The.
Effect of Good
Advertising
Cannot
Be Overestimated

ONDUCTING a campaign to reduce traffic accidents, the Petter Traffic committee
of Pittsburgh recently sponsored the exhibition of this mil,•iature hospital. The dis
ced on a two-ton Graham
play was routed over the main thoroughfares of the city, motci.
Profilers truck.

C

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
PLUMBING, HEATING
106 Pleasant St.
Rockland
Telephone 244-W

CHICHESTER S PILLS

For a Cold or Cough

GRIP

Keep the bowels open and take

i i___ ___

Take no other,

liny of your v
Ask f r< iii in: ..fr.n a
DIAMOND Blt.VMl FILLS f r 25
years known as Best, Safest, Ahv&ys keliablo

-<

SOLD BY DRL'UGISlS EVERYWHERE

BROWN’S RELIEF
on rising and retiring
Norway Mfldirina Co,

John C. Hicks, President of the St. Johns National Bank, St. Johns, Michigan,
end his Thirteenth Buick, a five-passenger coupe.

E. W. HODGKINS, M. DOffice Hours: 1 to 8 and 7 to 9 P. M
Residence until 9 A. M.. and by
Appointment.

Telephone 184

THOMASTON, ME.

L W. McCartney
Plumbing and Heating
ROCKLAND.
MAINE
Telephone 1005-M
142-every Sat-tf

Every-Other-Day

Rocklnad Courier-Gazette, Saturday, September 1, 1928

STUDYING THE OLD CRAFTSMAN
FOR NEW EFFECTS WITH RADIO :

GREAT EVENTS

Jefferson Found His
Letter Writing a Burden

Page Five

FRIENDSHIP

THE WORLD HAS A NEW AND FINER MOTOR GAR
Capt. Ellard Geyer of Melrose,
Mass., formerly of this town, has been
ALBERT PAYSON TERHUNE
Thomas Jefferson liked to write visiting his nephew, Romney Collaletters and lo receive them, but : more.
OOCXOOOOOOOOOCXDOCOOOOOOOO
the burden became almost unendur- I U.S.S. Si wash has been in the har
by LrwJd, Mead & Company.)
able.
He wrote John Adams In bor recently inspecting motor boats.
Napoleon Bonaparte
1817 that from dinner to dark he j Jess W. Simmons and family of
was “drudging at
the writing Lewiston visited in Lawry recently.
(Part II)
table.”
| Capt. Cleveland Burns and Ernest
OR the son of a Corsican law
yer to plan a world empire, now
"All this," he continued, "to an Burns returned to New Bedford Sat
adays, would be sheer Insanity. But swer letters into which neither In urday and Lester Simmons accom
In Napoleon Bonaparte's time and
terest nor Inclination on my part panied them. He will join the crew
country almost anything was pos- | enters; and often from persons of the Virginia R.
sthle to the man who knew how
whose names I have never before , Ralph Watson of Walpole, Mass.,
to use his chances. Tavern wait- ! heard.
Yet, writing civilly, it Is visited Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Whit
ers became Held marshals; serv
hard to refuse them civil answers. ney recently. Mr. Watson is the son
ants rose to dukes.
For the first
This Is the burden of my life, a of Dr. Charles A. Watson who was
time In France's history It was the
very grievous one Indeed, and one physician here <23 years ago.
man, not his ancestry, that count
which I must get rid of.”
Miss Elizabeth Hartel and Mrs.
ed.
Bonaparte, being the greatest
He consented to write a few Eleanor Armstrong returned home
genius In France, rose highest in
lines of introduction to one of Dela Thursday after a four days’ motor
the mighty upheaval that followed
plaine’s books that he might make trip to Holdemess and ’Wolfeboro, N.
the overthrow of old customs. Hav
there a public appeal for relief from H.. and Auburn.
ing, us first consul, set matters
this burden, hut It does not appear
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Seeley and
right at home, he drew sword
to have been successful, for he Frederick Seeley of Small Point were
against all Europe.
Heretofore
wrote Adams ln 1822 that he had dinner guests of Mrs. Andreas Hartel,
long, time-wasting campaigns und
received 1.207 letters that previous Jr., recently.
acres of red tape had marked every
year and had answered all, though i Mrs. Helen Keilholtz and Miss Cewar.
Bonpparte changed all this.
many of them had required long re- II celia Keilholtz returned to their home
Whirlwind campaigns und defiance
plies and some extensive Investiga in Baltimore Monday after spending
of all outworn military traditions
tion.
the summer here.
formed the keynote of his warfare.
"Is this life?" he asked. “At best
Dr. Standish McCleary of Baltimore
On May 13, 1800, he hurried an
It is but the life of a mill horse visited Mrs. Helen Keilholtz recently.
army ucross the Alps, capturing
that sees no end to his circle but
Piedmont by a brilliant victory
Charles Sylvester left Saturday for
In death. To such a life that of a Jeddore, N. S. in the interests of
over the Austrians at Marengo,
cabbage
Is
paradise.
”
Since
he
June 14, and dictated peace terms
Burnham & Morrill.
had earlier described the life of a
to Austria. Other countries, scared
Mrs. Andreas Hartel, Jr., and
cabbage
as
“
surely
not
worth
a
by the example, followed suit, and,
Misses Elizabeth and Eleanor Hartel
wish,” he had evidently come close
for the first time In many years,
motored to Belgrade Lakes, Tuesday.
to the Irreducible minimum In en
universal peace seemed established
joyment of existence.
At the time Miss Emma Swan accompanied them
all over the civilised world.
of his death he had 26,000 letters back and will be a house guest for
Meantime, in France, Bonaparte
several days.
filed and- hud copies of 16.000 re
was forwarding his personal ambi
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Neal of New
plies.—J. G. de Roulbac Hamilton,
tions to such good effect that, when
York are visiting Mr. and Mrs. L.
in Century Magazine.
the project of crowning him em
Myron Neal.
peror of the French was broached.
“Everybody Happy," the Camp Wa
It was carried by a popular vote
Even Fine Violins
pello show, written and staged by
of 3,000,000 to 8,000. He sent for
Baldwin of Hollywood, was
Pope Pius VII to crown him at Paris
Must Have Exercise Earl
played in Bossa’s hall Thursday night.
amid Imposing ceremonies, Decem
A violin, like a growing hoy, ac About 300 witnessed the perform
ber 2, 1804, but at the last moment
cording to the experts. Is much bet ance
he snutched the imperial diadem
ter when kept busy.
And dance
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Beazley and
from the pope's hands and crowned
Leads the World in Motor Car Value
tunes are just as good for “exercis daughter Jean of Orange. N. J., re
himself. He then placed the crown
ing” even a priceless Stradlvarlus turned to their home Saturday.
on the head of Josephine, his wife.
as are the highest class concert
Mrs. Nancy Rogers and Miss Mary
The following year he became king
OTHER IMPORTANT FEATURES-AO OTHER CAR HAS THEM ALL
numbers. A violin, hearing the Rogers of South Portland have been
of Italy as well.
date 1713 and believed to be a gen spending a week at their Hatchet i
Bijur centralized cha
Aluminum alloy pistons
And now came a change of char
Twin Ignition motor
uine “Strad," has been ln the pos Cove home.
j
(Invar Stmts)
acter ao remarkable as to Bupport
lubrication
session of the family of William
12
Aircraft
type
apark
plugs
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Cornforth of
the old rumor that Bonaparte the
McDonald of Rice Lake, Mich., soys
7*bearing crankshaft
Electric
clocks
Plttsrteld and Miss Susie Gott of
general and Napoleon the emperor
High compression
(hollow crank t>ins)
the Milwaukee Journal, for 175
were two different men. From be
Short
turning
radiue
Portland
have
been
recent
guests
of
y ears.
Mr. McDonald, who owned
New double drop frame
ing ahy, lean and silent, Napoleon
World’s easiest steering
Longer wheelbases
the instrument for 53 years, has Mrs. Nancy Rogers.
grew assertive, fat, talkative. The
Miss Mary Gay returned to her
Houdaille and Lovejoy shock
used It in the old fiddlers’ contests
Torsional vibration damper
Nash-Special Design
rigid, temperate simplicity of early
home here Tuesday after spending
absorbers
throughout this part of the state.
days gave way to court etiquette,
and rear bumpera
Salon Bodies
the
sumrer
at
Camp
Waukeela,
Con

(«*<7ajfw Nash mono ting)
Inside the violin Is this Inscrip
pomp and Imperial splendor. His
way, N. H.
tion :
court was brilliant and extrava
Melvin Burns bought a Dodge car
“Antonio Stradivnrls Cretnonengant.
sls. Faciebat Anno 1713” (Cremona of Alfred H. Morton recently.
England, resenting certain of
Mr and Mrs. Granville T. Brow
of Antonio Stradivaris, made In the
France’s annexations, declared war,
year 1713.
The famous Cremona and son Bernard, Mrs. Nancy Rogers.
and Napoleon prepared to Invade
carver was at the height of his Miss Mary Rogers, Mrs. Robert H.
Great Britain. But Russia, Austria
career as a violin maker In 1713, Libby, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Corn
and Sweden formed an alliance
and all the evidence to he found In
forth. Miss Susie Gott, Miss Mary
with England, and the plan wus
the family records lends the McDon Gay and Miss Eleanor Morse s;>ent
changed. Nopoleon, with 180,000
alds to believe the Instrument Is an
Wednesday at Medomak.
men, crossed Bavaria, took Vienna
Mr. and Mrs. Lew J. Wallace are'
original of the noted maker.
and met the combined Austrian and
home from New Bedford for a few
Russian armies at Austerlitz. Each
days.
Daily Lott of Weight
CUSHING
of the three armies was command
Carlisle Lash is visiting his mother
ed by an emperor.
After a long
Mrs. George Jenkinson of Hartford.
The loss of weight that we un
Mrs.
Jessie
Lash.
and bloody battie Napoleon de
THAT'S THE VERDICT OF USERS OF
dergo every day has been the ob
Conn., Mrs. Mary Koski of New
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll C. Gleason Haven, Conn., and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
feated the allies with fearful loss.
ject of recent research, says Sci
and
son
returned
to
their
home
in
He then thrashed Prussia at Jena
ence. In the experiments, conduct
Rickie of New York were visitors last
and Auerstadt and captured Ber
ed by the Carnegie Institution nt Dover, Mass., Thursday after spend week of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Bedell.
ing
the
summer
here.
lin.
Russia's army was marching
Washington, two sensitive balances
Mr. and Mrs. George Wild and
to Prussia's aid, but Napoleon met
•Mr. and Mrs. Owen D. Evans and daughter Virginia, Mrs. Eidleback
were used. Both were strong enough
and overwhelmed It at Frtedland,
to weigh a man hut delicate enough sons Allen and Daniel returned and daughter Helen of Woodhaven. A mild but effective remedy for Headaches, Nervousness,
June 14, 1807, and forced the czar
to register minute changps ln Thursday to their home in Ridley L. I., have been.in town the past week
Loss of Sleep. Without Opiates, Chloral or Cocaine. A
to sue for peace.
He next con
weight. One of the balances would Park, Penn., after spending their va guests of Mrs. Dorothy Schmidt and
quered Spain and Portugal, and ex
Indicate a change of one-third of cation at their Martin’s Point home. Mrs. Rose Wales.
trial will be convincing. In a neat box, 25 cents—every
tended his conquests throughout the
an ounce, and a person could sleep
Mrs. Charles G. Belden and daugh
The supper at the Grange hall where.
continent of Europe. He made his
all night on Its platform. Thu ter Priscilla returned to their home Tuesday night for the benefit of in
brother king of Spain and his
other was a hundred times as sen in Hartford Saturday after spending stalling electric, lights in the hall was
brother-in-law king of Naples, and
sitive, but could be occupied only the summer with the former’s par a great success and the tidy sum of
lavished similar royal honors on
for an hour or so at a time. The ents. Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Mayo.
$27.30 was realized.
others of his family.
total moisture losses through the
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Bedell. Mr. and
Dr. Richard Benner and family re
Spain, dissatisfied that a low
lungs and skin of a woman of aver turned to their home in Springfield, Mrs. Albert Linsted, Mr. Erco, Mrs.
born Corsican should rule It, re
age weight averaged around 30 Mass., after spending their vacation Elsie Lauren and Miss Eleonora
volted. England and Portugal al
grnms, or one ounce per hour; for a at Martin’s Point.
Lauren were at Starrett’s Pond Tues
lied thbmselves with the Spaniards
man the figure was about one-third
Charles Jordan of Auburn visited day. guests of Mr. and Mrs Thomas
and the "War of the Peninsula" be
higher.
Miss Margaret Tompkins this week. Johnson who are occupying Star
gan ; the English army being com
Kenneth K. Stowell of Bronxville, rett’s camp for the summer. As Mrs.
manded by Sir Arthur Wellesley,
Forgetful
N. Y., spent the weekend with his Lauren is a painter, many spots of
afterward duke of Wellington. Aus
Maine’s beautiful scenery will he on
The forgetful man got to the rail family at Davis Point.
tria took this time to rise against
73TStf
road station a few minutes before
Landra B. Platt of New York visit canvas in New York this winter.
Napoleon. The emperor hurried an
There will be a free child welfare
train time, hut he felt he had for ed his sister, Dr. Anna Platt this
army across the frontier and In
j conference at the tow n hall Sept. 7,
week.
gotten something.
flicted a crushing defeat on the
He looked over his baggage. It
John E. Eaton, Jr., arrived Wednes from 2 until 4 p. m., given by the State
Austrian host at Wagram, July 6,
was all there. He felt In his pocket. day to spend a few days with his fam division of public health to all pre
1800,
and dictated
humiliating
school age children. All come and
His wallet bulged pleasantly. Ab ily here.
terras of peace to the beaten coun
take advantage of the free offer and
sently he reached In another pocket
try. Nearly all the world was how
Mrs. Ralph B. Leonard and daugh
and pulled out two tickets to Ni ter visited friends in Belfast this make it a success.
at the Corsican genius' feet.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Donegan and
agara Falls r.nd a marriage license. week.
Yet he was far from satisfied. He
children of Chickapee Falls, Mass.,
So that was It I
saw that he held his sovereignty
Robert D. Wilder and Charles C. who have been occupying Ivan
He groaned and rushed to a tele Brooks, Jjr. arrived Tuesday from
through sheer strength; Austria’s
Young’s house for several weeks
phone booth.
action hRd taught him that the In
(’amp Winona, Denmark, Me., for a
But It was no use.
He had for few days with the former’s mother, have returned to their home.
stant his back was turned the
gotten the name and telephone Mrs. Edith L. Wilder.
beaten nations would spring at him
number of the girl with whom he
like wild animals at their trainer.
EAST WASHINGTON
The engagement of Miss Bessie A.
He knew that, even while kings
had Intended to elope.—American
Mr. and Mrs. Poor and son Hollis
Rowley of Portsmouth, N. H., and
Legion Monthly.
and countries cringed to him, they
John E. Eaton. Jr., of West Roxbury. who have been at W. M. Prescott’s
secretly despised him as an upstart
Mass., is announced. Mr. Eaton is for a week, returned to New Bedford,
Only so long as he could overawe
Streamt That “Meander"
the son of Mr. and Mrs. John E. Mass., Thursday. Betty Poor who has
foes by active aggressive power
"Crooked as the River Jordan,”
Eaton, summer residents at Davis spent the season at Medomak Camp
could he hope to retain his mas
returned with them.
Is an old expression, but there are Point.
tery.
James Turner, a councillor at Me
streams
that
make
Jordan
look
Wilder
I.
Wood
arrived
here
Tues

He had no son to Inherit his title.
straight
In the old days when day from Camp Winona to spend a domak Camp, called at the homes of
Moreover, he now saw his boyish
packet steamers were popular as
few days with his aunt, Mrs. H. L. W. M. Prescott and C. E. Overlock
mistake ln having married a stupid
Tuesday enroute to Georges Lake
transportation up and down the
Hossa.
woman of the people. He had long
Mississippi, passengers used to get
Andreas Hartel, Jr., is spending the where he will spend a week as the
since outgrown his early adoration
out at many of the sharp bends
guest of Irving Hannon before re
weekend with his family here.*
for the fickle Josephine. He calm
and walk across a narrow neck of
Despite the storm there was a large turning to his home in Malden, Mass.
ly proceeded to divorce her, and
land to rest from the tedious trip,
on March 11, 1810, he married the
congregation at the M. E. Church * Miss Viola Ripley is attending
the steamer arriving sometimes nn
Archduchess Marie Louise, daugh
last Sunday morning. Pastor Smith | High School at Washington village.
hour
later.
The
White
river
In
Mr. and Mrs. Archer Nickerson and
ter of the Emperor of Austria. The
presented the sermon “Things Secret
Arkansas
is
another
erratic
stream.
proud Austrian monarch had no
and Things Revealed.’’ Two fine solos family left Medomak Camp Tuesday
It
travels
1,000
miles
in
traversing
choice but to submit, and to sell his
were rendered by Mr. Waters of IMvis morning for New Brunswick for a
a distance of 30 miles.
week’s outing before returning to
daughter for the sake of his coun
Point with Dr. Little at the organ.
try’s welfare. Marie Louise cared
Rev. and Mrs. George C. Smith Massachusetts.
Mrs. Clara Overlock began school
nothing for her imperial bride
Preference in Love
visited with IMr. and Mrs. Fred Young
groom, and In his later days of ad
When we are told that we are and took supper with them at their at Razorville Monday, Aug 27.
versity promptly deserted him.
E. B. Overlook left Sunday for
loved for our body, but not for our attractive home at Bradford Point
They had one son, who, while ln
Starks where he has a position as
mind, we not only are easily con Wednesday.
his cradle, was proclaimed king of
soled, but frequently quite delight
The choir of the Littlefield Memo principal of Starks Grammar School
Rome, This son died of consump
ed.
We feel that we are "loved" rial church, Rockland, gave a good for 1928-29.
tion at twenty-one.
"for ourselves.” as we say. On the account of themselves in a fine con
HEXAGONAL
The years 1810 and 1811 marked
contrary, when we are told that we cert held in the M. E. Church Thurs
NORTH HAVEN
the flood-tide of Napoleon’s pros
are loved for our mind only, we day evening, under the leadership of
TWIN
SHINGLES
Rev. Mr. Helens of Fall River
perity. His dominions extended
are generally Insulted and hurt. We J. Paul Jameson.
preached in the Baptist Church Sun
from Naples to Denmark. He was
understand that we are loved for
IRD’S Hexagonal Twin Shingles are selfWith the near approach of Libor day.
proclaimed ruler of Spain, Italy,
something that Is really extrinsic
Day many of the summer visitors
Dick
Stanley
spent
the
weekend
spacing and self-aligning. When laid they
Switzerland, Holland and most of
and, ln the final count, of slight
are returning home.
the German states.
Russia, Aus
with his wife and children in Rock
form a “hexagon” and produce a wide double
merit.—Plain Talk Magazine.
The class on nursing, made up of land.
tria and other nations were at his
butt effect which gives the impression of thick
feet. England alone held out against
girls, 10 to 16 years of age, and held
There was a Boatmen's Ball in Calness, weight and ' -'bility as well as excellent
Lottefesa Millionairet
him.
Never before or since has
in the Methodist vestry, has com derwood'9 hall Thursday evening
shadow lines.
such tremendous authority been
In our secret hearts we don’t tre pleted its course of 12 lessons and with music by Kirk’s orchestra of
vested In one man
These asphalt shingle* ate laid with the greatest of eaae,
mendously admire the captains ot ' last Tuesday the members took a Thomaston.
accuracy and speed which reduces the cost of application.
Industry and their kind, though we ! written examination and 12 out of the
Cars driven by A. C. Dyer and
may eDvy them their power and I 14 of them passed with high marks, Douglas Gates collided on the blind
They give absolute waterproof, fire-retardant protection t»
Rarin’ to Go
wealth.—American Magazine.
including six 100 marks, Elizabeth corner at the turn to the Stone Bridge
the roof. Slate surfaced In red, green, blue-black or ArtAn Alabama man declares that
Osier, Margaret Osier, Alberta Nie- recently. Dyer’s car was ditched and
Blende. These shingle* are for new work or right over the
the briefest courtship of all was
ola. Blanche Prior, Beatrice Bram- partly rolled over w th a broken ’ear
old shingles.
Tons of Flowers
that of a darkey couple In that
and
Marguerite
Creamer. wheel. The occupants, A. C. and A.
Hmsnnal Twin Shinsles sre mode bv Bird &. Son. hie. (Bit. 1790,
Fifteen hundred tons of jasmine. hall
state.
It ran about as follows:
manufacturers of Neponset Twin Shingles, Shingle Design Roofing,
200 tons of roses aDd 2,500 tons of Diplomas will he mailed to the suc W. Dyer, crawled from under the car
Itastus speaking first;
Art-Craft Roofing, Paroid Roofing, Bird’s Insulating Blanket, Neponset
cessful
candidates.
The
class
has
unhurt. The Gates ear was not dam
orange flowers are consumed yearly
Black Building Paper and Neponset Board. There’s a Bird product tot
"Why don't you take me?”
•▼cry sort of buildingl
In the 36 perfume distilleries of , been held under the auspices of the aged. Mrs. Gates was with her son.
“ ’Cause you ain’t ast me.”
State
Department
of
Health
with
Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Beverage and
Grasse (France).
"Well, now I nsts ,vo’.”
We are headquarters for Bird's roofings
baby of Dorchester, Mass., arrived
“Well, now I has yo’.”
building papers and wall board.
Sunday morning for a three weeks
vacation.
“Don't Break the Milk!
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Norwood Beverage visited a friend
In Siberia people buy milk solidi
in (Wiscasset recently.
fied and, for convenience, let It Attorney and Counsellor at
CONTRACTORS
•
Charles Webster of Vinalhaven was
freeze around a stick which serves
in town last week looking up tele
as a handle to carry It.
“Don’t
Law
453 Main St.
Rockland
Tel. 14
phone trouble.
break the milk,” parents of Irkutsk
Leadbetter reunion will be held in
admonish children ; but broken milk Telephone*—Office 488; Heuse 888-R
Crockett’s hall Sept. 1.
is easier to pick up than split milk.
431 Mein Street
Rocklend
C. 11. Beverage is lobstering.

F

Well leave it to you—just look at
the body designs of the other

TAF.VOTION to the craflsmanship of the early American
cabinet makers, which is exerting
such a pronounced influence over
furniturp types today, has now
brought under its dominance the
latest addition to home furniture,
the radio cabinet.

finish, reminiscent of early New
England, where the cabinet maker
first discovered the brightness and
freshness of this hardwood. Maple
has been termed by many antique
hunters "the wood of the Pilgrims. ”
The current popularity of old
maple is explained as a return to
the first purely American furniture.
Although the maple tree is found
in North Europe, it came into use
for cabinets, tables and chairs in
New England, where it was found
that age deepened its natural tint
and beautified its grain. In Penn
sylvania, the source of many of the
country's antiques, maple was used
abundantly two or three decades
before the Civil War. Many of
the old maple chests resulted from
the old custom of supplying among
gifts to a bride a chest for her
new household, which almost in
variably was of maple.

According to radio manufacturers,
the cabinet and supporting stand of
the future must have not only the
elements of sirpple beauty that will
adapt them to any setting, but also
must be of a workmanship and ma
terial that will bring them into har
mony with the antique.
The lines
shaped by the artisans of the Col
onial epoch are now one of the
guides of the radio designer.

•

I

One of the developments conform
ing to current demands for home
beauty is the introduction of the
jCfldio cabinet with antique maple

SOUTH CHINA

ROCKVILLE

Bernard Nichols and Hubert Hal!
were recent visitors at Owl’s Head.
Mrs. Nichols who had been spending
a few days there returning with
them.
Justin Elliott has moved to Port
land where he will make his future
home with his daughter.
Franklin Bush has returned from
Spain and for a few months will
occupy his home, Tacommet Manor.
About twenty Juniors from Camp
Payson at Brooks camped a few davs
on Hubert Hall’s shore last week
'Fred Plaisted’s family and Miss
Gladys Hall were in Waterville Fri
day.
Clarence and Doris Esancy. Misses
Fern. Gladys and Glennis Hall and
Perley Crossman were in Waterville
last week.
Perley Thurston and mother of
China recently called at the home of
his sister, Mrs. Fred Crossman.
Mrs. Herbert Esancy, son Clarence
and daughters Eleanor and Evelyn
visited her mother, Mrs. Payson in
Hope iSaturday.
Misses Gertrude and Hazel Esancy
returned Saturday from a two weeks’
pleasure and business visit in Hope.
Charles Esancy and Mrs. Carrie
Curtis of Liberty were recent visit
ors atHerbert Esancy’s. Other call
ers include Stanley iPowell, Herbert
Fuller and George Lelgher of South
Liberty and Mr. Leigher’s sister and
husband of New York, also Samuel
Grindell and Frank Bush of China.
Miss Doris Esancy was a recent
over night guest of her friend Miss
Alice Grindell.
Fred 'Blasted and family and Miss
Glennis Hall were in Farmington
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Hussey and
tiheir guests from Albion were in
Waterville Friday evening.
Manley Freeman was in Thomas
ton Monday evening.

Miss Edna Gregory of Rockland has
been spending a few days with her
aunt. Mabel Oxton.
The children of this place have
showed great Interest in the daily vacation Bible school. An enjoyable
picnic was held Thursday.
Mrs. Annie Thurston is having her
house painted.
Miss Emma ‘ Brewster left this
morning for Battle Creek, Mich.,
after spending a five weeks’ vacation
with her mother, Fannie Brewster.
Mrs. Elizabeth Ricker of Portland
is the house guest of Miss Lottie
Ewell.
Mr. and Mrs Joe Dolphin of Bath
are. visiting her sister. Mrs. Sinnett.
Miss Ella TowJe of Hartford. Conn.,
is the guest of Mrs. Nellie Perry.
Miss Elizabeth Eells of Fitchburg,
Mass., who has been visiting Mrs. Roy
Tolman will return home to attend
school Sept. 4.

'

i
j
j

OWL’S HEAD

Mrs. C. S. Reed is working at the
Owl’s Head Inn for a few weeks.
Mrs. P. K. Reed has returned home
after visiting, with her daughter
Leona in Hampden.
Ashley Young is little improved in
health so to be out around.
G. C. Wotton and family visited in
North Warren Sunday.
Mrs. E. H. §t. Clair was happily
surprised when called to the door
Sunday to find her cousin. Mrs. Aimie
Shaw of Lewiston whom she hadn't
seen for 16 years. In the party were
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Shaw and son
Spaulding of Lewiston, Mr. and Mrs.
Elisha Thayer and sons Lamont and
Dana of East Warren.
Mrs. Clements has returned home
after a business trip to Bangor.
Mrs. Teresa Whitmore and daugh
ter Lilian of Rockport spent Monday
with her daughter, Mrs. E. H. St.
Clair.
Capt. Charles Ross and crew re
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that
you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, turned Sunday from the scallop
with the home news, at Hotaling's News grounds.
Agency. Broadway ami 43 St.

CLARION
The finest Raw Mater
ials obtainable com
bined with correct Designs
and best Workmanship,
should please the most ex
acting customer.

Wood & Bishop Co.
Established 1839

BANGOR, MAINE

Boatmens’ Headquarters
Largest stock of marine supplies in Eastern Maine.
marine supplies; marine motors always in stock.
men and blacksmith shop.

All kinds

Capable repair

Let ua make you a flat price on your

new motor and installing tame.

MARINE MOTORS
GRAY, UNIVERSAL, BRIDGEPORT, RED WING, STERLING,
HARTFORD and JOHNSON OUTBOARDS

We carry parte for Gray, Universal, Hartford and Johnsons

Mail Orders Filled Promptly

Marine Supply Co.

The
“eyes” will be for Nash.

Nash “400” Salon design.

NASH 400'

THOMAS-NASH CO.
Park Street, Rockland

SURPRISINGLY COMFORTING

Ballard’s

Tablets

B.C.MJ
CIGARSJ

To Be Sure /

(BIRD’S ROOFSl

B

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

CAMDEN, MAINE
Next Wharf To Yacht Club

new cars, then look at the

Tel. 78
27Stf

>

__________ _____ s

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

For Sale

In Everybody's Column

quick sale'cfcrip.
Advertisements In this column not to ex
ldtflOO
ceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, $5. YOUNG’S FISH MARKET
3 times for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents
FOR SALE—Choice cut flowers, spi -iys.
each for one time. 10 cents for three times. wreaths and bulbs at the usual low rates.
Six words make a line.
MRS. II. L. STEVENS, l.)2 Limerock St .
City.
105*107
oun corn.
JOHN'KEINAINEN, R F. D. 1. Box 102. War
ren. Me.____________________________ 105*111
LOST—Shopaxe, try square and 2 in. chisel
FOR SALE Pickling cucumbers, price ac
between Broadway and Glover’s Frldav via
Willow St. Finder notify SHE KM HOKES. cording to size. SIDNEY E. AMES. West
Phone 32 R.
105-107 Meadow Rd, Ro-klund. Tel. 176 M. 10. 111.’
FOR SALE Some of the flu.’ ( house lots In
LOST—Old fashioned gold brooch pin with
bit of black enamel, Thursday. Aug. 30. different parts of (he city. High, dry and
healthy
; price $250 and up, cash or easy terms.
Reward Notify (WRIER-GAZETTE.
105*107 New modern homes and rents, furnished and
unfurnished. EASTERN REAL ESTATE CO.
LOST—Lady’s brown pocketbook between Tel. 819.____________________________ 105 -110
Chlckawaukie Lake and Blacklngton's Corner.
FOR SALE—Sardine Factory with large
MRS. SYLVIA GUSHEE. Union.
104-106
shore privileges; ou> l’£ story house on same
LOST—On Wellnian'a shore. Alford Lake, land as factory, al » used for store: B-^bom
Kodak 2A In leather case. Reward. W. E. bungalow cottage, 23 671 square feet of land
DORNAN, East Union.
103-105 on corner of street: 1-50 h. p. generator, elec
NOTICE—Town of Noith Haven. Me., gives tric: 1-7 h. p. excite1, electric: 1-15 Jp p.
notice that all of Its fifteen y^ar water bonds motor with starter: 1-100 h. p. steam boiler,
are called In for payment Sept. 1st. 1928. After bricked in; 1-50 h. p. steam engine, 2 small
that date all Interest stops. Nortli llawu, engines: 5 hand, patrol fire extinguishers;
Aug 10. 1928. FRANK BEVERAGE. Treasurer. 1 double. 3 single retorts: 2 iron b;.th tanks:
96-S 105
small lot of second hand lumber : all located at
ort Clyde, Me. WILLIAM BRENNAN. Port
Clyde, Me.
105-107
FOR SALE—Threshing machine at a big
trade if sold at once: for cash or on time, at
WANTED Kitchen girl at BOWDOIN RES SIMONTON FARM. West Rockport, Me.
TAURANT. Thomaston.
105 107
105-tf
WANTED ^Kitchen woman at 75 BROAD
SPECIAL FOR SALE
ST. Tel. 669-tM.
105-tf
House well arranged for a doctor: 7 rooms
WANTED—Nurses and Attendants— Female, with bath, also 2 rooms extra for office and
at Northampton State Hospital.
Salary waiting room. Heat in every room. Refln$600 to $780 in 18 months, with full main Ished inside and out; flue cement cellar,
tenance. Address DR. J. A. HOUSTON. Supt., (’ash or easy ‘erms. $5,800. Must ttt sold at
once.
Northampton, Mass.
99*-S-104
One farm, fine house and large barn with
WANTED AVoman for general housework. 60 acres land, field cutting 40 tons hay. bal
No washing. O. C. COOK, Friendship. Me. ance land In pasture and wood, buildings only
Tel. Waldoboro 128-2.
104*106 25 years old: tine water, lights, and cellar
WANTED Girl to care for children, one under house and ham. Must be sold at once,
who prefers good home but small wages. In at very low price, $3,500. Near Rockland on
quire at 6 PURCHASE ST.
104*106 fine road.
House and new garage. 6 rooms and hath,
WANTED—Girl for general housework, no large lot land : furnace, bath. Must be sold
washing. MRS C. 1. BURROWS. 66 Beech at once, Frederick street.
St.
164-106
V. F STUDLEY
69 Park Street
WANTED—To buy 2 or 3 hundred pullets.
State age and price in first letter. HERBERT
FOR SALE — 28 ft. cabin cruiser, with
L. TIBBETTS, Waldoboro. Me.. R. F. D 3
20 II. P. Kermath engine. CARLOS DAVIS,
103*105 Port Clyde, Me.
104*106
WANTED—Girl for store work. Apply in
FOR SALE—Harley Davidson motor cycle
person at THE COVRIER-GAZBTTE. 103-HKi and side car. In fine running order. A bar
WANTED—Baby to board of good parent gain fur a quick sule. Inquire of WIbLIAM
age In good home, 1% to 4 years of age pre (’. FRENCH, Nobleboro, Me. P. O. Waldoboro
104*106
ferred. Inquire 15 BERKELEY ST
Tel R. F. D. 4.
29-M.
103*105
FOR SALE •Shnleliaker sedan. Excellent
WANTED Sales ladies at F. W. WOOL- condition, five good tires, $150. Party going
WORTH’S.
103-105 away. CHESTER ALLEN, South Thomas
ton. Me.
103*105
WANTED—Young Finnish girl for house
FOR SALE—Farm. 25 jicres, wood lot,
work. Tel. 968 or call at 19 BEECH ST
103-105 orchard, modern bungalow, spring water: two
miles Thomaston or Warren MRS. ELLA P.
WANTED — Girl for general housework. LEWIS, Thomaston, Me., K. I)., Oyster River.
HARRY BERMAN. Tel. 426 M.
102-tf
104*106
WANTED—Kitchen girl at WINDSOR HO
FOR SALE—Puppies, 10 weeks old. Shep
TEL.
94-tf herd and Collie cross, males, $5 : good pets
WANTED—An cld fashioned well sweep, all aud cattle dogs M. C. COLLAMORE. Waldo
104*106
wood; p)so two oaken buckets to hang In tiie boro. Me. Tel. 21-31.
w<li. ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Dads.
FOR SALE Second hand tables and chairs;
87 -if also
used tires, cheap. HARRY BKNOYITCH,
193*185
WANTED—Your summer cottage adver 12 Rankin street
tised In this column, If for rent or sale. Try
FOR SALE—300 cords finest fitted and
It and notice the many replies you get.
chunk hard wood. Will deliver free anywhere
62-tf In Knox County. In amounts of one cord or
more if ordered immediately. Now Is the
proper time to lay in your winter supply.
Call Rockland 67-M or write R. 1‘. CONANT
& SON, South Hope.
103-tf
TO LET Four room furnished apartment,
FOR SALE—A few bushels fancy Cobbler
all modern Improvements, with garage for one
car. Best location in the city. L. A. THURS potatoes. Best for immediate use or winter.
TON. Tel. 1158.
105-110 Price $1 per bushel, subject to change with
out notice. Call Rockland 67-M
K. P.
TO LET—Modern 7-room apartment with CO N A NT A SON. South Hope, Me.
l»3-tf
garage.
Fine neighborhood. Apply MIKE
FOR
SALE
—
Hound
pups
ready
to
run
this
ARMATA
105-107
fall. G. E. WILSON, Thomaston. Me. Tel.
TO LET—Four room tenement, modern con 168-13.
103-165
veniences, 7 Granite St. nelson B. C088
FOR SALE—Whitney reed stroller, good
105-107
condition, $5. TEL. 78 Thomaston. 103-105
TO LET—Small tenement. Apply to tiie
FOR SALE Kineo C range, first class n,nNEW YORK TAILOR Tel. T38-R
105-tf
dition. Apply J. L. MOODY. 160 Commercial
TO LET—Rents of all descriptions, modern, St.. Rockport. Tel. 87-4 Camden.
103*105
some furnished, some new. (Storage building
FOR SALE Swuii bantam corn ami other
30x30, two floors. Store at Union. EASTERN
fresh
vegetables.
IL
E.
BOWDEN.
Lake
Ave.
REAL ESTATE CO Tel. 819.
105-110
103-tf
TO LET—Furnished apartment in Thom
FOR SALE—Two cows, 1 Jersey 5 years
aston : furnace heat, piano, three bedrooms. 12
GREEN ST., Thomaston.
105*107 old : 1 Jersey and Ayreshire, 6 years old. Good
family cows : also 7000 feet pine hoards, 2.\4
TO LET—Tw6 furnished front rooms) 13 and 6x6 timber. FRED A. STARRETT. War
MYRTLE ST. Apply between 11 and 12 and ren, Me.
103*112
after 5.30.
105*107
FOR SALE----- Tiie late Edward F. Leven
TO LET—Newly furnished apartment, 5 saler homestead In Waldoboro of 135 acres. 30
rooms aud bath : very reasonable. Inquire 48 acres mowing land. 35 acres pasture, balance
GRACE ST. or Tel. 258-J.
104-DM in mixed wood, some nice lumber. Including
TO LET—Apartment of 5 rooms, modern about 150,000 feet of old growth pine, about
Improvements. MRS. JENNIE BIRD. 1 : 200 young apple trees, of nice variety, large
Middle st. TeL s w.
mi in. two-story house of 10 rooms, large barn, ice
and hen houses for 500 hens, all set on
TO LET Three room apartment, furnished. house,elevation.
This would make a nice sum
16 Broad St. Apply Mr. TARDIFF at Fuller- high
mer home for party of wealth, or a sanitarium,
Cobb-Davla or at 9 Berkeley St.
104*106 or old folks’ home. The State is contemplat
TO LET Furnished apartments, also tene ing a State road by this place in the near
future. For further particulars in<iuire L. W.
ments. I BEKLIAWSKY. Tel. 816-J
104-106 RENNER. 2 Lafayette Sq., Rockland, Me.
103-105
TO LET Partly furnished tenement of 5
FOR SALE—Twenty-five foot lobster boat,
rooms and bath at 14 IMeasant St. Lights,
heat and gas. MRS. H. L. MASON at Cement good condition. Must be sohl. C. A. OLIVER,
104-tf i Waldoboro. Me.
103*10..
lant store.
FOR SALE—Drv hard wood, fitted, $2 per ft.
TO LET Five room tenement at 41 Limerock street. Apply on premises. TEL. 982.
ALFRED DAVIS. 117 Park St. Tel. H59-R.
103-tf
102*107
FOR SALE—On Beach St.. Rockport, 7-room
TO LET—Three room rent, also four room
rent, light and toilet. MAURICE (JORDON. house and ham: hen house 10x30: 1% acres
Glencove. Tel. 987-RK.
103-tf land; small orchard. Five minutes walk to
TO LET Five room unfurnished apartment : cars. HERBERT CARVER. Rockport. 102*105
3 room furnished apartment, and a garage. 12
KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
103-tf
FOR SALE—$200 down will buy small house
five lots in Pleasant Park. M. HAHL,
TO LET—In Thomaston, five-room flat, all and
Warren,
Maine.
101*106
modern : »lso smaller rent of six rooms. Call
after 5.30. 19 GREEN ST., Thomaston.
FOR SALE—.list started laying, Barred
101-tf
Rocks Pullets, $2.25 each. M. HAHL, Warren,
101*106
TO LET—Rooms furnished or unfurnished, Maine.
single or for light housekeeping; modern
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
Improvements.
Also garage.
A. SMITH. nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
Tel. 1084.
97-tf
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
TO LET—Three room furnished apt., with JOEL
P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 79-tf
toilet, piazza, shed and cellar : elec, lights, gas,
hoi water. 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
FOR SALE—Kineo parlor stove. No. 12,
101-tf
good as new. at half price. 64 Summer Sk
O*tf
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 5 rooms TEL
and bath, at 21 MIDDLE ST. Tel. 8-R
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs, 4-ft. length
100-tf
or fitted to order. Furnace wood a specialty.
TO LET—Unfurnished apartment at 14 Sum HAROLD PEASE, Warren. Me. Tel. 10-21.
94*105-tf
mer St. With or without garage. Apply on
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that
THE PREMISES.
99*101-tf
TO LET—Eight-room furnished house at you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette,
the home news, at Hotallng’s News
129 Rankin St. Inquire of MRS. J. A. JAME with
Agency. B mail way and 43 St.
SON. Tel. 456-R.
97-tf
FOR SALE—Dodge sedan. Inquire ROCK
TO LET—Modern apartments. Best location.
92-tf
APPL YCUTLER-COOK CO.
88-tf LAND COAL COMPANY.
FOR SALE—New Guaranteed Cord tires.
30x3H, $4.98: 29x4.40, $6.49. PACKARD
STORK. 56 Old County Road.
89-tf
FOR SALE—First quality hard wood, fitted
NURSERY STOCK—Twenty-five assorted for stove or furnace. HAROLD PEASE, War
perennials. 2 yr., $1.25; 18 Siberian. German ren. Me. Tel. 10-21.
89*112
and Japanese Iris, 2 yr., dlvl’s, $1 ; 25 hardy
FOR SALE—Several articles of used fur
phlox, mixed, $1 : 25 hardy lilies. $3.75. We
pay delivery. THE NAIWMKSAG NUR niture. Just the kind for your cottage or
SERIES. Gardiner, Me.
105*110 camp. TEL. 726-W. 19 FRANKLIN ST.
77-tf
NOTICE—This is to notify all persons that
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long $6
my wife, Dora L. Colby, has left my bed and
hoard without just cause and that I will not per cord, stove length $8. $1 less in Thomas
be resjHinsible for hills of her contracting ton. Also laths $7 and $7.50 per M. L. C.
after this date. WILLIA-M W. CO1BY. PA(’KARD. Warren. Me.
83-tf
Spruce Head. Sept. 1. 1928.
105*107
FOR SALE—A very fine canvas covered,
AMBITIOUS MEN—BOYS—If you want to square stern, Oldtown canoe. Perfect condi
earn good wages and be Independent learn our tion. used very little, almost new. Copper
complete barber course from A to Z. tools in- sponsons. Inquire ERNEST C. DAVIS.
i liidvd. Fall class now forming, room for 10
82-tf
more. Call or write Malm's largest, best
FOR SALE—Two-story double tenement,
equipped
school.
VAUGHN'S
BARBER
modern
improvements,
hot
water
heat,
three
SCHOOL. 74 Middle fit., Portland.
105*116
car garage. Adjoining lot equipped with oil
STROUT BARGAINS—IV 20 Stroul's Ulin, • statlonfiand small store. L. W. BENNER, 2
catalog of 100 pages describing money-maker Lafayette
tie Square.
Sr
92-tf
of 100 acres with horses, 10 cattle, 1 IM> poultry,
FOR SALE—All kinds of hard wood. Highest
24 ducks, shoats, machinery, 10 cords stovewood, corn, oats, potatoes, cabbage, beans, quality at an attractive price. Order now for
beets, etc., 1000 sap buckets and equipment: immediate or future delivery. Tel. Rockland
92-tf
est. 1000 cords wood, 18-cow pasture, south- 67-M. RALPH P. CONANT. So. Hope.
sloping fields, home of 7 rooms, large basement
FOR SALE—Cord and fitted wood; fitted soft
barn, running spring water, mile boulevard, wood slabs $8 ; also lumber. T. J. CARROLL,
village; worth $5000, real fine at $3900, I*. O. Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
only part needed. Send your name today, for
92-tf
your free copy. STROUT AGENCY, 813-DG
FOR SALE—Ralph T. Spear house on Main
Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass.
105-lt
St.. Rockport at a bargain. Hot water heat,
REBUILT—Hamilton, Elgin and Waltham electric light and hath. 1 minute from car line.
watches at LEON J. WHITE’S jewelry Rtore. C. S. GARDNER. Rockport, Me.
92-tf
Guaranteed for one year, $6 and up. 30-S-tf
FOR SALE—Mill slabs, 4 foot long $6.50.
SPIRITUAL MEDIUM and Magnetic Healer. Stove length $S. 15 bundles shims $1; also
Readings by appointment. PHONE 305-W.
lumber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomas
104-115 ton.
92-tf
NOTICE—This Is to notify all persons that
my wife, Loretta Dunbar, has left my bed and
hoard without just cause and that I cannot
and will not be responsible for hills of her
contracting after this date. ORA DUNBAR.
Rockland. Aug. 27. 1928.
103*105
IKUCK COVERS—Waterproof, made to j
measure, several grades of duck. Prices are I
right. Prompt service. ROCKLAND AWNINti j
(X). Tel. 1072-M.
102*107
VIRGIN WOOL—Yarn for sale by manufac
turer at bargain. Samples free. H. A. BART
LETT, Harmony, Maine.
102-117
BUY NOW AND SAVE: $25 on new uotboard
motor. May be seen at Veazle’s Hardware
8tore. L. A. THURSTON. Tel. 1159.
95-tf
PINE CONES—Large size and fragrant,
from New Hampshire woods, picked and sent
fresh after receipt of order. A two-bushel
bag sent parcel postage prepaid to anv part
of U. S. only $1. Send to DOUGLAS PHILBROOK, Phllbrook Jaira, Shelburne, N. H.
FOR SALE - Parlor stove

MJsfe Helen, Studley has returned
from a visit in Kennebunkport.
Elm streetis being built over. It
wax nearly impassable last spring.
A large amount of rebuilding of the
streets has been done because of the
work of the frost last spring.
Samuel Miller is having i> garage
b.ilt on his lot’at Brooklyn Heights.
Good progress is being made in
putting in a sewer on Fluker street.
Mrs. Marie Singer and son visited
in Unity this week.
Miss Hilda George left Thursday
for Hillcrest Camp. Fayetteville, X. Y.
where she is to have charge of a homo
for crippled children
Mr. and Mrs. Erman Lamb and
daughter who have been visiting at
Capt. Montgomery’s, have returned
•to their home in Nutley, N. .1.
Miss Bernice Henderson who has
been the guest of Miss Harriet Bur
gess left Thursday to visit relatives
in Wiscasset.
The extent to which the long spell
of damp weather is affecting ma
terials as well as humans was shown
nt the Thursday evening service of
the Baptist Church. The keys of the
piano were so swollen that the instru
ment could not be used in the sing
ing.
<
Miss Harriet Rose has gone to
Camp Fairview, Patten, with some
Boston friends.
Miss Lucy Allen of Pine street has
returned from New York.
Mrs. Wendell Robinson and child
ren left Friday for their home in
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Miss Eva Jones of Salem is visit
ing her sister. Mrs. Murray Miller.
Mrs. Leila Smalley closed her en
gagement at the Warren telephone
exchange and came home Thursday
evening.
William Vinal is receiving con
gratulations upon his engagement to
Miss Marian Clark of ockland.
Capt. Enos Verge left for Salem,
Mass.. Friday night, to take command
of the schooner “Trade Wind” (a
Morse built boat) which has been
chartered by William H. Dixon of
New York for a month’s cruise.
Joseph U. Teague and sons of North
Weymouth are visiting Rev. and Mrs.
II. S. Kilburn.
At the Boy Scout meeting Thurs
day evening Donald Anderson made
an interesting report of the outing at
Camp Megunticook. Many questions
were asked but he met them all in an
apt manner, lie devoted considerable
time to relating the hardships en
countered hut ended bravely by say
ing he would go again. Russell Mor
gan and Leroy Whitten were first and
second in a potato race.
The correspondent is officially in
formed that the item going the rounds
that the Wadsworth street bridge
will be open to traffic Monday is in
correct.
E K. Winchenhach and family mo
tored to Jefferson Friday.
The Lord's supper will be observed
at the Baptist Church at the close of
the morning service.
The Black & Gay factory will com
plete canning blueberries Tuesday or
Wednesday of next week.
The Royal Blue Line bus brought
22 to the Knox Hotel Friday.
Mrs M. C. Hamilton. Mrs. F. H.
Davis and daughter Albertine who
have spent the summer at their old
home on West Main street, leave to
day for Campello, Mass. After a short
visit in Massachusetts, Mrs. Hamilton
will go to St. Petersubrg.

POUTiCAL RALLY

Lost and Found

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

Saturday Evening, September 8
at 7.30 o’clock

These Speakers Will Be Heard

E. CARL MORAN

Wanted

HON. D. J. McGILLICUDDY

PROF. WILBERT C. SNOW
1O5&1O7

WARREN

ROCKPORT
Mrs. Nettie Clough of San Fran
cisco, Calif, is the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles S. Gardner.
Rolf Heistad who has been spend
ing several weeks with his parents
has gone to Augusta where he is em

Hr. and Mrs. A. T. Norwood. Mrs.
Myra Kenniston, Mrs. H. L. Robbins
of I'nion and Henry Boggs of East
Union motored to Bangor Monday
and atteended the Three-QuarterCentury Club which met in the ployed hy the Central Maine Power
Co.
auditorium.
Capt. G. W. Stinson is quite seri
Miss Sybil Hawes of Union is visit
ously ill at his home on Commercial
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Benj.
street.
Starrett.
SEARSMONT
Miss Olive Libby who has been the
C. Lawrence French, proprietor of guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
the Bridge and Lunch Room has .William A. Libby for three weeks, re
Mr. and Mrs. Will Eastman of
licensed his Dodge sedan for hire.
turned Wednesday to Los Angeles, Monroe and W. M. Staples of Belfast
were guests of their sister. Mrs. Wil
Mrs. Delia Robinson who has been Calif.
» .
Last week Mr. and Mrs. Edgar P. lis Fenwick. Friday.
isiting in South Hope has returned
ROCKLAND
Tel. 115
Shibles and their daughter Miss
home.
Mr. and Mrs. John Fenwick and | 61 PARK ST.
O. E. Starrett and Alvah Simmons Marieta Shibles started In their auto his mother visited relatives in Mon- =
Low Overhead Means Low Retail Prices
are attending the gathering of Shrin- to visit their son Stanley Ir Portage. I roe Saturday.
pon striking a very rough road. Mrs. I
ers in Houlton this week.
John Fenwick of Morrell who is
received a jolt which injured '
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Spear of Oak Shibles
,
,
. ___„„
8a years_____
of age. and E. 1\ . Carver
o.
_ .............
land were weekend guests of Mr. a bone in her nook, necessitating her j East Grange.
N. J., visited relatlve.going to a Houlton Hospital and havand Mrs. H. L. Kenniston.
here Aug. 23.
i;
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fuller and son ing her neck put in a plaster cast.
Mrs. Flora Bickford who has been •
Jamuel and Mr. and Mrs. John L. Her daughter remained with her but
in very poor health for some years >■
Teague motored to Prospect on a Mr. Shibles returned Thursday accom
picnic Wednesday and visited old panied by Mr. and Mrs. Stanley died at the home of her son Tyle ■
Shibles. Neither Mr. Shibles or his Aug. 26. aged 76 years. She leaves .j
Fort Knox.
3 Piece Jacquard Velour Suite
Miss Lillian Kenniston and Miss daughter or the car was injured. Mrs. five sons to mourn the loss of a kind i;
Lois Hay were callers on Miss Eloise Shibles’s many friends wish for her a and loving mother. FuneraL services j:
1 Mahogany Finish Davenport Table
were held at her late home. Rev. Miss
speedy recovery.
Dunn in Thomaston Monday.
* * * *
Cash officiating.
Mrs. Mary Montgomery and son
I Mahogany Finish End Table
Hester B. McLellan
Many of the friends of George Skin
Frank Montgomery are entertaining
ner
met
at
his
home
on
his
birthday.
as guests Mr. and Mrs. R. N. Stark
Hester B., wife of George McClellan,
1 Reed Fernery
weather and Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Miller died suddenly Thursday afternoon in Aug. 29. and spent a very pleasant
I Bridge Lamp, silk shade
evening.
of Brighton. Mass.
the Central Maine Power Co.'s wait
Mrs. Nelson E. Moore and daughter ing station in Camden. She was 59
A little child of Mr. and Mrs.
1 Floor Lamp, silk shade
Frances went Thursday to Matinicus years of age, and a woman respected George Richards was taken to Knox
where they will visit relatives.
in the community. Besides her hus Hospital. Rockland, and it was found
Warren Postoffice will observe the band she leaves a son, George of there was a very serious eye trouble
following mail hours on Labor Day: Rockport. Funeral services will be necessitating removal. The child is
6.30 a. m. to 11.00 a. m.; 1.00 p. m. held Sunday afternoon at 1 o’clock at comfortable at present.
Complete Stock of Reconditioned Furniture and Ranges
her home on Central street. Rev. E. M.
to 3.00.
Mrs. Lizzie Clark and daughter
On Hand At All Times
Mrs. Edna Moore, who gave up her Holman of the Baptist Church, Cam Margaret of Massachusetts are visit
work as dresser of warps last week den officiating.
ing her brother Oscar Googins at her
at the Georges River Mill, was pre
Miss Elizabeth Carleton of Boston old home.
sented with a gift of gold hy her is visiting her sister, Mrs. Leslie
Quite a few attended the Grange
fellow workers in the weave room.
Knight.
field day at Montville, Aug. 28. A fine
Miss_jJanice Pillsbury of Thomas
Mrs. E. A. Patterson will he hostess program with music by Tozier’s Or
ton has been visiting Mrs. Beatrice at a bridge party, which will be given chestra.
Watts. Capt. and Mrs. Albert Hays Thursday afternoon. Sept. 6 at her
Tel.
Rockland
Mrs. Charles Neal went recently to s= 61 Park Street
of the icebreaker Kickapoo ware home on Amsbury Hill for the benefit Thomaston on a visit with relatives
callers Thursday on Mr. and Mrs. of the Public Library.
and friends.
WALDOBORO
Andrew Wilson and Mrs .Watts.
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Weston and
Christ With Us" is the subject for
WASHINGTON
guests, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weston midweek service at the Baptist
Mrs Alice Ware has as her guests
and .Philip and Laurence Weston church next Wednesday evening at
for two weeks Mrs. Laura E. Grinnell
spent the weekend at Bar Harbor.
o'clock. Note the hour has been
and daughter Myra B. Grinnell of
ci-Philip and James Young have re changed with approach of fall.
turned to Brewer.
Mrs. Amy Fuller, Mr. and Mrs. Salem. Mass. Mrs. Grinnell was for
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hall of Brewer Ernest Fuller and son Samuel and merly Laura E. -Rose and was .brought
and Miss Ella Hall of New York were their guest Daniel Stewart of Rich up in this town, later marrying Bel
at Mrs. L. M. Blaney’s Monday.
mond were dinner guests recently at den W. Grinnell.
Mrs. Peter Sweeney and children
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Shuman and Drift Inn.
Mr. and Mrs. George Eugley were in
Miss Carrie Kaylor of Crescent Birdeen and Richard who have been
Rockland Monday.
Beach has employment with Mrs. visiting her sister. Mrs. Nina John
Stacy L. Keizer has presented the M. O. Creamer. South Warren road. son. returned to Kittery Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hanson and
correspondent with copies of the first
Miss Hope Clark of Ellsworth ar
paper published in 1S73 in Waldoboro rived Thursday evening to visit Mrsj Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Hanson motored
to Camden Sunday.
by Samuel L. Miller. This preceded Charles MeKellar.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Johnson
the Lincoln County News afterward
Petronelia H. (Robinson), widow
and Mr. and Mrs. Leland Johnson
published by Mr. Miller and contains of Albert F. Spenr. died Aug. 29. ,
his first historical sketches of IWal
Raymond
Thomas and Louis and family recently motored to Pemdoboro.
Thomas returned to their home in aquid to attend the golden wedding
Miss Gene Keene of Bremen and Malden. Mass.. Thursday after hav of Mr. and Mrs. James Partridge.
Miss Florence Weston of Lynn, Mass, ing visited their uncle, Maynard O.
Schools began (Monday with the fol
have been guests of Mrs. S. H Creamer.
lowing teachers: Principal, Leander
iWeston.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Moody of Neale; assistant. Percival C. Pier
Rev. H. O. Megert has returned Worcester, Mass., and Mr. and Mis. pont, and Mrs. Leola Powell for the
from Kansas, where he spent his va Langdon Wyllie and daughter Ann Grammar school.
cation.
of West -Medford are expected to
Medomak Camp closed Monday aft
Mrs. Lucy Dean of Hartford, Conn., arrive Sunday for a two week visit er a prosperous season.
is at her home here.
with Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wyllie.
Archie Lenfest of North Washing
Most people, when they start to save begin with
Mts. Abbie Montgomery of Thom
Mrs. Sarah Russell as motor guest ton called on his sister Mrs. Esther
as ton has been the guest of her sister of Mr. and Mrs. John Starrett at Peabody Wednesday.
the
wrong viewpoint. They have the idea, absolute
Mrs. Willard Wade.
tended the meeting of the ThreeMrs. Sarah Shattuck of Razorville
Ora Davis and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Quarter-Century Club in Bangor is uisiting at B. K. Ware’s for sev
ly mistaken, that saving means giving up things that
Chapman of Framingham. Mass, have Monday.
eral days.
been guests of Miss Edna Young.
are wanted, and in some cases, things that are need
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie are
Mr. and Mrs. John Esancy, Mrs.
Mrs. Alice Morse of Rhode Island receiving congratulations on the Alice M. Wares and Miss Myra E.
ed. Please let us impress it upon you that this is the
and Washington was at Nelson Shu birth of a son Tuesday.
Grinnell made a shopping trip to Au
man’s Friday.
Prof, and Mrs. F. L. Packard and gusta last week.
wrong
way to start, because saving is one of the best
Mrs. Elizabeth Fossett has returned son Robert, who have been visiting
Llewellyn Thurston of Florida is
from Newport, N. H.
Rev. and Mrs. H. M. Purrington. left the guest of his aunt, Mrs. Laura
methods known for getting what you want.
Mrs. Paul F. Dusha of New York is Wednesday for their home in Mont
Sidelinger for a few weeks.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert clair, N. J.
Miss Leila N. Cunningham who is
Oldis.
Touring in a completely equipped
Mrs. Nellie Reed of Lynn Mass., i house on a Ford chassis, Mr. and passing her vacation at her home in
visiting her sister, Mrs. Mary A Mrs. Wood and Miss Babbit of Digh North Washington called on friends
here Sunday. Miss Cunningham is
Mank at Nelson Shuman's.
ton. Mass., spent Wednesday night
“Set a goal. Keep it before you in your mind’s eye,
Mrs. Thomas Foley has returned to in the orchard of Mansfield Robinson. a student nurse in the Gale Hospital
at Haverhill, Mass.
Boston.
and work ever toward it. There are a great many
South Warren Road. Mr. Wood is a
Miss Beulah Austin has reopened
Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell, who is spend wholesale dealer in milk, handling
things to save for—education, opportunity in busi
her school in South Somerville.
ing the summer at Lakewood, was the 330 quarts daily.
guest of her mother, Mrs. Lillia
ness, marriage, a home, personal independence in old
Reed Monday and Tuesday.
Summer Cottages and Board
APPLETON RIDGE
(’apt. Willard Wade is at home from
age—we could go on naming them indefinitely.”
FOR RENT—Sunny Acres, Owl's Head. Me.
New York for a few days.
All conveniences, 12-room house, tor Sept, and
R.
A.
Gushee
of
New
York
city.
Mrs. Stanley E. Herrick. Stanley
Oct. Write, phone or wire owner. MRS. I*.
103*105
Herrick, Jr. and Miss Alice Herrick Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Davis of Rock S. MERRIAM. Owl's Head. Me.
land
and
two
friends
were
Tuesday
FARM CATALOGUE OF SPRING bargains,
have returned to New Brunswick.
small
and
large,
summer
homes
and
resi
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
M.
NewN. J. They Were accompanied by her
dences. mountain, river or lake. Copy free.
father, W. F. B. Feyler, who will stay bfit.
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast. Me.
92-tf
Mrs. Mary Fuller who has been
until Labor Day. Mrs. Herrick’s
FOR SALE—Cottage at Hobb’s l’ond, Hope,
guests. Mrs. Levi Leavitt and daugh quite ill is improving.
Me., one mile from postofllce, all furnished,
Mrs. Rena Young and two friends ready to occupy : or will let for the season
ter Beebe, have returned to Connecti
from Lincolnville were recent visitors at $150. Communicate with J. F. BURGESS,
cut.
of her sister. Mrs. Amanda Whitney. Rockland, Me. Tel. 426-R or 1186-M. 92-tf
Mr. and Mrs. C. *H. Conant of
Miscellaneous
Warren were weekend guests of her
ALLEN’S TAXI SERVICE. Special Rates
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Everett
to the fall Fairs. 7-passenger sedan. Tel. 6-12
Whitney.
TENANTS HARBOR.
101*106
Visitors at Burton and Everett
Standard FI
PAINTING. PAPER HANGING. MASON
Whitney’s
Tuesday were
Clara work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY, Contractor,
Assleck. Joseph Ladd of Lupena, 3 Adams St. Tel. 194-J.
79-tf
Mass.. Mrs. Bernice Reynolds and
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
Vinalhaven
Camden
Rockland
built
and
repaired
:
all
kinds
of
lawn
work,
Mrs. Evelyn Doyle of Augusta and
by the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL
Mrs. Jennie Davis and daughter of TON.
54 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
92-ft
Warren
Rockport
Union
Appleton.
\For M Platea
FARMS. COUNI RY HOMES. COTTAGES
Recent guests and visitors at the and estates: up-to-date property. In the gar
With Gl Graphotype and Cabinet
home of Callie and Hayden Fuller den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
All Complete
were Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Cooper. West us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
fast. Me.
92-tf
Orange, N. J.. Mrs. Bertha Deane
NEW YORK TAILOR corner Summer and
As new, in original pack and son of Lincolnville, Miss Hattie Main
Sts. Cleaning, repairing and dyeing.
of Boston. Mrs. Jennie Suits made to measure. Fur coats rellned.
ings. At a bargain. If in ,| Waterman
79-tf
Waterman of North Appleton. Mr. Tel. 738-R.
and Mrs. Merrick Bryant and Mrs.
goo
terested write to
the
Rockland
nalr
Store,
236
Main
St.
MAll
Sarah Bryant of Searsmont and
79-tf
orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
Mrs. Annie Thorndike of Haver
»pra> a;
hill. Mass., and Martha Walden of color; storage. J A STEVENS
A SON. Me
Camden.
Loud BI. lei. 3-U-M yr 12-M,

| Studley Furniture Co.

SPECIAL OFFER
SATURDAY AND MONDAY

Complete $122.50

Begin with

the Right
Viewpoint

FOR SALE

ADDRESSOGRAPH

The Courier-Gazette

Security Trust Company

To Let

18R R

Miscellaneous

Seed Sown Here

Falk In Fertile

Soil, Insuring a

Bountiful Harvest

9l*U

Every-Other-Day

Kocklnad Courier-Gazette, Saturday, September 1, 1928.

IN SOCIETY
In addition to personal notes recording de
Miss Catherine Anderson, R.N., who
partures and arrivals, this department espe has been tlie guest of Dr. and Mrs.
cially desires Information of social happen<ngs, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by I Perley Damon and other Rockland
mail or telephone will he gladly received.
I friends, left yesterday for her home in
ftLEPHONE .............................................

770

Portland. Miss Anderson has recent- {
ly returned from an extended trip (
abroad, touring England and Scot
land. In England she had the pleas
ure of seeing her grandmother for the
first time.

Misses Mary and Martha Wasgatt
entertained last evening in honor of
.Robert Brown, well known Colby
rtthlete who is the guest of Dr. and
Mrs. Wasgatt, and who has been
councillor in a Lake George camp
William W. Graves of Malden,
the past summer.
Mass., arrives tomorrow to join Mrs.
Graves as a guest at the home of
Mrs. Kate Murphy is visiting in W. L. Blackington at The Highlands.
1\evidence.
W. E. Morgan was In Boston
Alfred Haskell has gone to Bethel, Wednesday and Thursday on busi
Vt„ where he has employment for tht ness.
winter.
Mrs. Ann Maxwell of San Fran
Mrs. Harry L. Leon and son Hay cisco who is summering in Rockland
den who have been spending the sum and vicinity has been the guest of
mer with Mrs. Amos Fiske, was Mrs. Grace Keller, Main street, for
joined by Mr. Leon for a few days’ a few days.
stay here before motoring to Quebec
Miss Marion L. Webster. teacher of
and Montreal on their way to Niagara
Falls, N. Y., ]*hiladelphia and Rich geography in the Fitchburg (Mass.)
State Normal School, is the guest of
mond, enroute to Charlotte, N. C.
her brother. City Marshal Webster.
Mrs. Fremont Robinson of Fall
River is in the city on business.

The past week Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
Sprague of Boston and Miss Doris
Blanchard, Mr. and Mrs. B. O. Staff
and son Richard of Claremont, W H.,
have been entertained by their former
friends and relatives, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas F. Keating at Hotel Rock
land. They returned to their respec
tive homes by way of Poland Spring
this morning.

Dr. Leland Gilchrest and sisters
Daisy and Ida Gilchrest of Montclair,
N. .1.. and Ml-, and Mrs. W’alter
Barker of East Orange, N. J., who
have been occupying the Merriam
cottage at Owl’s Head, left thia
morning for home. One of the closing
Incidents of their vacation was a
deep sea fishing trip south of Metinic,
where they reduced the ocean’s con
tents by about COO pounds.

Mrsy Ralph Merrill of Newtonville,
Mass., arrives today to he the guest
Leonard Meyer and Floyd Meyer of of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer C. Davis over
Dorchester, Mass., who have been at the holiday.
L. iW. Benner’s, went Wednesday to
Mr. and Mrs. Loyal B. Morgan and
Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ashton of
Mrs. William Young and sons Forestville, Conn., arrive today to be
Parker and Grant, have b«en guests guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Morgan
at The Highlands over the weekend.
of J. E. Small at Stonington.

Miss Marian Marsh who since at
tending summer school at Lasell has
been visiting friends in Lexington
and Boston, returned to her home on
Talbot avenue
Thursday.
Miss
Marsh has been re-engaged to act as
supervisor of music in the public
Schools of Lubec

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hale of
Boxford. Mass., are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. R. L. Jones at The Highlands.
Mr. and Mrs.
White of New
York arrive today to be guests of
'
Mr. and Mrs. Alart L. Bird at their
I
Dodges Mountain lodge over Labor
Day.

J. B Chatto has been in SargentMrs. Nela Daggett Gilmore of
ville, his former home, for the week,
Lowell, Mass., is the guest of Miss
the guest of relatives and friends.
Hilda Levensaler.

The Charity Club had luncheon at
Motor Inn. Damariscotta Thursday.
While there they were in the midst
of the tempest featu>ed in yesterday’s
papers. Before the ladies could get
the windows of Motor Inn closed the
rain Meluged the place drenc hing the
dccupants to the skin and Hooding the
rooms.

BACK FROM NORWAY

«'

Mrs. L. E. McRae and Mrs. Horace
Lamb gave an auction party at Mrs.
McRae's home on Broadway Thurs
day afternoon, with Miss May Lewis
of Malden. Mass., as guest of honor.
There were ftve tables of cards,
favors falling to Mrs. L. N. Lawrence,
Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb, Mrs. Roger
Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Weymouth and
Wolcott and guest prize to Miss
son Junior of Pawtucket, R. I., are
Charles Jones leaves Monday for Lewis. Buffet lunch was served.
guests of Mrs. Weymouth’s aunt,
JRangerville, where he will spend a
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Stoddard, Miss Alice Whitney, at Ingraham
week with friends.
daughter Irvilla and son Richard Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Irving Wright who have been on a motor trip to Bar
Miss Jennie E. Crockett, who has
were guests of Mi. and Mrs. Lester Harbor and other points this week.
been spending her vacation with her
Sherman. Beech street, have gone to
Mrs. Freeman Young, Mr. and Mrs. sister Mrs. Edward F. Curtis, left
Bar Harbor where they will be for a
few days before returning to their Earl Harbach of Bangor, Elton Friday night for her home in Chelsea,
home in Newton Highlands, Mass., by Twaddell of Portland and Mrs. Franlf Mass.
Langhill of Boston leave today for
the way of Rangeley Lakes.
Mr. and Mrs. Colon Strout and
a motor trip which will take them to
Mrs. A. J. Huston of Portland has Niagara Falls, Toronto, in the Lake Lloyd Small of Leominster. Mass.,
Erie region, and hack home by the are guests of their parents, Mr. and
been in the city this week.
Mrs. J. W.Small, Glencove.
way of Montreal and Quebec.
Mrs. Grace Emery Veaz.’e and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Weymouth,
Yernet and Kenneth Morgan enter
Molly Rankin Ladd entertained 14
classmates of the R.H.S. class of 1906 tained a small group of their young who have been visiting Mr. Wey
<«t the Colson cottage, Ash Point. friends Friday afternoon at their mouth’s sister Mrs. Arthur S. Little
Thursday, with a dinner party. Those* home at The Highlands for their field. returned to their home in
•present were Mrs. Annette Ames cousin, Vernet Dieter of Bristol, Springfield, Vt., Friday.
Keighley of Houston. Texas. Mrs. Conn., who is their guest. Games
Alvin Arnold left yesterday for
Mary Hawkes Pettigo of Framing made the afternoon a happy one,
ham. Mass., Mrs. Mabel Hahn Colson. nicely rounded out ’with goodies. The Waltham, Mass., where he will visit
Mrs. Bessie Breadon Church. Mrs. guests were Arlene, Mary, Bernice relatives over Labor Day.
Helen Smith Clarke, Mrs Gladys and Elmer Havefier, Maud John
Hepry A. Howdrd, senior member
Mitchell Haggett, Mrs. Nettie Jones son, Winslow, Margaret and Susan
of the firm of Howard & Brown, is
Perry, Mrs. Helen Bicknell Palmer. Hutchinson. Maryon Keller.
at Knox Hospital for a surgical
Miss Anna Coombs, Mrs. Winifred
Mr., and Mrs. M. R. Coombs and operation.
Clark Karl, Mrs. Alice Wardwell
Karl, Mrs. Katherine Costello Oliver. daughters Ruth and Dorothy, and.
Mrs. Sarah E. Sheldon, who has
James Grant of East Providence,
Mrs. Ladd and Mrs. Veazie.
who have been guests of Mrs. L. W. been visiting her son Charles W.
» Mrs. Dennis Aehorn of Lawrence. Benner, went Wednesday to Bar Sheldon, has returned to her home
in Dresden. The pleasure of her visit
Mass., was a visitor in this city Thurs Harbor.
was marred by the fact that on the
day..
Kendrick F. Searles arrived from day of her arrival she suffered a
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Keen of Dover, N. H.. Thursday, called by bad fall, which necessitated 10 days’
Malden, Mass., who have been on a the death of his father, William A. stay in Knox Hospital.
motor trip through Nova Scotia were Searles. Mrs. Emma Sanscomb, a
Mr. and Mrs. Austin T. Philbrook
Thursday guests of Mrs. William W. daughter of the deceased arrived this
and Mrs. Electa Philbrook went
morning from Newtonville, Mass.
Graves at The Highlands.
yesterday to Boston on a business
Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn Gilman and trip.
Mrs. Laura McCabe of New York
entertained for Mrs. J. M. Bettner of family and Mrs. Frank Buxton of
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson B. Keene, who
Newark, N. J. Wednesday at Parker’s Oldtown are guests of Mrs. Buxton’s
sister, Mrs. Lizzie Melvin, Pacific have been motoring in Canada, are
Lobster Pound.
guests for a few days of Mr. and
street.
Mrs. H. O. Gurdy.
Mrs. Victor Hall is ill at her home,
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Cole and chil
Rockland street.
Mrs. Karl O’Brien entertained two
dren Millard and Ella are spending
tables of auction Friday afternoon in
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Chatto who the week with relatives in Machias.
honor of Mrs. Frederick Powers of
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Olive F. Staples and Ambrose Dorchester, Mass. Honors went to
Keroy Chatto, McLoud street, have
fVturned to their home in Springfield. Hamm of Boston are guests of Dr. Mrs. Doris Damon with guest prize
Mass., where Mr. Chatto is a teacher and rMrs. E. W. Peaslee, Summer for Mrs. Powers.
street.
in the High School of Commerce.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Lingaker and
Mrs. Bertha Philbrook of the John children Ralph and Barbara of Fort
Edward M. Benner and family and
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd L. Benner are on son Hat Shop has returned from a Lee, N. J., spent a few days with
Mrs. Margaret Rackliff, 16 Berkeley
trip to the New York market.
a trip to Canada and Vermont.
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Al. Aehorn of West
Mrs. G. A. Springall and Miss Alice
The Brewster-Black wedding takes
Springall of Malden, Mass., who have Concord, Mass., are guests of Mr. and
been spending several days at Dexter Mrs. Edward Gonia, Crescent Beach, place at the Universalis* chhrch at 4.30
are guests at the W. L. Blackington and on their return home next week this afternoon. Rev. C. A. Knicker
will be accompanied by Mrs. Gonia bocker officiating. The bride is Miss
home at The Highlands.
and Mrs. Evelyn Peaslee and daugh Doris L. Black of this city and the
bridegroom is Joseph L. Brewster of
Miss Marguerite Gould leaves today ter Emma Lou.
Camden. A reception will follow at
for Bellows Falls, Vt., where she will
Mr. and Mrs. E. Palmer Robinson the bride’s home on Talbot avenue.
teach.
*
and daughter Helen and Mrs. Vin
Mrs. William Kerlane of Juneau,
A very successful auction party Testa left yesterday morning for a
was given under the auspices of the ten days trip to New London, Conn. Alaska, was guest for a few days of
Ladies’ Guild of St. Peter’s Church, Herbert Montgomery will accompany Mrs. Margaret Rackliff, Berkeley
street.
with Mrs. R. D. Saville as chairman. them as far as Providence. R. I.
✓
____
Thursday evening at the attractive
Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Cameron
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Gould are on
summer home of Mr. and Mrs. J. N.
Southard, "Shorelands” at Ingraham a motor trip through the White gave a dinner party with 12 covers
Hill. There were 13 tables of cards, Mountains accompanied by Miss Thursday evening at their home on
The table decorations
honors going to Mrs. IT. W. Thorndike. Marguerite Gould who is enroute to Broadway.
Mrs. Elizabeth Fales, Mrs. L. F. Bellows Falls, Vt., where she has been were effectively carried out in color
scheme of green. Each guest was
Chase. Arthur McCurdy, Mrs. I. J. engaged to teach.
presented a cross word puzzle as
Shuman, Mrs. J. A. Burpee, Mrs.
Mrs. Sidney Stinson of the Old a favor and when worked out it
Lucia Burpee, Mrs. Orrin Smith, Mrs.
Charlotte Ingraham, Mrs. Anne Hask County road, Glencove, entertained was found to announce the engage
ell. Miss Shibles, Miss Anne Mc at dinner Thursday in honor of her ment of Miss Marion Clark to
Laughlin and Miss Spear. Refresh mother, Mrs. Elmer Holbrook. Those William Vinal of Thomaston. Follow
ments were served by Mrs. Agnes present were Mrs. W. A. Stanley, ing dinner the young people ad
Harding. Mrs. Nellie Hall, Mrs.Gert Miss Daisy Staiji^y. Mrs. Lydia journed to Oakland for dancing.
rude Parker and Miss Louise McIn Thompson, Mrs. ’ Harold Tolman, Miss Clark is a daughter of Mr. and
tosh. The ladies of the church are Master Harold Tolman, Mrs. Edward Mrs. George Clark, Broadway, and
very grateful to Mrs. Southard for Carmen. Mrs. Daniel Cole. Mrs. Cora one of the popular members of the
opening her lovely home for the affair. Williams of this city, Mrs. Laura younger set. Mr. Vinal Is the son
Stanley of Swans Island and Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vinal of
Gonia’s wall paper sale will con Hattie Clark and Miss Laura Goudy Thomaston, and is in the employ of
of Massachusetts.
the American Express Co.
tinue all next week.—adv.

................. > - --------------------------------------------------------------------- —s
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Dodge Senior Gets Congressional O. K.

Where Mrs. Nils Nelson an<F
Daughters Spent Two De
lightful Months.
Mrs. Nils Nelson and daughters. J
Mrs. Ernest Roach (Nora Nelson) and
Miss Virginia, returned Thursday
from two months’ trip to Norway.
From New York they went direct to
Bergen, where they visited Mrs. Nel
son’s parents. They also went to
Hardanger, Haugesund and other
places, where they visited relatives.
The voyage over was fine, and they
met many pleasant people f»om other
States. The last night of the trip, the
boat was the scene of a gay party, in
which all the passengers participated.
There was a banquet, with favors for
each, music, moving pictures, dancing
—all that goes to make up an evening
of enjoyment. The steamer was deco
rated from stem to stern, anJ with the
colored lights was a pretty sight.
The scenery in Norway was won
derful. When sailing along the fjords,
one goes through many places that
seem inaccessible, as the great cliffs
rise directly out of the water.
There seemed to be no system as
regards traffic. The Rockland tour
ists saw but few automobiles and
these were in the cities. It seemed as
if collisions would be inevitable.
Outside of the cities the people wear
the native costume which is very’
pretty, and they also wear the wooden
shoes, which arc said to be most com
fortable. Relatives presented Mrs.
Roach with a native costume. The
white aprdn was of the real Har
danger work. The Nelsons brought
home other souvenirs of their stay
there.
They were enthusiastic over their
visits to the Exposition buildings.
Here everything is made by hand, one
showing tapestries, crochet work,
embroideries, etc. Another building
shows cabinet work, where house
hold articles are made and beautiful
carvings with inlaid work; another
place Is where silver arti ?les of all
sorts are made. In fact all the in
dustries of the whole country are
seen, as well as the cooking, baking,
weaving, minerals and pictures of the
plant and animal life. It would take
many (lays to go through the whole
plant.
It was rainy most of the time they
were there, consequently they did not
get to Oslo, and some other places
which they had planned to visit.
The return was made on the same
steamer which took them over the
Bergens fjord. A stop of one day was
made at Halifax. N. S., where a large
number of tourists disembarked. They
then proceeded to New York, arriving
at Quarantine Sunday night. They
came by boat to Boston where one
day was spent, then home. In New
York they met Capt. Nelson who has
been South nearly all summer, com
manding the barge Beaufoit. He is
now on his way to Portland, and ex
pects to arrive here in a few days.
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fWhere Thoroughbreds Meet”

Lewiston, Me.

. --Annually Labor Day Week

1928

Sept. 3-4-5-G -

J

1928

ORDER OF RACES
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 3 >

"
Elks Day
2.16 Trot............ $1000
2.20 Trot............ $1000
2.1 3 Pace..................... ...................................... $1000
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4

Governor and Grange Day
2.15 Mixed ........ $1000
2.18 I rot........... $1000
3-Year Old and Under .trot and pace.............. $ 500

IT

/’'1./VZ? of the first buyers of the Dodge Brothers Senior sport sedan was Congressman

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5

Tom Connally, of Texas, who used the car in canvassing the Lone Star state in
the interest of his candidacy for the Senate. Equipment of the car consists of six
'wire wheels with spares mounted on the front fenders and trunk in rear. The car is
’■tvailable in attractive color combinations.

PAYSON-FOGLERS
Hear
More Genealogical
Data At Their Annual Re
union.
The 41st Payson-Fogler reunion
held 'Wednesday at the Glencove
Grange hall, with nearly 100 persons
In attendance, proved to be one of
the most successful and enjoyable in
the history of that organization.
Basket lunch was served at noon,
augmented by hot coffee served by
the housekeeping committee.
At the business meeting presided
over by Miss Helen Fogler of Boston,
president, the report of secretary and
treasurer was read by Mrs. Efrner C.
St. Clair, who also gave the report of
the obituary committee. Willoughby
Wilder of Newton, Mass., who is
engaged in writing a genealogy of the
Payson family, gave a brief outline
of his results to date/heginning with
the story of one Edward Payson born
in England in 1613, who came to
America in 1635, locating in Dorches
ter, Mass., and whose 12 children
founded the Payson descendants for
the ensuing generations.
These officers were elected: Presi
dent, Henry H. Payson Of Rockland:
vice-president, Mrs. Clarence Hale of
Boxford, Mass.; secretary and treas
urer. Mrs. Grace Keller of Rockland;
entertainment committee, Mrs. ‘Ever
ett Libby of IRockport, Mrs. W. E.
Morgan of Rockland and Mrs. Frank
Payson of Warren; committee on
arrangements, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Burpee of Rockland and Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbert Taylor of Soutlh Hope;
obituary committee, G. Dudley Gould
of Warren, F. A. Maxey of Rockland,
Mrs. Mary Robbins of Union. Mrs.
L. P. True of Hope and Mrs. Mary
Payson Ames of Camden.

• • ♦ •

A very pleasing program was given,
featuring recitations by Maryon Kel
ler, Kenneth .Morgan, Roberta Hol
brook and Arlene Havener, motion
song by Vernet Morgan and Vernet
Dieter of Bristol. Conn.; readings by
Mrs. Elizabeth Spear, Henry H. Payson and Mrs. Everett Libby, songs by
Mrs. W. E. Morgan and King 'Fish,
and piano solos by Miss Helen Fogler
of Boston, and Ross Spear of Rock
port. Mr. Payson’s readings were the
original poems of Mrs. Mary Wilder
Pease of Massachusetts who summers
at Biddeford Pool, and were entit-ed
"The First Violet,’ "Weeds” and
"Life’s Echo.”
Several of the older members of the
organization were present, among
whom were noted William H. Maxey
of Rockland, John (Fogler of Skow
hegan, King Fish of South Hope,
Mrs. Rose Wilder of Boston. Mrs.
Elizabeth Spear of Rockport, Charles
Fish of Camden. Miss Fogler pre
sented a record of attendance on the
reunion, 39 successive years, and had
many interesting anecdotes of pre
vious years to relate.
Among those from out of town
were John Fogler, Skowhegan; Miss
Helen Fogler, Boston: Mr. and Mrs.
Willoughby Wilder, Newton, Mass.;
Edward (Wilder, Lowell. Mass,; Mrs.
Rose Wilder and Miss Frances True,
Boston; Mr. and Mrs. Eugene True,
Hyde Paik, Mass.: Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Hale, Boxford, Mass.; Mr.
and Mrs. Alonzo Spear, Waltham,
Mass.; Chester Jones of Waldoboro:
Mrs. Charles Creamer, Winslow’s
Mills.
It was voted, to hold the 1929
reunion the last "Wednesday in
August at Glencove Grange hall.

Miss Mabel Snow was hostess
yesterday afternoon at a five-table
auction party at Hill Top Inn, War
ren. Charming cream jugs in hand
made boxes were presented for the
highest score at each table.

VINALHAVEN

Merchants’ Day
2.14 Trot....... $1000
2.18 Pace ........ $1000
2.25 Trot ....... $ 500
2.25 Pace........ $ 500
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6

THE HILLS REUNION

Miss Bernice Vinal returned the
The 45th annual reunion of the
past week from an automobile trip
to St. John. Thursday evening she Hills family was hebl at the home of
Dwight Cumm’.ngs in Union Wednes
entertained friends at bridge.
Dr. Charles Dippel and family, also day. Relatives were there from Mis
his
nephew
Robert who have souri, New York. Massachusetts and
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lyford many Maine cities and towns. The
Coombs, left Thursday for their tables were first placed on the lawn,
but later, because of the excessive
return home to New York.
Donovan Jenkins left Thursday for heat, were removed to the barn near
his teaching position in Rochester, by. The big barn doors swung open
N. Y. He has spent a vacation with on either end letting a fine breeze
his parents, Rev. and Mrs. E. C. blow in and wafting the odor of new
mown hay through the building. More
Jenkins.
Building inspectors who were than 60 gathered together in family
guests at Rockaway Inn made an groups and shared the many good
things provided by the housewives.
official visit in town this week.
The following party recently en After the tables were cleared the
joyed an outing at the Russell WThit- business meeting was held and these
President,
more cottage at Shore Acres: Mr. ' officers were chosen:
and Mrs. L. W. Lane. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cameron; first vice president,
Joseph Headley. Mrs. Alton Lewis | Herbert Hills; second vice president.
and Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. Fossett.
Roscoe Staples; secretary and treas
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Noyes, Miss urer, Virgil Hills. The settees were
Alice Gould and Mrs. Glidden of then placed at the front of the house
North Haven were dinner guests of where a wonderful vibw is seen of
Mr. and Mrs. Thad C. Carver at their tiie surrounding- hills and Georges
home Wednesday.
pond in the distance. The camera
■Fletcher Brown of Rockland visited man came along and after a little
his grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Free rearranging and advice to look pleas
man Brown this week.
ant snapped a fine looking group of
Mrs. Nickerson and son Ivan have people.
returned from Nova Scotia where
After spending a happy afternoon
they yisited relatives.
with the many relatives the people
Miss Lillian Ross who enjoyed a reluctantly said good-bye and planned
vacation visit with friends in Massa to all meet again next year at Bath.
chusetts returned Thursday. She was
accompanied on her return by Mrs.
OWL’S HEAD
Doris McGrath who is a guest of her ,
sister, Mrs. Owen Roberts.
The Owl’s Head Inn reports a fine
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Rple, guests of business this year. It will remain
Mrs. Carrie Dickenson, will return open through September with a full
Saturday to their home in Medford. house pver Labor Day. Recent ar
Mass.
rivals at the Inn are Rev. Floyd W.
Mrs. Harriet Jones who was in Tompkins, pastor of Holy Trinity
Rockland last week has returned to Church, Philadelphia, with his wife
her home here.
and family. Mrs. Pulslfer and two
Miss Elizabeth Ross returned this daughters of Haverhill, Mass., are
week from North Haven and has here for two weeks and Mrs. Alice
entered the postofflee as assistant.
WTsrd of New York City for the month
The Needlecraft Club was enter of September.
tained Wednesday at Cravenhurst.
Mrs. Alice Emery and Mrs. Nellie
Miss Elizabeth Hutchison of Cleve Reed are assisting Mrs. Truscott at
land. O., has joined her mother at the Inn.
Camp Elwillel. at Sunset Farm.
The drive for funds for the Knox
Miss Rita Greenlaw and her driver Hospital will be on Sept. 5. 6. and 7,
companion, George Morong. were re when a representative from your sec
turning from across town Tuesday tion of the town will call upon you.
night when suddenly the car ran into Let’s all give all we can for we want
the ditch.
The occupants were tliis town to go over the top in this
thrown about. Miss Greenlaw strik good cause.
ing the windshield and receiving some
cuts on her face, which fortunately
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Rrmrmbcr that
were slight.
The ear was badly
ran boy copies of Tlie Courier-Gazette,
smashed. The accident necessitated you
with the home news, at Hoteling's News
a walk home after the severe Airency. Rrnadwav and 43 St.
shaking up.
A sailing party in Thad C. Carver’s
yacht went around the Island Thurs
day. His parties have given pleasure
to many friends this season.
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Carver with a
company of Carver relatives and
friends spent Wednesday at their
summer home, Seeall.
Mr. and Mrs. George Clark and
daughter Faye of Wakefield, Mass.,
were guests this week of Mr. and
TODAY
Mrs. Frank Winslow and at Mrs.
Mary L. Arey’s.
"SORREL AND SON”
Mr <. C. W. McEachern and son
with
Earle of Greenville Junction have
been guests tffis week of her aunt
H. B. WARNER
Mrs. William Benner.
and
Mi> s Alta Hildings who has been
at Bay View Farm for the past month
has returned to her home at Calderwood's Neck.
A car with its load of paving
became detached from- the engine
Wednesday when on the downward
grade to the Leopold wharf and there
was wild excitement when it was
realized that on a near track a short
distance ahead were explosives about
to be taken by truck to the quarry.
Whistles shrieked in warning and
call for help. A heavy iron bar was
thrown across the rails hut was
carried forward. A truck across the
track owned by Alfred Creed and
driven by Henry Gross prevented
what would doubtless have been a
terrible accident by explosion. The
truck was badly damaged. Fortu
nately the driver was not on the
truck.

Maine Day
Free for All....... $1500
2.20 Pace .......... $1000
2.24 Trot............................................................ $1000
Races Called at 1 P. M. Standard
EDUCATION

The United States Government Agricultural Exhibits
Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs
The Country’s Best Live Stock
Latest in Farm Machinery
Auto Show, 1929 Models
Modern Appliances for the Home
Horticultural and Agricultural Exhibits
Fish and Game Department Display
ENTERTAINMENT

Fast Harness Races
Vaudeville and Hippodrome Acts
Spectacular Fireworks Every Night
Excellent Music
INSPIRATION

Every Product of Maine’s Fertile Soil Tastefully
Displayed
Fine Paintings, Artistic Needlework
The Latest Fashions Shown on Living Models
A Complete Exposition of Every State
General Admission—Day, 75c; Evenings 35c
J. S. BUTLER, Sec,

TODAY

u "United States Smith”
with

r
lr
C

EDDIE GRIBBON

also
‘BOY OF THE STREETS”

MONDAY-TUESDAY

Colleen in her kind of part—
tripling for cockney maid,
lady bootlegger and society
pet—full of laffs and thrills
—and just twice as good as
“Sally” and “Irene."

COLLEEN

Oh KayZ

“STORMY WATERS”

From the story by Jack London

ADDED—LUPINO LANE in "LISTEN LESTER”

MONDAY-TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY—’HEART TO HEART" with MARY ASTOR

Onili/ One^Baij Excwrttion&

from ROCKLAND
BANGOR LINF

Steamer “Belfast” or “Camden” leaves Rockland 5.15 A. M., Eastern
Standard Time for Camden, Northport, Belfast, Bucksport, Winterport,
Bangor, and returning leaves Bangor at 2 P. M. Eastern Standard Time,
due in Rockland at 7 P. M. See time table for leaviig and returning times
from intermediate landings. Tickets are on sale it all landings between
Bangor and Rockland. Tickets good going and returning on day of
issue. No Sunday sailings after September 2.

Mr. and Mrs. Chester Rackliff.
daughters Doris and Esther and son
Robert were supper guests Thursday
at the Rackliff home.

Oiit-iraii fare for :he rouml trip
Mr. and Mrs. George Bachelder are
attending the races at Rochester,
N. H., this week.

BAR HARBOR LINE
: Steamer “J. T. Morse” loaves Rockland, 5.15 A. M., Eastern Standard Time.
( Tickets good going and returning on day of i?iu«, and will be sold from all
Handings to Bar Harbor and to intermediate poirts. 0 E-WAY FARE for
! the round trip. No Sunday sailings after September 2. No Monday sailings
' after September 3.

The Sunshine Society will meet
with Mrs. Minnie Miles Wednesday
afternoon at 31 Ocean street, with
supper at 5 o’clock.
There comes frequently to this of
fice inquiries from distant points re
garding accommodations for pros
pective summer visitors. In reply
to such queries there is mailed copies
of the paper in which is blue-marked
the advertisements conveying the de
sired information. Here is a sugges
tion to cottage owners to avail them
selves of the publicity supplied
through the "Summer Cottage and
Board” department. The cost is al
most negligible*

BU E HILL LIVE
Steamer "Southport’’ leaves Rockland, 5.15 A. M., Fastern Standard Time.
Excursion tickets good going and returning on day of -sue. will be sold from
all landings to Blue Hill and to intermediate points.at 1NE-WAY FARE for
the round trip. No Sunday sailings after September 2. No Monday sailings
after September 3.

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Tickets and information at Eastern Steamship Lines Ticket Offices

“Her Cardboard
Lover”
WITH

Marion Davies

I

EASTERN
fftcamfihip lines

THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St, Clair Morgan

A recent issue of a Boston paper
contained a section devoted to the
schools of Boston, outlining each
briefly and giving a resume of the
plans for the 1928-29 season. Among
these were noted three music schools,
the Felix Fox School of Pianoforte
Playing. the Faelten
Pianoforte
School and the New England Con
servatory of Music.
The Felix Fox School continues to
maintain the original plan of the di
rector, Mr. Fox, that the pupil is
taught—not the method. Mr. Fox has
found that the best results are ob
tained with private lessons, and each
student, therefore, is treated as an
individual. The monthly concerts
will begin in October.
As a new feature in the 1928-29
plans of the Faelten school appears
the announcement of a course in ap
preciation of music, to be given in a
scries of 30 lectures, one each week
during the season. This new course
is intended for adults who wish to
get a general understanding of what
goes on in music. No musical de
mands are made at the start, nor is
home practice required. The school
also announces its plans for the con
tinuation of the regular courses in
the preparatory department and in
the college course. The Faelten
School on account of a definite sys
tem of teaching of its own has in its
31 years-of experience become one
of the pathfinders among musical in
stitutions.
Boston, where 60 years ago the New
England Conservatory of Music was
rounding out its first year in rented
quarters, witnesses this autumn the
reopening of an enlarged and expand
ed conservatory. In the brief space
of two generations this music school
brought by its founder. Dr Eben
Tourjee, from Providence to Boston,
has become the foremost American
“university of the musical arts.”
The newly added extension to the
building, which was constructed and
first occupied in 1902, will add to the
conservatory’s prestige as incom
parably the best housed and best
equipped music school in the United

from her jingles for a prosy lifeless
dedicatory paragraph lapses into
rhyme, and it runs:
“I hereby dedicate these runes
And pray their common-weal,
To ‘Sefe’ and Hunk' and ’Wumply-Woons’
And set my hand and seal.”

New England Thanks
Red Cross for Help
To Flood Victims
3.500 Families Aided in Nine
Months’ Reconstruction Pro
gram; Organization Spent
$1,200,000.

Letters, resolutions, and state
“On the jacket of the little volume ments rrom Individuals, many of
there is a clever introduction of Little whom received assistance from
Otis and his author, in which it says
that Little Otis has spent no small the organization, have poured Into
part of his rather short existence national headquarters of the Amer
playing about Mrs. Millay’s summer ican Red Cross in the last few
cottage at Camden where her daugh weeks, testifying to the apprecia
ters. to whom the book is dedicated, tion of the people of New England
grew up. Mrs. Millay feels that Little for the reconstruction work the
Otis as her only son has been unduly organization did following the de
humored and so may be excused for structive floods of last November.
getting out of hand once in a while.
Completing expenditures In ex
Though he has travelled in Paris and cess of $1,200,000, its workers were
London and has lived in New York, for nine months active in the af
at the present time Little Otis seems
fected area extending financial as
to prefer the country.
families
suffering
"This first volume contains Little sistance to
Otis’ impressions of the farm and his losses when the torrential rains
friends the birds and other children sent streams tumbling over their
of nature. Some of them one cannot embankments to play havoc In
forget and they run through the brain parts of five states. The recon
like a moving picture film in a pro struction program in New York.
jection machine.
Connecticut, New Hampshire and
"There are 103 pages of the volume Massachusetts was virtually com
which has. sad to say. only one poem pleted some time ago. but the last
to a page, but one just cannot pick a relief was just recently made in
special favorite, they are all so de Vermont, where heaviest losses
lightful and get right into the heart,
were suffered.
and those who know Mrs. Millay well
Of the funds expended, more
know that there are lots more where
than $529,000 came from the na
these came from.
“The most remarkable thing about tional treasury of the Red Cross,
Mrs. Millay’s bringing out this vol as contributions from the public to
ume is her great sacrifice ali through the relief fund totalled only $742,Financial assistance was
her young womanhood, bringing up 173.
hdr three daughters giving them given to 3.504 families, involving
every advantage possible by dint of approximately 16,000 individuals.
hard work, seeing them carve their This help consisted of restoring
own way to success and then when homes and other buildings, procur
most women would be content to bask ing household goods and furniture,
in the light of their glory, to sit calmly providing clothing, and assisting
down and write her own way into the
small business houses to re-estab
public eye. IWell, those who know
her. are not surprised and feel sure lish themselves and get back on an
that she. too. is to have her niche in operating basis.
For farmers, who suffered spe
the hall of fame.”
cially heavy losses in Vermont, as
sistance was extended in reclaim
Leaving her country home in Bethel
ing land which had been washed
last Monday Mrs. William Rogers
Chapman started on a six weeks’ out by the water or covered with
tour of the Pacific Coast, returning silt, stones and other deposits:
States.
♦ * * *
to New York City early ir. October providing new. farms where the
Florence Austral, soprano, who via the Panama Canal. Mrs. Chap land was damaged beyond recla
made such a great impression by the man will cross the continent on the mation: rebuilding homes and
beauty of her voice at the Bangor Canadian Pacific, stopping enroute barns: re-stocking farms with Im
Music Festival in May is in England at I^ike Louise. She will leave Van plements and live stock, and pro
at present, arriving in America in couver by steamer, visiting Victoria. viding feed and seed until farmers
time for Christmas, her first to be B. C., Seattle. Wash., and Portland. were in a position to take care of
spent in this country. An opera per Oregon. In San Francisco. Mrs. their own needs.
formance is scheduled for Dec. 26. Chapman will make her headquarters
In a statement commenting on
and her next engagement will be a at the St. Francis Hotel, afterward this relief program among the
radio date. Then in quick succession pending some time at Coronado farmers. Commissioner of Agricul
Miss Austral will be heard in Orange, Beach as the guest of Gen. and Mrs.
ture E. H. Jones, of Vermont, said:
N. J.. St. Paul and Minneapolis, Kala Marshall O. Terry. Mrs. Terry’ is the
“I regard the farm rehabilita
mazoo, Mich.. Grand Rapids, Mich., vice president of the Rubinstein Club
of New York, of which Mrs. Chapman tion which has been made possible
Toronto. Canada.
president. During her visit at from funds disbursad by the Red
A coast tour begins in March. The
Cincinnati Festival has engaged Miss Coronado Beach. Mrs. Chapman ex Cross as an extremely important
Austral again for next season, and pects to meet the famous contralto. factor In the recovery from the
Schumann-Heink,
who flood which is being made by the
shortly after she sails for England Ernestine
makes her home there.
again.
State of Vermont as a whole.
• * * *
Mrs. Chapman will return to the
“On behalf of the farmers who
In a delightful article written by east on the new steamship California have received this generous assis
Anne Kittredge of Belfast for the sailing from Los Angeles Sept. 17. by tance," he said, “i desire to ex
Portland Sunday Telegram appears wa.v of the Panama Canal and stop
press our hearty thanks and ap
the story of Mrs. Cora Buzzell Mil ping at Colon and Panama, and ar
preciation for it together with my
lay’s first book of verse which will riving in New York about Oct. 1.
personal gratification that the agri
* * • *
soon be introduced to the public.
cultural rehabilitation of Vermont
Quoting Miss Kittredge at random:
The champion broadcaster of the
“Camden. Rockland and Union may world is a woman, and why not? A has been so liberally aided.”
The Vermont State Red Cross
lay claim to be the birthplace of Edna woman, you would say. would nat
St. Vincent Millay whose “Kin
urally have that title, for has not Advisory Committee, composed of
Fenchman” the great American opera woman since the very beginning of seven prominent citizens, beaded
last year brought her to the attention time been dominant over the opposite by State Auditor Gates, of Mont
of the few who did not already know sex in the art of talking?
pelier. said in a formal resolution
and admire her work, but Cora Buz
Mrs.' Gladys M. Petch. who claims passed just prior to the closing of
zell Millay, her mother, whose first England as her birthplace, but has the work, that “the Red Cross
volume of verse has just been pub adopted Norway, has spoken before
came to the aid and assistance of
lished. belongs to Belfast, for while more radio broadcasting stations than
she has lived elsewhere for many probably any other woman in the the suffering people of the area,
years, it was in Belfast that she was world, and in all probability surpasses furnishing relief in emergency
cases by supplying food, clothing,
born. ‘Little Otis’ as her first book the "mike” experiences of Col. IJnd
shelter and medical aid.
of verse is called is dedicated to Mrs. bergh.
"It has in a very substantial
Millay’s three daughters, and this
For three years Mrs. Petch has been
child of her brain is her first and only teaching English over the radio to way,” the resolution continues,
son. In her dedication she uses the Norwegians, under the auspices of "assisted In rehabilitating the loss
nicknames of her daughters, who were the Norwegian government. From and damage caused by the flood
very fanciful in their childhood, i practically' every large broadcast in
and has greatly aided in a supreme
characteristic which in later life de station in Europe she has sent her effort to restore Vermont and her
vcloped into a great talent. Edna was charming voice, and now she is mak peple to a normal condition."
called Josephus, contracted to Sefe; ing a complete tour of the United
Chairman Gates, of this commit
Norma, now a talented actress and States, speaking from the major
the wife of Charles Ellis, a well- broadcasters. Before speaking over tee, in commenting on the relief
work, said he believed that “the
known star, was called Hunk; and an Italian station at Rome. Mr
Kathleen, whose novels and poems Petch had to get personal permission fcpirit which brought the Red Cross
to Vermont stimulated rehabilitat
have brought her fame, now Mrs» from Premier Mussolini.
ing activities everywhere in the
Irving Young, wife of the playwright
* * * *
was Wumpty-Woons. And so for her
area, and the rapidity with which
The last summer recital program we have come back is due in no
dedication of the volume. Little Otis,
Mrs. Millay who could not get away of Charles Raymond Cronham. Port
small degree to the efforts of this
land's municipal organist was given organization. It was. Indeed, a
Monday afterrtoon. These Irecftals
task, and much credit is due it."
have been given daily' since July 9.
Another expression of apprecia
• * * *
tion for the reconstruction work
The appearance of Arthur Hackett came in a recent letter to Chair
as soloist at the 16th anniversary con
man John Barton Payne, of the
cert in Portland under the auspices Red Cross, from Fred A. Howland,
of the Portland music commission
of Montpelier, Vermont, president
given by Charles Raymond Cronhan
The house needs to be painted
of the National Life Insurance
organist, on Aug. 22. is of interest
Company. Mr. Howland said he
or shingled, or to have new sills,
Mr. Hackett sang before the Rubin
feels that the Red Cross “has been
stein (Tub at an annual concert sev
or a modern bath room, or a new
very generous in its handling of
eral years ago. His first appearanc
heater, and
the Vermont situation, which un
as a young artist was with the Bos
ton Symphony Orchestra, with whicl
doubtedly presented new and trou
organization he has since made 2
blesome problems somewhat differ
appearances. In addition he has bee
ent than the organization has had
soloist with all the leading symphony to cope with elsewhere."
orchestras.
Although the Red Cross has offl
Among Mr. Hackett’s numbers in
daily closed its relief headquarters
You are anxious to make these
Portland were “Sylvelin” by Sindin
“Come. You. Mary” by Croxton, In the flood area, many families
or other needed improvements, but
will continue to receive help for
"Crying of the Water” by Campbell
some time. Approximately $168,haven’t the money to spare at this
Tipton, and "Sigh No More” by Aiken
also “Lohengrin's Narrative” by 000 will be disbursed in Vermont
time, and
by Red Cross chapters within the
Wagner with organ which was one c
next few months in the form of
the outstanding events of the after
neon’s program. Mr. Hackett jidde
trust funds for specially needy
u veral encores, among them bcin
families, and for the completion of
"La Reve”by Massenet. Liszt’s set
certain relief projects now under
ting of “Thou Art a Lovely Flower' way.
This money has already
You don't know that we make
and “O Lovely Rose" by Tipton.
been awarded to specific families
loans for just these purposes. The
While not comparable In size to
interest is six per cent and you
the great Mississippi Valley flood
TENANT’S HARBOR
of 1927, in which Red Cross ex
may have twelve years to repay
Odd Fellows will have nomination
penditures will exceed $17,000,000,
of officers Sept. 4 All members are
the loan, or it may be cancelled at
requested to be present. Lunch will the completion of the New Eng
land flood reconstruction program
any time. Come in and find out
be served after meeting.
brings to a close the most exten
Mrs.
Frank
Sholes
and
family
leave
more about it.
sive disaster relief task the or
Saturday for their home in Portland.
ganization has ever faced In that
Mrs. Clara Hooper observed her
Bection of the country.

Perhaps
Perhaps

Perhaps

Rockland

Loan & Building
Association
437 MAIN ST.

Every-Other-Day
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98th birthday Thursday very happily.
Sewell 'Wagle is in Community
Hospital where he underwent an op
eration Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Y. Monaghan left
last week for their home in Water
town, Mass.
Roy Meservey is working at Clark
Island with Frank Brown.

Mr. and Mrs. Allen Conary motored

lv Boothba^ Harbor Monday.

HOOVER IZM/
Special to The Courier-Gazette

Augusta. Aug. 30.—An Increase in
the young cattle on the farms of
Maine is noted by Herbert M. Tucker,
chief of the division of animal hus
bandry in the State department of
agriculture, in his biennial report
just made public.
'Three-year-old, two-year-old and
yearling cattle show an increase.” the
report says, "but the great demand
for Maine cows for replacements in
southern New England states liecause of the reputation our cattle
have for freedom from tuberculosis
has caused a decrease of over 10,000
in our cow population, and there is
not enough inerease in the young
tock to offset tills."
Actually there is a decrease of
.278 head of cattle of all classes as
compared with the figures of two i
years ago.
"I wish," says Mr. Tucker, "all good
farmers In Maine who are Interested
in live stock could see the advisa
bility of raising more good grade
heifers. A great deal of time, money
ind effort has been expended in coniucting a Better Bull' campaign, but
this work is all wasted if the heifers
of these better bulls are all sold when
calves."
He notes a great demand for cows,
and says that dealers within and
without the State are scouring every
section for every available cow that
is giving a good quality of milk.
Because of tills demand the prtee of
cows has advanced in many locali
ties fully 50 percent, and many
strictly fancy grade cows bring from
1150 to $200.
"At the present range of prices
that, by the way, are bound to hold
for several years to come, there is
no brighter outlook from my view
point.” says Mr. Tucker, "than the
aising and developing of the right
kind of grade cattle. I mean by
right kind' no special breed, but
leifers selected from high-producing
lams and sired by better hulls, and
so grown that when matured they
will be of normal size or above, as
ach breed has its friends, and if
vou have the quality you can find a
ustomer no matter what the breed."

RHEUMATISM
Take Buxton's Rheumatic Specific
Try it You will not regret it For
sale at all trading drug storee. Let
us send you a booklet. THE BUX
TON RHEUMATIC MEDICINE CO..
Abbot Village Maine.
57-R-tf

I believe there Is no surer method
sapping the freedom of self gov
ernment and the sense of respon
sibility of our citizens than unnec
essary extension of Federal control
over economic services which so
▼Hally touch the life of every fam
ily, every Industry and every com
munity.

of

Ours is not a nation of land, fac
tories, railroads, dynamos, trade or
ships. It Is a nation of men, women
and children.

Our Ideal Is not only a child free
from disease. It is also a child
made free to develop to the utmost
his capacity for physical, social
and mental health.

The best way to economize Is to
■tilize your time well.
practically every night, and that
innumerable picnic parties make use
of the open fireplaces and luncheon
tables during the day.
Something like half a dozen new
sites have been established this sum
mer so that there are now about 85
scattered throughout the State. They
are designated on the official state
highway maps by a small triangular
sign and camping tourists may set
their day's course in such a manner
as to bring them to a camp site at
nightfall.
The camp sites are built along the
highways near a brook or spring
with the camp area cleared of brush
.and other rubbish that might con
stitute a fire hazard.
• • * »

The Republican Administration
makes no claim to credit which
belongs to the enterprise, energy
and character of a great people.
It can rightfully claim, however,
that this great mass of people
would not have made progress, nor
would they continue to make proggress In an atmosphere poisoned by
unwise or shifting governmental
policies.

DEMOCRATIC NOMINATIONS

For President

For President

HERBERT C. HOOVER

ALFRED E. SMITH

of California

\

of New York

For Viea President

For Vice President

CHARLES CURTIS

JOSEPH ROBINSON

of Kansas

of Arkansas

For United States Senator

For United States -Senator

FREDERICK HALE

HERBERT E. HOLMES

of Portland

of Lewiston

For Representative to Congress

For Representative to Congress

WALLACE H. WHITE, JR.

ALBERT BELIVEAU

of l.ewiston

of Rumford

No one can contemplate the past
and the future of our country with
out an earnest prayer that we shall
maintain at all times the refresh
ing force of a strong farm popula
tion in our national life.

For Governor

For Governor

WM. TUDOR GARDINER
of Gardiner

EDWARD C. MORAN, JR.

•

john a.

of Farmingdale

past fiscal year by making in its own
diagnostic laboratory the examina
tions of specimens which would
otherwise have to have been sub
mitted to other laboratories. The ex
aminations included tests for diph
theria. paratyphoid, tuberculosis, so
cial diseases, typhoid, Malta fever
and others.

For State Senator

For State Senator

ZELMA M. DWINAL

GEORGE E. GRANT

of Camden

of Camden

For Judge of Probate

For Judge of Probate

MELZER T. CRAWFORD

OSCAR H EMERY

of Camden

of Camden
For Clerk of Courts

MILTON M. GRIFFIN
of Rockland

ALBERTUS W. CLARK

of Rockland

For Sheriff

For Sheriff

FRANK F. HARDING

CRIEHAVEN

McDonough

of Lewiston

For Clerk of Courts

LaFOREST A. THURSTON

of Rockland-

Mrs. Stanley Morrison who lias
1 been occupying her cottage at Surf
side for three weeks left Saturday
for her home in Cambridge.iMass.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Wilson have re
turned from a visit with friends in
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Colby Hupper and
infant son came home from Rockland
last week.
Mr. Miller of New York who has
been occupying the Crie homestead
tfye past three weeks has returned

of Rockland

For State Auditor

For State Auditor
ELBERT D. HAYFORD

The world situation Is a sum
mons to the forces of orderly, con
structive progress.

’

of Rockland

For County Treasurer

For County Treasurer

EARLE C. DOV/

AODIE L. JENKINS

of Rockport

of Rockport

For County Attorney
LEONARD R. CAMPBELL

of Rockland

For County Attorney
CHRISTOPHER S. ROBERTS

of Rockland

Again Maine leads. This time in
For County Commissioner
For County Commissioner
MARY PERRY RICH
the number of agricultural fairs. A
HARRY W. FRENCH
compilation of the late summer and
of r.ockport
of Rockland
fall exhibitions in New England
shows that Maine heads the list with home.
Fur Representatives to Legislature
For Representatives to Legislature
56 fairs scheduled. Connecticut fol
De Wolfe Gibson of New York and
Rockland—Lena K. Sargent.
Rockland—George L. St. Clair.
lows with 44. Massachusetts with 34. friend Paul Maxon of Detroit spent
Thomaston,
South
Thomaston.
Thomaston,
South
Thomaston,
Vermont with 14. New Hampshire the weekend with friends. They came
Friendship, Cushing and Owl’s Head Friendship, Cushing and Owl’s Head
with nine and Rhode Island with for deep sea fishing but the fog and
—Eldrean Orff of Cushing.
—Edwin S. Vose of Cushing.
eight.
rain made rather poor weather for
Rockport. Warren, Union and
Rockport. Warren, Union and
In Maine the number of such their pleasure trip. It did not dampen
C. Howes of
Washington—Fred E. Burkett of Washington—John
annual agricultural shows is on the their ardor for they came well
Washington.
increase too, and each year sees the equipped aral went on their way fish Union.
Camden. Hope and Appleton —
Camden. Hope and Appleton—
ing just the same. Ira Tupper and George E. Allen of Camden.
An increase in the acreage planted opening of one or two new fairs.
Ralph W. Johnson of Camden.
Peter Mitchell gave them a good time
to sweet corn in Maine Is shown this
Vinalhaven, North Haven, St.
Vinalhaven, North
Haven,
St.
The State department of health in the boat, and a social dance was George, Isle au Haut and Matinicus-— George, Isle au Haut and Matinicus—
season and is said to he due to the
fact that the short pack of last year figures that it has saved the people given Saturday and another Monday Granville Bachelder o'. St. George.
iCharles L. Boman of Vinalhaven.
esulted in higher prices. This year's of Maine about $75,000 during the evening in their honor.
icreage Is 11.970 as compared with
4.589 acres last year. At the present
time a better yield is forecast and
the pack is expected to be consider
ably larger. The total acreage of
New England planted for canning
this year is 15,730. and by comparing
this total witli the Maine acreage it
?an readily be seen that Maine is
‘ar in the lead.
• • • •
SHghtly more than a quarter of a
billion dollars has poured into the
’-offers of Maine since the first of
ihe present year in automohile fees,
iccording to a report from the auto
mobile division of the department of
state, and this Is an inerease of a
•ittle less than $200,000 over the
evenues of the corresponding period
n 1927.
This year's total receipts thus 4,1 r
are $2,549,525.59.
• • • •
Additional revenues for which the
ubiquitous automobile is responsible
ire expected to come into the State
treasury this year to the amount of
approximately $3,250,000 from the
four-cent tax on internal combustion
engine fuel, otherwise the gasoline
tax.
This estimate is made by
State Auditor Elbert D. Hayford
whose department is charged with
the duty of collecting the tax.
For the first six months of this
vear the receipts from this source
amounted to $1,163,527.02, but in
making his estimate Mr. Hayford
takes -into account the fact that
by far the heaviest consumption of
gasoline does not begin until about
July 1.
During the month of June the gas
tax brought in $369,609.00 as against
the sum of $263,010.09 for June, 1927.
when the tax was levied at three
cents a gallon. (Figures for July of
this year are not yet available.
The heaviest tax for the month of
June was paid by the Standard -Oil
Company of New York with the
Gulf Refining Company second, the
Texas Oil Company third, and the
Little & Coffin "Company of Portland
fourth.
• • • •
Thb State forestry departm^nt finds
that the free camp sites which it
maintains at numerous points in tho
thinly settled portions of the State
are becoming increasingly popular
with tourists.
While the department lias no
method of ascertaining how many
persons avail themselves of the camp
privileges during the season. Forest
Commissioner Neil L. Violette says
that the camp sites are occupied

These Struggling Public Servants
Merit Your Support

In considering the effect of the old railroad excise tax law, the
plight of the State’s small narrow gauge lines should not be
overlooked* Certain of these roads are literally trembling
upon the brink of destruction and waging a courageous
battle to provide transportation service to communities they
connect with the outside world.

GREEN PEAS
ARE ALWAYS IN
SEASON

Some Maine towns have raised money through local tax
ation to preserve their lines. Other towns have abated
local taxes. And still these small lines must pay excise taxes
—for the privilege of doing business-r-into the well-filled
State Treasury. In the new railroad excise tax law the Legis
lature faced this situation and provided a sliding scale of rates
dependent upon each road’s ability to pay and with special
provisions for Maine’s short lines and narrow gauge roads.
We are confident your YES vote will aid these struggling

public servants.
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Insist on Baxter’s Finest

The Committees on Taxation in two successive Legislatures, after long and
exhaustive study, voted unanimously in favor of the new law. Two successive
Legislatures passed the new tax measure by overwhelming votes.
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